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CHAPTER 1

REC #2 HATONN
THU., JUNE 4, 1998 9:22 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 292
THU., JUNE 4, 1998
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS
When you think you have covered all alternatives—you haven’t. That is number one. Number two is to
then Call on God, ask for an instruction manual, AND USE IT!
Let us consider responses to our series on the articles from the Dearborn Independent on the question
regarding the Jewish community and brotherhood. These articles in point were provided through intensive
research into the topic by dozens of investigators and research parties to get valid information that is
actually well known to the public if the public paid attention to anything other than their own personal ideas,
ideals, and opinions. The purpose was to show that NOBODY IN THIS SOCIETY COULD POSSIBLY KNOW FACTS WITHOUT GREAT STUDY INTO THE QUESTION ITSELF. THIS IGNORANCE BREEDS MORE AND MORE DISCONTENT AND INCORRECT PARTIES ARE HELD
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACTIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE WHOLE OF A PERCEIVED
PEOPLE—USUALLY TOTALLY WRONG IN CONCEPT AND FACT.
JEU vs. JEW
We have pointed out that what you are referring to as Jew is NOT WHAT IT SEEMS. You are not
actually focusing on the Judean or Judaic or even the Torahan “religious” rites. You are talking in major
focus on the JEU. (Shrewd Gamesmen, etc.) This is NOT a race, creed, or color. However, you will find
that there is not an alternative way to PRONOUNCE THE WORD ITSELF—IS THERE? The JEU
comes from all religions, all races, all creeds and all colors.
The responses to us, by and large, are mostly from JEWS giving great appreciation for finally standing up
FOR THEM against the false information and deceptions cast about upon a race/religion.
If you think the Jewish community is put-upon and deceived—take a better and long, hard look at the
Christians, Moslems, and Islamic communities. Then consider very, very carefully the Chinese basic
religions and find that you are outnumbered in just about every way. STOP THE INSANITY. NO MAN
IS BETTER OR LESSER THAN ANY OTHER MAN—JUST DIFFERENT!
I am asked over and over these days to please find other historic writings which allow focus on the Jewish
vs. the Jeuish assumptions as presented through the years. I will be happy to do so but I have to ask you
readers to do YOUR SHARE and STOP THE NONSENSE. You are brothers in whatever color you
come and it is insanity to continue the bigotry one against another while your very world collapses in the
morass of ill-conceived ideas. These are the very ideas impressed upon you to pull you asunder and then
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you fall prey to the puppet-masters who have gained control over you through the tricks and buffoonery of
political conquests. Further, while you are trying to decide if a person is Jewish or Christian—you flunk
Humanity and waste away your time and energy. Judge an action—judge NOT the man. Discern things
regarding the “man” in point according to all things presented by that man but don’t bother to judge his soul
for that is for himself and God to measure.
I am wanting here to ask you a question or two about your knowledge and education: How many of you
know ALL about the Ancient esoteric texts such as Jewish Pseudepigrapha, Christian Apocrypha, Gnostic
Scriptures, Kabbalah or even the Dead Sea Scrolls? How many of you are totally familiar with the
Ancient Eastern Manuscripts as are found in the HOLY BIBLE (not the King James of England version of
tampered information)? Until you know all there is to know that is available, how can you make judgements OR discernments? Not even ONE religion is Spiritual truth in its presentation. At best a religion is
a MAN-MADE DOCTRINE TO SERVE THE “CHURCH” NEEDS—OR BETTER STILL, THE
HEADS OF THE CHURCHES. True Spirituality in reference and relation to GOD is totally (TOTALLY)
between the individual sovereign person and GOD. Churches are groups of PEOPLE, nothing more, and
you can find a good club meeting to be as Spiritual, unfortunately, as you will find in any Church. In fact,
if God showed up in living form—most preachers and church elders would not know Him—so let us stop
trying to fool ourselves. You go to churches to refuel your tanks, but what is most often the case is that you
get a Pep talk and get your fuel tank (pocketbook) drained quite efficiently in the process. Friends, QUIT
TRYING TO FOOL YOURSELVES FOR THE FOOLS ARE INHERITING THE EARTH AND ALL
ITS MISERY.
In addition, before I go on with the topic in point—Jewry or Jeury—I must ask you to realize that men
through the ages speaking on this topic never know what to call the groups presenting as, basically, false
Jews. We can call them Zionists but you then must deal with the Mormon Zionists as well, wherein the
FACTS will reveal that the Mormon Church uses the same rituals of secret nature as any other SECRET
organization, and most come directly from the Freemasonic Order.
Further, when we use another’s work, WHICH I WILL DO EVERY TIME POSSIBLE—TO STOP
THE NONSENSE ABOUT “REVELATION”—I MUST USE THE TERMS THE AUTHOR USES.
NEITHER I, NOR YOU, HAVE TIME TO WRITE AT EVERY INDISCRETION FOUND WITHIN
A DOCUMENT. These are lessons YOU must learn in order to be discerning, and when you serve God
within HIS laws, the rest becomes quite easy to discern. IF IT IS NOT WITH GOD, THEN IT IS NOT
“OF” GOD!
Every individual human is birthed with a knowledge of RIGHT and WRONG as to GOD’S TRUTH. All
else must be LEARNED and, thus, who teaches the child? Ah so—think carefully for ignorance accepted
is passed on and on through the ages, and truth will die if not attended.
There is no such reality in such as a “hate crime”, whether it be against any race or class of community of
people. Crime is crime and there are laws against crime. The “hate” part is simply to further isolate,
separate and confuse. If a man beats up another man it is a crime—period. There are laws against criminal
activities—”hate” is a “state of being in emotional stance”; crime is a commitment of unlawful acts. If I take
your purse unlawfully—the crime is in taking the purse, the theft itself—for whatever reason. It is not in
“who” you snatch it “from”. Life will become far more easily mastered if you stop biting on all the nonsense
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and ridiculous chaos tossed onto your plates. This very foolishness has ruined your judicial system. Crime
is not difficult to determine. If a law is broken which damages another, then you have some varying stage
of “crime”. Don’t confuse this with regulations, i.e., wearing a seat belt. It is no crime to not wear a belt
or belt-in a child—but you have broken the REGULATIONS SET FORTH THROUGH LEGISLATIVE
GUIDELINES IF YOU FAIL TO RESPECT THE PRONOUNCEMENT. You will then get fined or
warned. With crime you should answer to a court and the party from which you damaged or thieved.
People would like to label these “gray areas” but no, they are thus: did you do it or didn’t you do it?!
“Reasons”, at best, as to “why” you do a thing may well affect the outcome—but guilt is laid to the
lawbreaker—God’s or Man’s. “Reasons” may well affect the penalty for the act—but the act itself is the
determining factor. Responsibility is what determines choices.
Example: If you are prone to get swept up in a moment of foolishness, then I suggest you stay away from
those places where you might well get into such choices of actions. If you are going to protest and the
“protest” goes nuts—expect to get arrested for you made the choice to be there in the first place. In other
words, be responsible FOR YOUR CHOICES, for the law will hold you responsible. Remember that if
you tote a gun—YOU made the choice to have that gun on you—and guns don’t kill people—people
using guns often do kill people. If you are so weak as to have to find strength and self-worth with a
weapon—you are in serious trouble over lack of responsible choices. Moreover, people who act outside
the responsible laws—cannot then expect others, like us, to somehow fix the circumstances after the
choices are made and acts performed. And people: GOD WILL NOT PROTECT YOU FROM YOUR
OWN WILL OR DELIBERATE ACTIONS AND CHOICES. WHY SHOULD HE HELP YOU WHEN
YOU ARE AS NEGATIVE AND WRONG IN INTENT AS IS YOUR OPPONENT? It is all about
you—you as in SELF. And yes indeed, God will hold you responsible when you have had opportunity to
be otherwise informed. KNOWING cannot ever return to UNKNOWING. And, ignorance deliberately
taken is NOT the same as simple ignorance. This becomes deliberate intent of not-finding-out the rules
and regulations. The road to Hell may well be paved with good intentions—but so, too, is the road to
Heaven and “intentions” are YOUR INDIVIDUAL PROPERTY—WITH GOD, OF COURSE.
Therefore, it is YOUR responsibility as individuals to not take our writings OUT OF CONTEXT or twist
them to suit your opinions. Your opinions of content, or of us, are none of our business.
Therefore, if we offer information—you have every right and responsibility to take it or leave it for we
ONLY OFFER.
We have a couple of “reports” which were well-done observations by Senator Jack B. Tenney who was
born back in 1898. These papers seem to be as good, as sources of information, today as they were when
written. In the 1940s he headed a Committee on Un-American Activites which was also called a FactFinding Committee. The reports resulting have been generally accepted for their accumulation of accurate
information. We can offer it as “information” only for we are not a committee to find facts—only present
what others have found.
One of these reports is called Zion’s Trojan Horse and the other we have available will have more
meaning if we offer the “Trojan” horse first.
With this in mind, and all the above presented, we can, yes, serve up some additional information on the
topic covered in the Global Parasite series.
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Perhaps to consider it a continuation we can simply call this series, much shorter than the other, HIDDEN
PARASITES. This will speak of “Jews”, yes, but don’t be fooled for some of the most obvious players are
JEUS and not JEWS.
With that we can herein offer the Introduction to Zion’s Trojan Horse by Senator Jack B. Tenney. We will
offer a direct “copy” of the papers we have as directly as we can do so in respect to the original publishers
and writers. We are told that these little journals are no longer available—we have no investigation as to
that fact. They bear no copyrights and almost no information as to source of publishers.
The “Introduction” is done by Col. John Beaty, author of The Iron Curtain Over America, much of which
is so excellent in information that we have offered a lot of that discourse prior to now.
If E.J. will be kind enough to give us some guidelines as to references, parts, and dates, we will endeavor
to keep the portions correctly labeled.
PART 1: HIDDEN PARASITES
[QUOTING, Zion’s Trojan Horse by Jack B. Tenney, Cir. 1940s:]
INTRODUCTION
Col. John Beaty
To be of major significance, a book on the current world scene must meet three requirements: (1) It
must be the work of a person who has been in an exceptional position for breaking through censorship and
learning the truth; (2) it must be full and complete and written fearlessly, with no effort to hide or gloss over
the evil deeds of any faction or minority; and (3) it must be written by one who is skilled in the writer’s art.
Zion’s Trojan Horse, by Jack Tenney, possesses the triple qualification.
(1) Ten years of arduous work in the California Senate as Chairman of the Committee on Un-American Activities has given Senator Tenney a great body of information on vital facts to which newspaper
columnists and other political writers, and even academic historians, have no means of access. The reason
is obvious. In his strategic position, Senator Tenney not only had opportunities to force the disclosure of
much information which would under no circumstances have become known to a writer who was not in a
similar position of government authority.
(2) An author’s incumbency in high office or in a strategic position does not, however, guarantee that
his book is of major importance. Too many such personages have written books to throw a smoke screen
over their own surrenders to political expediency or to alien pressure. Other authors have written books
which purport to cover the history of the past half century or to deal with the foreign policy of the United
States of America and yet, from fear of an alien minority, make no reference whatever to Middle East,
Israel, Jews, Judaism, Khazars, or Zionism! These books name names, but never the names of such
history-making Jews as, for example, the Rothschilds, Chaim Weizman, Samuel Untermeyer, those Jews
prominent in more recent times in atomic espionage; in the U.S. executive departments, especially Treasury and State; and above all, in the personal staffs of the last three Presidents of the United States.
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Books that leave out such topics and such names are worse than useless. They are dangerous. They
teach the reader to place the blame for the world’s perilous condition upon people of his own creed and
kind, and not where it belongs—upon scheming alien manipulators. [H: JEUS. Def. “Shrewd
Gamesmen”.] Such books present a picture as much distorted from the truth as would be presented by
a history of the U.S. Revolutionary War which made no reference to taxation without representation, the
Declaration of Independence, and the Continental Congress; and made no mention of Thomas Jefferson,
Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, or other men prominent at the time in influencing public opinion.
But how, the reader may ask, can one tell without reading it whether a book by a seemingly authoritative author gives a full coverage of its subject? Fortunately, there is an easy test. Consult the index of each
book which has attracted your attention. Make your own comparison, and back the book of your choice.
The merest glance at the index of Zion’s Trojan Horse will show you its full and fearless coverage of all
phases of its vital subject. [H: We will not yet have a sequence of writings but we can list the index
contents next so that you can begin to picture what will be covered in this series from the book in
point.]
(3) Whatever a man’s former position of authority and however full his coverage of his subject, he
cannot have maximum effectiveness unless he writes well. Senator Tenney writes with a confidence and a
zeal which the reader immediately senses and shares. Imbued by the emotion of the author, the reader is
swept forward through the mass of details which fill the years between Karl Marx and the present. He is
both fascinated and terrified by the climactic story of the growth of two tremendous forces, Communism
and Zionism, so closely related in their objectives. The reader sees with the horror which can be induced
only by superb literary writing how the aims of these two forces, Communism and Zionism, are alike hostile
to America as a nation and to the Christian civilization of which our nation is the finest flower. [H: Never
mind the Jesusian christianity as projected, or assumed, here. We speak of CHRIST-ianity
which project the assumption of GOD AS LIGHTED TRUTH AND MORALITY. However, for
you who don’t quite yet understand the differences here, you may well be squaring off “Christianity” VS. non-Christianity. If you are to assume that we only speak of Jewish conflict or
opposition—you are incorrect, WRONG! What Mr. Tenney or Mr. Beaty may “assume” or
project may or may not fill this meaning, so be careful in your taking in of this information for
terms change in meaning and you can get distracted over and over again. The best approach is
to THINK.] The reader shares the author’s indignation at the subtle way in which Communism and
Zionism have played Christian nations against each other in bloody conflict, and is appalled at the combination of subtle infiltration, brazen bullying, and everlasting propaganda with which these two alien forces
have ridden rough-shod over the world and have demanded and secured in this country rights and privileges which involve the destruction of America and the degradation of the Christian West.
In Paradise Lost John Milton wrote the epic of the fall of man, a fall which was engineered by an alien
intruder into the Garden. In Zion’s Trojan Horse, Jack Tenney has written of the fall of American man,
and of American women, too, under the blandishments, the bribes and the intimidation of alien intruders
into our garden-spot, America. To read this great book is to arm yourself with knowledge. With your
increased knowledge you will feel increased confidence and have a new power to go forth and defend
your country, your ideals, and your faith.
DALLAS, TEXAS
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DECEMBER 4, 1953
[End of “Introduction”]
Let us offer the sections of the contents:
INTRODUCTION
THE WANDERING JEW
In Dispersion From the Beginning
The Chosen People
THE TERRIBLE POWER OF THE PURSE
Jacob Henry Schiff
The Rothschilds
The Warburgs
PRELUDE TO CONQUEST
The World Zionist Organization
Toward World Government
THE REVOLUTIONARY PROLETARIAT
The Jewish Socialist Federation of America
The Socialist International
The National Workmen’s Committee
JEWISH REVOLUTION
“WE ARE ONE PEOPLE”
“Unity of Mind and Purpose”
The Copenhagen Manifesto
THE JEWISH NATION
The International Jew at Versailles
The Versailles Treaty
Second Meeting of the American Jewish Congress
CONQUEST OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITIES
Groundwork for World Government
First World Jewish Conference
The Constituent Session of the World Jewish Congress
Mobilization of World Jewry
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
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AGITATION FOR WORLD WAR II
ANTI-GENTILISM
CHANCE OR DESIGN?
[END OF QUOTING]
I choose to leave this now but need to make another comment or two regarding the sequence of these
writings.
The documents are published in a series as was Ford’s work. However, we don’t have all the volumes in
the reports. I suggest you just accept what we have, and if you wish more in-depth study, try the more
recent publishers of the material: Sons of Liberty, P.O. Box 449, Arabi, LA 70032. We, however, have
done no research work in locating these facilities or in knowledge if they are still viable resource.
We will eventually combine our own writings inclusive of the information we have received, under Hidden
Parasites, and they will be available as journals. This is for you who want the bound books rather than
newspaper articles, as I present the information with my own comments.
We greatly honor those who came before and were daring enough to speak out even at the risk of life itself.
Truth does not change—but clarification and confirmation is invaluable as “time” moves on and as prior
information can be brought into relationship with the “today” of your experience.
There are so many distractions which come forth in life that we can only promise to offer this information as
quickly as possible and in the sequence presented to us. I want to do some of the series offered, myself,
so that I can witness the input and not have a load dumped on others of our journalistic team. I DO
KNOW MORE and the reason for that is obvious. I can also have greater ability to shut down the foolish
misconceptions and attitudes of those who would confront that about which they know NOTHING but
command and demand attention for their foolish projections on the topics covered. They may certainly do
it—so you must use your right to intelligent reason FOR SELF. May the brain you save be your own.
It is certainly not the fault of the “Jewish” people that the wrong identification of label is affixed to these Elite
organizers, so quit the wrong assumptions. A “White” man, for instance, may or may not be a Jewish
person. In the Middle East, a Jewish person will look IDENTICAL to an Arab—so forget the bigotry in
favor of some knowledge-gathering. Above all: KNOW THAT SEMITE IS NOT EQUAL TO “JEW”
AND MOST OFTEN HAS NO RELATIVE MEANING AT ALL.
In addition, readers, it doesn’t hurt if you disagree with someone else. From honest and honorable intercourse and discourse is the ONLY WAY to actually LEARN. So what if your knowing prior to this has
been lacking—so, you LEARN IT NOW! Question it and the more you doubt and question—the harder
you must look to discount or account—THAT is your choice. In this manner you can come to exist in a
stance of knowing and stop the amazing spread of wrong information which makes you as responsible for
misinformation as the deliberate consorts of disinformation. If you didn’t know there were such people as
“Khazars”, then join the bigger crowd of non-informed who didn’t know either—but KNOW NOW. I
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will stand forever in your right to not know—I will not stand silent in your ignorance or refused learning
while you bash another in your own ignorance.
You have a RIGHT OF FREE SPEECH but is it too much to expect your speeches to be RIGHT in
content and concept? You DO NOT HAVE A RIGHT TO ABUSE ANOTHER BY YOUR FREEANYTHING.
The facts ARE: Judaic TRUTH is as near as you are going to get, in its untampered form, to the guidelines
of historic Spiritual records. You can go back to Aton of Egypt and still find lies and rumors and the most
corrupt form of human evil. Just because a Spirit appears and professes to know it all—BEWARE! A
departed “Spirit” is exactly THAT—a departed Spirit—and usually the first to contact you will be of the
worst kind. It is YOUR responsibility to sort your own information flow-lines.
Dharma’s days are filled to overflow with current legal mandates as to time and location so we can only
promise to do the best we can with those physical limitations, for others have their assigned tasks and I
would not usurp my brother’s scribes for my accepted task except in emergency. But, readers: YOU
MUST BE ALERT FOR EMERGENCIES ARE GOING TO BE COMING FROM EVERY DIRECTION, JUST AS PROMISED BY THE SEERS.
Thank you for your personal input and sharing but I ask forgiveness for inability to respond to each of
you—even to our long-standing friends and compatriots. Humans are simply limited to that which IS.
And, I am as close as your thoughts—please remember that, chelas. When you ONLY directly share with
me through Dharma, you miss the point of Spiritual connections. Share with her, but don’t expect an
answer FROM ME through her!!
LIGHT CAN ONLY SHINE THROUGH ENLIGHTENMENT AND KNOWLEDGE, SO LET US
NOT LINGER IN THE DARKNESS OF IGNORANCE FOR EVEN ONE MOMENT LONGER
THAN IT TAKES TO LEARN. Salu.
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CHAPTER 2

REC #1 HATONN
FRI., JUNE 5, 1998 7:48 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 293
FRI., JUNE 5, 1998
Life is too short to get hung up in non-change. If you want to see what life is
about on the other side of the hoop, then change. Make a change in your
life. Give yourself a break... You take a risk, you take a dare and you do it.
You just do it.
We must make changes because changes are inevitable and the first change
we have to make is in ourselves, as to how we see the world and how we are
able to deal with life. That change comes about by releasing the past, releasing the blame, the anger, and frustration for what you feel has been done to
you, and to get on with your life.
LITTLE CROW
Until you are WILLING to change your attitudes, move out of your prejudice and bigotry, you cannot
change your chaotic world into any form of balance. Only after mankind balances himself with his fellowman can he balance anything elsewise presented by the world of physical expression.
You end up with tyrants and rulers because you are unwilling to give up the chaos to CHANGE. And,
friends, until you can change you can only have chaos.
Last evening it came as a hard note on a beautiful evening at the middle-school “graduation” here in
Tehachapi. Rick was shocked, and we here are not easily shocked.
He had gone to attend the program and noted that three rather interesting young men were among the
“graduates”. They each had identical trappings and hair-dos. The hair was bleached blond-white and
almost of skinhead length. They each appeared, as called to receive their paper, and each GAVE A
HAND SIGNAL OF SATAN TO THE CROWD—WHEREIN THE KIDS “WENT WILD” WITH
WAGGLING GOAT SIGNS AND OVATIONS.
This is YOUR LIFE, chelas, and THESE ARE YOUR BABIES. And still you wonder why children shoot
their mates in school or on highways and their parents in their beds at home? How long can YOU blame
SOMEONE ELSE?
These kids are NOT “Jewish” and they are NOT “Jeuish”—they are NOT Christians (although they may
or may not be called same)—THEY ARE OF THE CHURCH (BODY) OF SATAN!
HOW could this happen? Easy—YOU LET IT HAPPEN.
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In the past we have written extensively on the topic of Satanism, religions, and yes, the very horrendous
treks of the Christians (so-called) in their bloodbath marches across nations as they demanded all become
Jesusians. These things, however, are easily found in libraries and historical documents—but now we
speak of the Jewish element as it has moved forward, once again along the same corridors of time and
space, sequence and place.
Could we not speak more on Moslems and Buddhists? Of course, but we must discern whereat lies the
greater urgency. TODAY it is the standoff between what is thought to be Jewish and that which is THOUGHT
to be Arab and other. None of the qualifications are valid in either instance. The game is about the wouldbe Puppet-MASTERS and the soon-to-be SLAVES. Each claims to serve righteousness and equality.
WOW! Can you not see that NEITHER serves righteousness? BOTH sides serve the cause of Satan and
nobody seems to openly admit such choices. How terrible is the wrath of man against and upon man as
you kill and destroy for your Masters.
We speak of bibles and their writers—the Christian claiming the Holy Bible is the work of God and Christ.
No, it is the work of man. The Talmud is the WORK OF MAN. MAN IS FLAWED AND PRESENTS
WAR AS A MODE OF MEASURE. IT IS NOT OF GOD EVEN IF IT APPEARS IN THE FIRST
WRITTEN SCRATCHES OF MANKIND. And, readers, don’t give me emphatic descriptions of a
happening of ancient times—too long ago to even remember—for you are giving me the scratching of
mankind upon the memories and minds of yourselves. WERE YOU THERE WHEN GOD CREATED
EARTH AND MAN? THEN HOW DARE YOU PROCLAIM ANOTHER MAN’S SCRIBBLINGS—
THE VERY MAN WHO WOULD DESTROY AND RULE YOU?
GOD IS SIMPLICITY AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND—FOR ALL GOODLY THINGS COME
FORTH FROM GOD. HIS RULES ARE SIMPLE AND EASY—JUST DO IN LOVE ONE TO
ANOTHER AS YE WOULD DO FOR SELF. “HE” places no “unless” in his instructions—YOU DO.
Let us move on to our topic underway.
PART 2: HIDDEN PARASITES
[QUOTING, ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]
THE WANDERING JEW
In dispersion From the Beginning
Although few Jews can prove that their most remote ancestor ever trod the soil of Palestine, Jewry has
persisted in the fiction of the Diaspora. It may be said that Jewry has been in dispersion from the
beginning. There were many more Jews in Alexandria in 250 B.C. than there were in Jerusalem; Jews
whose forbears had not shared the Babylonian captivity; Jews who had no knowledge of Hebrew. Throughout the Roman empire, in Spain and Africa, there were closely-knit communities of Jews who had never
known the land of Canaan. At the birth of Jesus of Nazareth the Jews were the most racially mixed people
on the face of the globe.
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Wherever a Jewish community existed, there also was the Talmud.
Each community kept in close touch with Jerusalem. Wherever a Jew wandered he found Jewish
settlements and colonies. Religious and educational organizations were founded and maintained long
before the Christian era. Financial assistance for Jerusalem was a well established Jewish activity throughout the civilized world, and political pressure and “back stair diplomacy” were fine Jewish arts centuries
before Titus destroyed Jerusalem and the Temple in 70 A.D.
After the establishment of Christianity, Roman Jewry made excellent use of its geographic position by
interceding with the Holy See on behalf of Jewry in trouble elsewhere in Christendom, as it had done with
the Roman emperors in the centuries before Christ.
International Jewish conferences were held sporadically throughout the world until about the 17th
Century. They were discontinued because of Gentile suspicions.
The Nineteenth Century witnessed the first open organizational activities of modern world Jewry.
British and French Jewry met in a conference called by Sir Moses Montefiore and the Board of Deputies
of British Jews in 1840. Adolphe Cremieux (Isaac Moise) attended this conference. The Board of
Deputies of British Jews thereafter undertook responsibility for Jews everywhere. The B’nai B’rith was
founded in New York City in 1843 for the express purpose of uniting the Jews of the world in the secret
body.
Jewish “emancipation” followed the Jew’s emergence from Ghettos (which appears for the greater
part to have been self-imposed segregation) and progressed at a rapid pace in Europe from the time of
Moses Mendelssohn.
Religious equality was a condition imposed by the Great Powers of the Nineteenth Century for the
independence of such states as Serbia and Rumania. The Serbian Skuptshina, by unanimous vote abolished the constitutional provision that limited the political rights of Serbian Jews. In Rumania most of the
landed property of the Rumanians was heavily mortgaged to Jews and Rumania moved slowly in the
fulfillment of the condition imposed. In October of 1879, however, a law was adopted conferring the
privileges of citizenship upon every foreigner in the country and restricting the ownership of landed property to Rumanian citizens. A ten-year probationary period between application for citizenship and its
actual attainment was a compromise which appears to have solved the Rumanian problem and to have
been acceptable to the Great Powers.
Although Moses Mendelssohn (born Moses ben Mendel at Dessau, September 6, 1729) advocated
Jewish penetration of Christian society, he always remained a Jew in the ethnic sense. He outwardly
professed Judaism but at heart he was agnostic if not atheistic. His first literary venture was a German
translation of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s “Discourse on the Origin of Inequality Among Men”—an
onslaught on civilization which contends that the savage state is superior. In founding the Hascala movement Mendelssohn did not intend to advocate Jewish adherence to Christian civilization; he proposed
adaption, thereby uncovering “a world of heretofore unheard-of possibilities where initiated Jews could
exercise their influence”. Mendelssohn has been called the Third Moses, in that he brought the Jews out of
their ghettos and showed them the Promised Land—and because of its method of penetration, there are
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those who believe that Hascala was also the name of the Jewish-Trojan horse.
In 1857 American Jewry exerted itself for the first time in the United States as a minority pressure
group. Protesting the denial of residential and commercial rights to American Jews in Switzerland, a
convention was organized by American Jewry in Baltimore. Rabbi Isaac M. Wise was selected as the
spokesman of the delegation by this meeting and directed to confer with President James Buchanan on the
subject.
Meanwhile many Jews were attaining wealth and position throughout the world. In 1828 Jews had
been made eligible for municipal offices in England. In 1858 they were admitted to the House of Commons. Baron Nathan de Rothschild was the first Jew who walked the halls of Westminster. There has
never been any prohibition against Jews holding public office in the United States.
The Mortara Affair in 1860 resulted in the creation of the Alliance Israelite Universelle in France by
Adolphe Cremieux. The organization dedicated its efforts to “the emancipation of our brethren who still
suffer under the burden of discriminatory legislation”, and it purported to be international in both its objectives and its membership.
The Board of Delegates of American Israelites was organized at a convention in New York City
November 2, 1859. The purposes of this organization were, like all the others, strictly Jewish and in behalf
of Jewry. It called for the “maintenance of friendly relations with similar Hebrew organizations throughout
the world” and the “redress of grievances” of Israelites everywhere. In 1878 the organization merged with
the Union of American Hebrew Congregations.
Jewish organizations began to emerge throughout the world after 1860. The Anglo-Jewish Association came into existence in England in 1871. In Austria, in 1872, the Israelitische Allianz was born. The
Hilfsverein der deutschem Juden was organized in 1901 ostensibly in behalf of the Jews in Eastern
Europe and Asia.
The Nineteenth Century witnessed the quiet mobilization of world Jewry;—an accelerating mobilization that passed from the religious atmosphere of the synagogue to the public forum of international politics
with increasing clamor and tumult. The legend of “religious persecution” was carried over into the political
arena of the Twentieth Century under a new and more potent appellation—”anti-Semitism”. It was to be
the central theme of Herzl’s argument for a Jewish state—and he would—unintentionally perhaps—place
the blame on the Jews themselves. “The Jewish question,” he wrote, “exists wherever Jews live in perceptible numbers. Where it does not exist, it is carried by Jews in the course of their migrations. We naturally
move to those places where we are not persecuted, and there our presence produces persecution. This is
the case in every country, and will remain so... till the Jewish question finds a solution on a political basis.”
The American Jewish Committee was organized in New York City in 1906. Some Jewish authorities contend that this group grew out of the National Committee for the Relief of Sufferers by Russian
Massacres established in 1903 by Oscar S. Straus, Jacob H. Schiff and Cyrus L. Suizberger, but there is
much evidence to indicate that its creation was prompted by other considerations. It is very interesting to
note, in passing, that the membership of the American Jewish Committee was held at fifty until comparatively recent times. Jewish authorities have referred to the “Fabian policy” adopted by the American
Jewish Committee, a term which denotes a cautious, gradualistic approach to an objective. The policy
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may account for the careful limitation of membership for so many years, and is in keeping with the historical
and time-honored Jewish practice of individual shtadlanim;—”back stair secret diplomacy”.
THE CHOSEN PEOPLE
The Bible tells us that when Abram was ninety-nine years old Jehovah appeared to him and, after
changing his name to Abraham, established a covenant which was to be everlasting between Jehovah and
Abraham’s seed: “and I will give unto thee, and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger,
all the land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession; and I will be their God.”
Upon this theme orthodox Jewry has reared the fiction that the Jews are the Chosen People of God
and that all other peoples are outside His favor. “The forces (wealth) of the Gentiles shall come to thee...
and the sons of strangers shall build up thy walls, and their Kings shall minister unto thee... Thou shalt suck
the milk of the Gentiles,” and “ye shall eat the riches of the Gentiles and in their glory shall ye boast
yourselves...” are samples of Biblical promises that Jewish rabbis have taken to heart literally. The Talmud
is the culmination of the development of Jewish traditionalism. Dr. Henry H. Milman refers to the Talmud
as “that wonderful monument of human industry, human wisdom, and human folly”. It has been characterized as “the most irresistible organ ever forged for the subjugation of the human will”. It is, without
question, an important factor in any study of the phenomenon of organized Jewry’s dynamic drive for
world power.
What is the Talmud?
Said Benjamin Disraeli, himself a Jew: “Here... we find a prodigious mass of contradictory opinions, an
infinite number of casuistical cases, a logic of scholastic theology, some recondite fancies; ethics and
sophisms, reasonings and unreasonings, subtle to have happened which these doctors have not perplexed
or provided against, for their observations are as minute as Swift exhausted in his ‘Directions to Servants’. The children of Israel, always children, were delighted as their Talmud increased in volume, and
their hardships. The Gemara was a third law to elucidate the Mishna, which was a second law, and which
had thrown the first law, the law of Moses, into obscurity.”
Wrote Dr. Izaak Da Costa: “The Talmud is an immense heap of rubbish, at the bottom of which a few
bright pearls of Eastern wisdom are to be found. No book has ever expressed more faithfully the spirit of
its authors. This we notice the more when comparing the Talmud with the Bible—the Bible, that Book of
books, composed by Israel without their God, in the time of their dispersion, their misery, and their
degeneracy.”
Dr. Milman, in his History of the Jews: “The reader, at each successive extract from this extraordinary
compilation hesitates whether to admire the view of profound allegorical truth and the pleasing moral
apologue, to smile at the monstrous extravagance, or to shudder at the daring blasphemy. The influence of
the Talmud on European superstitions, opinions, and even literature remains to be traced. To the Jew the
Talmud became the magic circle within which the national mind patiently labored for ages in performing the
bidding of the ancient and mighty enchanters, who drew the sacred line beyond which it might not venture
to pass.”
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Dr. Edersheim (Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah) described it thus: “If we imagine something
combining law reports, a Rabbinical ‘Hansard’, and notes of a theological debating club—all thoroughly
oriental, full of digressions, anecdotes, quaint sayings, fancies, legend, and too often of what, from its
profanity, superstition and even obscenity could scarcely be quoted, we may form some general idea of
what the Talmud is.”
Dr. Phillip Schaff (History of the Christian Church): “The Talmud is the slow growth of several
centuries. It is a chaos of Jewish learning, wisdom, and folly, a continent of rubbish with hidden pearls of
true maxims and poetic parables. It is the Old Testament misinterpreted and turned against the New, in
fact, though not in form. It is a Rabbinical Bible without inspiration, without the Messiah, without hope. It
shares the tenacity of the Jewish race... The Talmud is the Bible of Judaism separated from, and hostile to
Christianity, but it barely notices it except indirectly. It completed the isolation of the Jews from all other
people.”
Says Louis Finkelstein in the Foreword to the First Edition of The Pharisees (Morris Loeb Series,
Jewish Publication Society of America)” “Pharisaism became Talmudism, Talmudism became Medieval
Rabbinism, and Medieval Rabbinism became Modern Rabbinism. But throughout these changes of name,
inevitable adaptation of custom, and adjustment of Law, the spirit of the ancient Pharisee survives unaltered. When the Jew reads his prayers, he is reciting formulae prepared by pre-Maccabean scholars;
when he dons the cloak prescribed for the Day of Atonement and Passover Eve, he is wearing the festival
garment of ancient Jerusalem; when he studies the Talmud, he is actually repeating the arguments used in
the Palestinian academies. Nor is it merely the outer accoutrements of Pharisaism which have survived in
his life; the spirit of the doctrine has remained quick and vital.”
In a First Edition of the Babylonian Talmud “revised and corrected” by Dr. Isaac M. Wise, President
of the Hebrew Union College, we find the following in the Editor’s Preface: “The Talmud is free from the
narrowness and bigotry with which it is usually charged, and if phrases used out of their context, and in a
sense of the very reverse from that which their author intended, are quoted against it, we may be sure that
those phrases never existed in the original Talmud, but are the later additions of its enemies and such as
never studied it.” [H: My oh my, and we are supposed to believe that Dr. Wise STUDIED it?
There is no way to misinterpret the words—in context or out thereof. I will note, however, that
exactly as all Bibles have been tampered and changed, so too will have been the Talmud to meet
the needs of changing society and its movement toward control of one people over others. To
say, as is coming next, that the Jewish people of today are the product of the Talmud is certainly
NOT a compliment to anyone—most especially the Jewish people of modern expression. But
we do find that the people of other religions are ALSO the product of their TAMPERED BOOKS
ON INSTRUCTIONS OF HOW TO LIVE.]
In order to discredit Jewish testimony concerning the Talmud, Rabbi Wise writes: “The attacks on the
Talmud have not been made by the enemies of the Jews alone. Large numbers of Jews themselves
repudiate it, denying that they are Talmud Jews, or that they have any sympathy with it. Yet there are only
the few Karaites in Russia and Austria, and the still fewer Samaritans in Palestine, who are really not
Talmud Jews. Radical and Reform, Conservative and Orthodox, not only find their exact counterparts in
the Talmud, but also follow in many important particulars the practices instituted through the Talmud...
The modern Jew is the product of the Talmud...”
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In the Introduction to The History of the Talmud we learn that the Talmud has been the victim of
continuous persecution. “During the twenty centuries of its existence,” says the Introduction, “not one of
them has passed without great and powerful enemies vying with each other and exhausting every effort to
destroy it; still it survived in its entirety, and not only has the power of its foes failed to destroy even a single
line, but it has not even been able materially to weaken its influence for any length of time. It still dominates
the minds of a whole people, who venerate its contents as divine truth, and countless numbers have
sacrificed their lives and their possessions to save it from perishing.”
The first allegedly to persecute the Talmud were the Seleucidae (in the time of Antiochus Ephiphanes),
the Roman Emperor Nero, Domitian, Hadrain, the Samaritans, the Sadducees, Boethuseans, the Christians, and all sects opposed to the Pharisees. Before the Popes, Justinian decreed capital punishment to
those who studied it. Says our historian: “From the time of Pope Innocent III, the 11th to the 18th, in Italy,
France, Germany, Spain, and many other countries, and in the 18th, also in Poland by the Frankists, by
Bishop Dembovski, where copies were dragged through the city, tied to horses’ tails and then delivered to
the executioner to be burned at the stake in Kamenetz, Lemberg, Brody and elsewhere, the Talmud, the
Israelites were forced to dispute with its enemies, and had to pay heavy fines for arriving late to the dispute,
as well as for being vanquished in argument, the judges being their enemies.”
[H: There is intelligence for you, and PROOF THAT ONE GROUP OF BIGOTS IS CERTAINLY
NO BETTER THAN ANY OTHER IGNORANT GROUP OF BIGOTS. I am actually asked—
BY JEWS—”just what is it that it says in the Talmud?” Oh my, readers, if you be Jew would it
not be wise to FIND OUT FOR SELF? But realize that you are NOT going to like what you find
unless you have the stance of a One World Order headed by tyrants. Know too that the Yiddish
language (using Hebrew characters as in “alphabet” but not in any way Hebrew) demands that a
simple reader will NOT UNDERSTAND the book or the Protocols which stem from the book
itself. You “Biblical scholars” who do not do more than attend a preacher’s sessions—are equally
ignorant of the contents of that/those BIBLES. When you bother to study the parts NOT offered to your consciousness until “after the fact” it is noted that most back away like from an
atom bomb. Therefore comes realization that the “idea” is presented in nicely cleaned phrases—
but the TRUTH is not offered at all.]
The Jewish historians always omit the reasons for Christian objection to the Talmud. They charge
persecution of the Talmud in the same manner as so-called Jewish “defense agencies” charge “antiSemitism”. Is the Talmud, like the Jews, without fault? We think not. It accounts in great measure for
Gentile reaction toward Jewry through the centuries. Says a writer in the Edinburgh Review: “When we
sound the sombre, exclusive, pitiless depth of the inner doctrine of the Talmud, we see that a reason exists
for that marked and secular demarcation between the Jew and the Gentile, for which we were about to
blame our own intolerance. Purposely and rigidly, in exile no less than in the splendor of the theocratic
polity, has the hand of the Jew been directed by the depositories of his traditions against every man. It is
the law of self-defense that has raised the hand of every man against him. Our ancestors were not, after all,
so blindly cruel as some writers are too ready to admit. Offers of friendship and of brotherhood are as
powerless as are the fires of the Inquisition to break down that moral wall, substantial as the very fortress
wall of the Temple, that resisted the voice of Christ, and that has been strengthened by the constant efforts
of the doctors of the Talmud for five centuries after the fall of Jerusalem. The power of resistance is the
same at this moment that it was two thousand years ago. The point of attack is still the same as in the days
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of Herod. To the question ‘Who is my neighbor?’ the Talmud returns one reply, and the parable of the
Good Samaritan another. The mercy to be shown, as Moses taught, to the stranger, is qualified by the
Halaca by the assumption that he must also be a proselyte. All questions as to which accord would be
otherwise possible, whether in the historic past, or the dimly predicted future, are insoluble, while the
justice, mercy, and truth—the weightier matters of the Law—are, by the guardians of the Law of Moses,
confined to those of their own faith and blood. The vitality of Judaism was contained in the doctrine, that
the Jews had one father, even God. The hope of the future of humanity lies in the good tidings that God is
the common Father of mankind.”
In the Thirteenth Century, a Jew named Donin was excommunicated by the rabbis because he “appeared” to rebel against Judaism. In Rome in 1239, under the name of Nicolus, Donin charged that the
Talmud contained sacrilegious references to Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary, and so distorted the Scriptures by its interpretations and comments that thereby the Deity was blasphemed. Donin further charged
that the Talmud gave license to illegally deprive Gentiles of their property and granted permission to
deceive them. In short he charged in thirty-five counts that the Talmud was the enemy of Christianity.
Nicolus Donin met with certain Jewish rabbis in Paris in 1240 and debated the charges against the Talmud
made by Donin the year before in Rome before Saint Louis and his court. Rabbi Jechiel, the most prominent of the rabbis, would not admit that the Jesus referred to in the Talmud was Jesus of Nazareth, but
maintained that he was another Jesus. Modern Jewish scholars appear to disagree with Rabbi Jechiel.
Wrote Dr. Levin (Die Religions Disputation des R. Jechiel vin Paris, etc.): “We must regard the attempt
of R. Jechiel to ascertain that there were two by the name of Jesus as unfortunate, original as the idea may
be.” [H: It never seems to strike these writers and all-knowing scholars that there was NO
original “Jesus” in any event. Jesus was a tag-name given after the fact of Esu Immanuel.]
Donin presented Kol Nidre, a Jewish prayer, as evidence of the immorality of Jewry. Kol Nidre
invoked by the Jews at the beginning of the evening service of the Day of Atonement and (the Hebrew
version) repudiates all vows, oaths, and obligations made by the supplicant since the last Day of Atonement. (The Aramaic version repudiates all vows, etc., to be made during the coming year.) Rabbi
Jechiel was unable to offer any plausible defense.
The meeting between Donin and the rabbis evidently convinced the authorities that Donin was right
and that the rabbis were wrong. Wagon-loads of Talmuds were burned in Paris in 1242 and Christendom
was evidently convinced that Donin’s allegations were true. Whatever else may be said of the Talmud all
impartial authorities appear to agree that it contains, in addition to offensive passages, many bad features.
It is therefore not surprising that it was so often burned. The Bible has also been burned. In the ages of
ignorance books of all kinds were held in awe and were believed to be possessed of supernatural powers;—powers for either good or bad. The good books were held in reverence, and the evil books were
destroyed. [H: Nothing really changes, does it? Thousands of our journals have been burned
and many banned—and we only objectively bring some research and educational facts for whomever wishes same. We don’t even foist anything off onto anyone. Your world is pretty sick,
readers, and has been quite terminal for a very long time.] If the Talmud was against Christianity
and contained blasphemies against its doctrines; if it taught a double-standard of ethics and morality—one
for the Jew and his relationship with Jews and a different one for the Jews’ relationship with Christians, then
to the medieval mind, it had to be destroyed. And, of course, the Jews would burn the Christian Bible if
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they were able to do so. The Jewish Encyclopedia quotes R. Tarfon as declaring: “The writings of the
minim deserve to be burned, even though the name of God occurs therein...”.
In the Jewish year 5391 (1631 A.D.) a council of Jewish elders convened in Poland and addressed a
circular letter to the several Jewish communities. It reads as follows: “Great peace to our beloved brethren
of the house of Israel.—Having received information that many Christians have applied themselves with
great care to acquire the knowledge of the language in which our books are written, we therefore enjoin
you, under the penalty of the great ban (to be inflicted upon such of you as shall transgress this our statute),
that you do not in any new edition either of the Mishna or Gemara, publish anything relative to Jesus of
Nazareth; and you take special care not to write anything concerning him; either good or bad, so that
neither ourselves nor our religion may be exposed to any injury. For we know that those men of Belial, the
mumrim, have done to us, when they became Christians, and how their representations against us have
obtained credit. Therefore, let this make you cautious. If you should not pay strict attention to this our
letter, but act contrary thereto, and continue to publish our books in the same manner as before, you may
occasion, both to us and yourselves, greater afflictions than we have heretofore experienced, and be the
means of our being compelled to embrace the Christian religion, as we were formerly; and thus our latter
troubles might be worse than the former. For these reasons we command you that if you publish any new
edition of those books, let the places relating to Jesus of Nazareth be left in blank, and fill up the space with
a circle like this 0. But the rabbins and teachers of children will know how to instruct the youth by word of
mouth...”.
In the Foreword by Chief Rabbi Dr. J.H. Hertz to the Soncino edition of the Babylonian Talmud
(London, 1935) he states that “all the censored passages reappear in the Text or Notes.” He concludes
his Foreword by stating that “never before has there appeared a translation of the Order Nezikin as helpful
to the student as these volumes of the Soncino edition of the Babylonian Talmud in English.”
It is now apparently admitted by Jewish writers that the word min (plural minim), so often mentioned
in the Talmud, denotes the Christians, while minuth means Christianity. The Jewish Encyclopedia states
that its etymology is obscure. It probably was first applied to those Jews who embraced Christianity “just
as ‘goy’, which in the Bible has only the meaning of ‘nation’ took later the sense of ‘non-Jew’.” It was
forbidden to partake of meat, bread, and wine with the min. Scrolls of the Law, telfillin and mezuzot
written by a min were burned. An animal slaughtered by a min was forbidden food. The relatives of the
min were not permitted to observe the laws of mourning after his death, but were required to assume
festive garments and rejoice. The testimony of the min was not admitted in evidence in Jewish courts. An
Israelite who found anything belonging to one who was a min was forbidden to return it to him. (The
Jewish Encyclopedia was prepared by “more than four hundred scholars and specialists” under the
direction of an Editorial Board composed of the following: Cyrus Adler, Welhelm Bacher, Gottard Deutsch,
Richard Gottheil, Emil G. Hirsch, Joseph Jacobs, Kaufmann Kohler, Herman Rosenthal, Isidore Singer
and Crawford H. Tay. Isaac K. Funk was Chairman of the Board; Frank H. Vizetelly was Secretary of the
Board, and William Papper was Associate Revising Editor.)
Gentiles (non-Jews) are classed as “barbarians”, although the Jewish Encyclopedia states that Rabbinical interpretation of Ezekial XXXIV:31, “and ye my flock, the flock of my pasture, are men” holds that
only Israelites are men. This interpretation makes Gentiles something less than men; lower animals, cattle.
Gentiles might claim no right under Jewish civil laws. Says the Jewish Encyclopedia: “It follows that the
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Gentiles were excepted from the general civil laws of Moses.” The Mishnah decrees that if a Gentile sue
an Israelite, the verdict is for the defendant; if the plaintiff is an Israelite against a Gentile the Israelite is to
obtain full damages. [H: Perhaps our attorneys might better understand the feelings of mistreatment in the courts of today!] The Talmud provides that where an ox belonging to an Israelite has gored
an ox belonging to a Canaanite (Gentile), there is no liability, whereas where an ox belonging to a Canaanite
gores an ox belonging to an Israelite, compensation is to be made in full. [H: It seems our people have
walked this crooked road of legal inequality for over ten years now. And they are told now that
there is NO RECOURSE. We shall see, won’t we?]
The following is from the Jewish Encyclopedia:
“The Talmud relates in this connection that the Roman government once commissioned two officers to
question the Rabbis and obtain information regarding Jewish laws. After a careful study they said: ‘We
have scrutinized your laws and found them just, save the clause relating to a Gentile’s ox, which we can not
comprehend. If, as you say, you are justified by the term “neighbor”, the Gentile should be quit when
defendant as well as when plaintiff.’ The Rabbis, however, feared to disclose the true reason for outlawing
the Gentiles as barbarians and rested on the textual technicality in the Mosaic law, in accordance with
which they had authority to act in all cases coming within their jurisdiction.”
Where a Jew sells a Gentile landed property bordering on the land of another Jew, he shall be excommunicated because the Jewish neighbor may claim “thou has caused a lion to lie on my border.” The
Talmud Rabbis believed that all property in the hands of Gentiles was seized property and therefore
considered “public property, like unclaimed land in the desert” and that Israel could take the land as
conquerors. “And thou shalt consume all the people which the Lord thy God shall deliver thee; thine eyes
shall have no pity upon them... for thou art an holy people unto the Lord thy God; the Lord thy God hath
chosen thee to be a special people unto himself, above all people that are upon the face of the Earth.”
(Deuteronomy VII; 16:6.)
The Jewish Encyclopedia states: “The Torah outlawed the issue of a Gentile as that of a beast... A
Gentile woman was not allowed to suckle a Jewish babe, save in the presence of Jews. Even so it was
feared that the Gentile nurse might poison the child... The Talmud comments on the untruthfulness of
Gentiles... ‘A band of strange children whose mouth speaketh vanity and their right hand is a right hand of
falsehood.’”
The Jewish law against overcharging one-sixth or more above the current price of marketable merchandise applied only to a Jew and not to a Gentile. “Samuel declared legal a transaction in which an error
has been made by miscalculation on the part of Gentile. Following out his theory, Samuel was unscrupulous enough to purchase from a Gentile a gold bar for four zuz, which was the price of an iron bar; he even
beat down the price one zuz. Such transactions, while regarded as perfectly proper and legitimate among
Gentiles, were not tolerated among the Jews themselves.” (Jewish Encyclopedia.)
Simon ben Yohai is considered the most fanatical of the anti-Gentile teachers. He is the author of the
expression “tob shebegoyim harog” which is translated by Jewish Encyclopedia editors as “the best
among the Gentiles deserves to be killed.” These same translators admit that various versions of Simon
ben Yohai’s saying is rendered “Egyptians” instead of “Gentiles”. [H: Oops?] The Gentiles, according to
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this venerable Talmudian, “resemble the easy-going, selfish dog”, whereas “Israel is like the patient ass.”
Judah ben ‘Illai recommended the daily recital of the “benediction”: —”Blessed be thou... who hast
not made me a goi” and expressed the pious prediction that the Gentiles “will ultimately come to shame”.
Much more might be offered, both from the Talmud itself (the official Soncino edition) and from
authoritative Jewish translators and writers, but the foregoing should suffice for an understanding of the
official sources of anti-Gentilism. Most material used here is taken from the Jewish Encyclopedia rather
than from the Talmud so that it cannot be said that the sense of the citation is distorted, taken out of context
or prejudicially interpreted. It is to be expected that all religious movements, sincerely and deeply advocated, exclude the disbelievers from its theories of salvation and that the adherents of each movement, to
a greater or lesser extent, look upon these outside the faith with distaste and loathing. Few religious
movements, however, exclude ALL peoples on the basis of race The proselyte, regardless of ethnic
origin, is usually welcomed warmly into the brotherhood of the “true faith” whatever it might be. This
certainly is not the spirit of the Talmud, no matter how it is interpreted and its occasional contradiction to
the contrary notwithstanding. Its faith is not only in Jehovah; it is in the one-people who enjoy an everlasting covenant with HIM. It is a race-superiority concept that soars over and beyond anything ever conceived by the world’s Hitlers—a concept that bases its claim on Holy Scripture and divides the world into
two classes—the Israelites and “cattle”.
The influence of the Talmud upon the Jews of the world is probably incapable of estimation. To say
that its influence has been great would be a gross understatement. Its profound effect on the minds of the
savage Khazars of Mongolian Russia is apparent in the activities of their descendants—in the incessant drive of Socialist-Communist Jews and organized Zionists for world conquest and domination. No
treatise on this subject may properly ignore the racism of the Talmud.
“The Talmud,” said a writer in the Edinburgh Review, “not only awaits the infant at birth and regulates
every incident of that event (even to the names of angels that are to be inscribed on the door, and the words
on the four corners of the apartment), but anticipates each circumstance from the earliest moment of
probability. In every relation of life, in every action, in every conceivable circumstance—for food, dress,
habit, language, devotion, relaxation—it prescribes almost every word to be uttered, and almost every
thought to be conceived. Its rule is minute, omnipresent, inflexible. Its severity is never relaxed. To
borrow an illustration from the founder: the Jewish mind, subjected while in a fusible state to this iron
mould, has been at once chilled and case-hardened by its pressure.”
[END OF QUOTING]
There is a factual recognition that the Jewish people of these tribes, called Pharisees, were and REMAIN,
anti-Christ. They do not adhere to the ancient customs of tribes from say, Shem. I make no pronouncement upon these people—other than perhaps to say that the modern so-called Talmudic Jew is blind, deaf
and mostly dumb. By dumb I mean “mute”—not as in stupid or ignorant—I mean “DUMB” in that they
refuse to look, listen, or allow speech which contradicts this information come forth from the research of
their own people. Most Christians are even more foolish in that they take up the cry of the JudeanChristian projections and in their ignorance become equally ANTI-CHRIST. Neither are acceptable to
the Christ consciousness—nor to the GODLY Jew. GOD GAVE ALL MANKIND A SET OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR FAIR AND EQUAL APPLICATION SO, BY ACTION ACCOMPLISHED,
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MOST OF MANKIND HAS SET HIMSELF APART FROM GOD HIMSELF.
It is not our prerogative to twist arms and coerce anything. Our purpose is to allow you to become
INFORMED wherein possible so that we can overcome the negative impacts of such teachings upon
humankind, one against another. God’s laws are very simple, easy, harmonious, and balanced so that man
can live justly and righteously under HIS LAWS. You have rewritten, mistranslated and deliberately
tampered the LAWS to read according to the most powerful non-Godly individuals upon your placement.
So be it for the TRUTH will OUT and perhaps can be “More than less, sooner than later” [Clinton].
Do YOU even know what you have taught your children? No, and therefore those that teach them the sign
of Satan will prevail upon their minds and hearts—while they move into hatred of you for your indiscretions.
May you study these things with an open mind, for chances of reclaiming that which is your heritage in
abundance and balance is becoming short on time. Readers, there is NOT going to be some wondrous
Rapture to snatch you to the bosom of God and out of your greed and avarice. The very concept is that
somehow you can take it with you—that “stuff” and human self. No, it is not going to be that some man,
as pronounced by some OTHER MEN, meets YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE AND NO CHRIST OR MAN CAN TAKE THAT FROM YOU OR UPON HIMSELF—
ONLY HIS OWN. But, readers, the TRUTH is that one day Jew and Gentile will take hands and march
together or there will BE NO FUTURE. I indicate “Jew” and “Gentile” as described by the Jewish
Encyclopedia of Jew being Jewish and Gentile BEING ALL OTHER HUMANS. This also connotes
that, therefore, all Jews are anti-Christ and all Gentiles are anti-Jew. Semite is NOT a valid term regarding
anyone or anything outside the tribe of Shem and as relates to all people with origins from the area of the
Arab world. So the false teachers have blundered in the face of Truth. Will it matter to you who blindly trip
along the pathway to your desires of physical self? It hasn’t so far.
Salu and good morning.
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CHAPTER 3

REC #1 HATONN
SAT., JUNE 6, 1998 7:40 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 294
SAT., JUNE 6, 1998
DIGNITY IS SHARED IN OPEN ACTUALITY
When we act in truth and honor it is with respect and appreciation that we SHARE with others the gifts we
obtain and the status we attain. In the secret places come the dark shadows of deceit and counterfeiting.
Hypocrites spend half their time, at least, in these dark hiding places. The results of the works are seen
darkly—after a dirty deed is accomplished—hopefully. The intent is to do that which the greed-mongers
desire and do it in such ways as to disallow the open knowing until it is too late for positive change.
The perpetrators are always making themselves egotistical mouths of great self-assertive know-it-alls, but
are they? No, they are the destroyers of freedom, PRESENTERS OF WARS, and employ criminal acts
geared to deceive the slaves of their choosing. How much freedom, even in America where it is touted
from the mountain tops, DO YOU HAVE? You are a state slave if even one iota of “your” property can be
seized for failure to pay a tax. Then, note, you are taxed under force to support the political buffoon-idiots
of the political and material ghettos and, oh yes, they DO LIVE IN GHETTOS. A ghetto is a place in a
city, or town, where a group of minorities live. This place can house rich or poor and in every city you will
find both—but not existing together as in “community”, especially of purpose. The rich will be finding ways
to get richer and the poor will simply be surviving. The middle-class slaves are working and paying for the
others. A nation or a person living off loans and paying taxes AND interest (usury) are SLAVES to the
lenders and bankers. THIS IS NOT FREEDOM! You, further, will find the shrewd gamesmen living in
the most expensive parts of the ghettos while the lesser tend their lawns, gardens and houses—for them.
They are tended at the lowest price possible, to boot. This will usually mean the people without legal
papers so that there is no complaint over the low wages or rebuttals of any kind. It is called blackmail.
Well, that is not our topic—or is it? The review for today certainly deals with the “terrible power of the
purse” so perhaps we need to consider the merged possibilities.
PART 3: HIDDEN PARASITES
[QUOTING ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]
THE TERRIBLE POWER OF THE PURSE
[H: Before we end this particular series we will give a bit of chronological summary to the events
and players of the Zionist Master Plan for World Power. You will see that it includes the players
mentioned herein BUT you will see that it has little or nothing to do with “Jewish people”.]
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Theodor Herzl, speaking of the Jews, declared: “When we sink, we become a revolutionary proletariat, the subordinate officers of all revolutionary parties, and at the same time, when we rise, there rises
also our terrible power of the purse.”
It is interesting to note that Herzl did not say “when some Jews sink” or “when some Jews rise”. He
specifically said “when we sink” and “when we rise”. He was thinking of the “Jewish nation” and not of
Jewish individuals. He conceived a race movement toward a common objective. Whether or not Jews
blasted their way by force and violence through Christian barriers, bought and bribed their way, or combined both methods for the attainment of the common objective mattered not at all to Herzl. He conceived
a race movement toward a common objective. [H: I would here, however, defend the parties who
offer bribes or buy-outs because it takes the bribed and paid-off to complete the “Tango” here
implied. If the Jew did the bribing, then probably it had to be a Gentile who took the bribe, so
keep your kleenex handy to mop the prejudice off your faces.] He was neither moralizing nor
speculating. He was merely stating an historical fact and issuing a directive to world Jewry. The combination of the “terrible power of the purse” and “the revolutionary proletariat” was to achieve world-shaking
significance in the Russian Revolution.
The Jewish revolutionary proletariat developed significance with the rise of the terrible power of the
Jewish purse. Without the assistance of Jewish bankers the Jewish revolutionary leader of the Red Army,
Trotsky, would have failed. Without the “terrible power” of the Jewish purse, the invasion and conquest of
Palestine would have been impossible.
Jacob Schiff, the Rothschilds, and the Warburgs are a few of the international Jewish bankers who
have played an important role in shaping the destiny of Western Christian civilization.
JACOB HENRY SCHIFF
The firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., was established in 1867 by Abraham Kuhn and Solomon Loeb. The
two had started out as general merchandise merchants in Lafayette, Indiana in 1850.
Jacob Henry Schiff was born in 1847 at Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. He came to the United
States in 1865 and joined the staff of a New York City banking house. He became a naturalized citizen in
1870. He returned to Europe in 1873 where he made important connections with some of the chief Jewish
bankers and banking houses in Germany. Returning to the United States he became a partner in the
banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb and Company in 1875 where his financial connections with the Rothschilds
and their principal German agents, the Warburgs, became of great importance.
Within ten years Abraham Kuhn was dead and Solomon Loeb had retired. Jacob Schiff became the
head of the company.
His association with E.H. Harriman against J.J. Hill and J.P. Morgan & Co. for control of the Northern Pacific Railroad resulted in the stock-market panic of May 9, 1901. The struggle left Schiff and his
firm in a strong position. The firm became the “financial reconstructors” of the Union Pacific Railroad
and, since that time, has been “strongly interested in American railroads”. In order to suppress “ruinous
competition” Schiff took the lead in the establishment of the Northern Securities Company. He was
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several times the vice-president of the New York Chamber of Commerce and was a director of the
Central Trust Company, Western Union Telegraph Company, and the Wells Fargo Express Company.
[H: Don’t overlook the massive amounts of money made during this time on Peruvian Gold
Certificates and other assumed national debts of other countries. The Treasury Dept. may well
have accepted the debt according to regulations presented in the Monroe Doctrine—BUT, THE
BUSINESS HOUSES OF KUHN, LOEB AND COMPANY MADE THE BANKING DEALS
OF THE DAY AND LOANED BUNCHES OF MONEY ON THE HELD CERTIFICATES. OLD
J.P. DIDN’T DO BAD, EITHER, ON THOSE COLLATERALIZED PAPERS. PLEASE DON’T
THINK THIS IS SOMETHING “JUST FOR TODAY”. THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
SHUT DOWN A WHOLE BIG LOT OF THAT COLLATERAL FROM NON-GOLD DOCUMENTS AND BURIED THE OTHERS. OH, INDEED, BONUS 3392-181 IS A VALID AND
BANK-BREAKING CONTRACT.]
Through his firm, Kuhn, Loeb & Company, Schiff floated the Japanese War Loans of 1904-1905,
thus ensuring the defeat of Russia. He marketed the Chinese Loan of 1911. His hatred of Russia led him
to exert great influence in barring that country from the money markets of the United States.
He was one of the leaders of the National Committee for the Relief of Sufferers by Russian Massacres.
Jewish authorities proudly declare that Schiff always used his wealth and influence in the best interest
of the Jews. He presented the fund and the building for Semitic studies at Harvard. He was Chairman of
the East Asiatic Section of the Museum of Natural History of New York. He presented the New York
Library with a large number of works dealing with Jewish subjects. He presented a students’ social hall to
Barnard College. His philanthropies embraced “every phase of Jewish life”. He was the president of the
Montefiore Home and a contributor to Mount Sinai Hospital. He took a leading part in the reorganization of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. He was a trustee of the Baron de Hirsch Fund
and the Woodbine Agricultural School. He provided the funds for the building for the Young Men’s
Hebrew Association of New York City.
Schiff died in 1920. His son, Mortimer Leo, succeeded him as head of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
[H: Now for those of you who think I am putting down these business heads, strike the thought
and perish the idea. I hope you are taking lessons. In every big event accomplished it was
DONE UNDER THE FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAWS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT. THE FACT THAT THEY MADE THEIR OWN LAWS AND REGULATIONS REMAINS BESIDE THE POINT—THEY EXIST. WHY, DEAR ONES, DO YOU DISDAIN USE
OF THESE LAWS FOR BETTERMENT? WHY DO YOU ALWAYS EXPECT GOD TO TAKE
THE “RUMBLE SEAT” [an add-on rear seat] TO ALL THE WONDROUS OPPORTUNITIES
IN A WORLD—EVEN ONE GONE TOTALLY MAD? You do not err in using all the laws and
regulations made for the most mighty to accomplish your own progress. Your concern is with the
laws of God. FIRST, YOU DO NOT EVEN BEND THE LAWS OF GOD—AND THEN, ACT
FULLY WITHIN THE LAWS LAID FORTH FOR THE CITIZENS OF THE LAND. IF A LAW
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WILL PROTECT A BROKER OF THE WEALTHIEST CORPORATION—IT WILL PROTECT YOU AS WELL. PONDER IT AND STOP DRAGGING YOUR FEET TO SUCCESS.]
THE ROTHSCHILDS
Mayer Anselm Bauer was the founder of the House of Rothschild. He was the son of Anselm Moses
Bauer, a Jewish merchant of Frankfort-on-the-Main. His father planned for him to be a rabbi, but he
preferred business. At the sign of the “Red Shield” (Rothschild) in the Frankfort Judengasse he ultimately established himself as a money-lender. He became the agent of William, ninth Landgrave, in 1801.
In 1802 Bauer (who had now taken the name of Rothschild) negotiated his first government loan—a
matter of ten million thalers for the Danish Government. He died at Frankfort on December 12, 1812,
leaving ten children, five sons and five daughters. [H: And that, readers, is enough offspring to inhabit
the world. Perhaps that is why there are more descendants from Rothschild than from Adam.]
Branches of the House of Rothschild were established at Vienna, London, Paris and Naples and each
was in charge of one of the sons. Adroit employment of a multitude of agents throughout the world plus the
utilization of ingenious methods of rapid communication enabled the brothers to bring all of Europe within
their financial network. Intermarriage solidified and preserved the family interest, and assured continuity of
Rothschild control in the several establishments. In 1815 Austria granted the brothers the privilege of
hereditary landowners and in 1812 they were made barons. Thereafter the daughters of the Rothschilds—
and there were many—were enabled to marry into English and Continental Gentile families, thus extending
the Rothschild influence and blood into the British House of Lords and into the ruling circles of European
nobility.
Anselm Mayer was in charge of the Frankfort house. He was chosen a member of the royal Prussian
privy council of commerce. In 1820 he became Bavarian counsel and court banker.
Solomon had charge of the Vienna branch. His intimate relationship with Prince Metternich led to the
firm’s connection with the allied powers.
Jacob, the youngest of the brothers, undertook the establishment of the Paris branch after the restoration of the Bourbons. He negotiated large loans for them but was a heavy loser in the 1848 Revolution. He
financed the earliest French railroads, reaping enormous profits on the speculation.
Karl superintended the Naples branch, the least important of the five. It was discontinued in 1860
when Naples was annexed to Italy.
Nathan, the third brother, is generally considered to have been the financial genius of the family. He
came to Manchester in 1800. In 1805 he moved to London. He employed carrier pigeons and fast sailing
boats for transmitting intelligence and, utilizing information unknown to the general public, he became adept
in manipulating the rise and fall of stocks. In 1810 Wellington made some drafts which the English Government could not meet. Rothschild purchased them at a liberal discount. They were ultimately redeemed by
the Government at par. Rothschild immediately became associated with the allied powers in the struggle
against Napoleon, negotiating the loans that enabled the continuation of the war. Rothschilds’s fortune
ultimately became involved in the outcome of the contest. He followed the fortunes of the army of Wellington
at Waterloo, watching the ebb and tide of battle with the feverish eagerness of the gambler who had staked
his last dollar on the turn of a card. Bluecher’s defeat two days previous had thrown London into a panic
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and brought stock tumbling on the exchange. Armed with the knowledge of Napoleon’s defeat hours
before it reached the public, Rothschild reaped a fortune.
Rothschild popularized foreign loans in Britain by fixing the rate in sterling and making the dividends
payable in London. He soon became the financial agent of nearly every civilized Government.
Lionel succeeded his father in the management of the London house (1836). The fall of Louis Philippe
(1848) of France increased the importance of the London Branch. Lionel was distracted somewhat from
the strict financial interests so ardently pursued by his father, by the Jewish question in particular and
politics in general. He was elected to Parliament as a representative of the City of London in 1847, and
again in 1849 and 1852. In 1858 an Act of Parliament and a resolution of the House of Commons,
altering the oath of office, permitted him to take his seat. He represented the City of London until
1874.
During Lionel’s management the London house financed no less than eighteen government loans,
including the Irish famine loan and the Turkish loan of 1858.
Other Jewish families were in the business of financing governments—the Lazards, Sterns, Speyers,
and Seligmans. They had followed the Rothschild pattern of establishing local branches in European
capitals, each under the management of a brother. After 1848 the governments of Europe threw their loans
open to the public instead of relying solely on the Rothschilds and the Sterns were able to capture a few of
the plums, notably the Portuguese loans. Smaller Jewish firms combined their resources, out of which
emerged the Credit Mobilier, the Dresdener Bank, and the Deutsche Reichsbank of Berlin.
The Rothschilds arranged with Bleichroder, at the termination of the Franco-Prussian war, for payment
to Germany of an indemnity of five milliard francs. In 1875 the London house advanced the British
government 5,080,000 pounds for Suez shares, thereby making a profit of one hundred thousand pounds.
In 1884 they loaned the Egyptian government one million pounds.
France rebelled against the “Semitic influence of the Rothschilds” and, in 1876, launched the Union
Generale with a capital of four million francs, increasing it to twenty-five million francs in 1878. The bank
was to be essentially Catholic. The Union Generale failed after numerous difficulties, carrying many
French families into financial ruin. The Rothschilds were left victors in the field. Says the Jewish Encyclopedia: “It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to the Rothschilds
that at the present time the latter are the guardians of the papal treasure.”
The Rothschilds have consistently kept the secret of their operations.
[H: Privacy is not a bad thing, readers, and if the above represents “secrecy”, then that alone is
not a measure of good or bad. Money, further, is not good or bad—it IS. On your level of
existence it is seemingly impossible to even survive if you have not that commodity called money.
So, what prevents so-called Godly people from having a whole big bunch? Ideas, that’s what!
This has nothing to do with Jews or Gentiles, readers, it has everything to do with shrewd business adventures and ventures. You can’t move ahead in any enterprise or endeavor without
shrewd business moxie—but you do NOT have to bring pain and hurt to your business fellows or
to the very people who offer such wealth. We are simply sorting out the PLAYERS in this game
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so far as amazing accomplishments, good or bad, have come to take place. However, since the
successful have structured LAWS to protect their interests while still being laws for all the people
at least some of the time, can’t you learn the methods of accomplishment and utilize that which is
offered? No, it is NOT wrong, and in concept of accomplishment it is wrong NOT TO USE THE
TOOLS OFFERED. You will simply use the tools and change the approach to bring worthy gain
to all the people and nations by NOT using those negative regulations which destroy instead of
build for the common man of the world. There are ample ways available to gain wealth without,
for instance, using “interest” as is utilized to gain the wealth of the nations unto the few. This is
the most deadly of the elements of gamesmanship in the control of world wealth and power—
thus far.
If successful business has been accomplished, and that by Jewish individuals—honor them and
stop the backbiting and jealous rages. Only the negative criminal activities should be negated
and neutralized—and those are found in the SECRET methods of enforcing control and usury.
You “Gentiles” are laughed at because you don’t even use that which is available to you as well
as to your richer brethren. “Everything” the businessmen do is not criminal, nor even unrighteous in concept or fact. HOW LONG DOES IT REQUIRE FOR YOU TO REALIZE THAT
GOD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER? IT IS WHAT MAN DOES WITH HIS
WEALTH THAT MAKES OR BREAKS THE DEAL WITH GOD.
Are you beginning to see how stupid and foolish is racial and religious bigotry? You truly cannot
legislate morality for morality rests within individual sovereign people, and a “moral nation” is
but a nation made up of truly moral individuals gathered together under one umbrella of a moral
constitution and judicial justice. Wealth, as such, can, at best, only be a measuring device.
Face it, please: almost all of you don’t demand morality from these people in point here. You
actually complain and detest and bigot selves because THEY HAVE WHAT YOU WANT AND
THEY GOT IT AND YOU DIDN’T. GOD SAYS: “DO NOT COVET.” I SAY, “IN HONOR
GO FORTH AND GET WHAT IT IS YOU WANT AND STOP THE BELLYACHING!” IF YOU
ACT WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD YOU WILL GET WHAT YOU DESIRE AND YOU DO IT
WITH INTEGRITY IN FULL INTENT TO USE THE ACQUIRED THING WISELY AND
WITH GOODLY INTENT.]
THE WARBURGS
The Warburg family came into prominence in Hamburg, Germany, where the brothers Aby, Max, Paul
Moritz and Felix Moritz were born.
Aby became a historian of German art and devoted himself to research.
Max Warburg was a banker in Hamburg. In 1924 he became adviser to the Reichsbank. He is the
author of several works on finance. He was the financial expert for the German delegation at the Peace
Conference in Paris in 1919.
Paul Moritz Warburg also became a banker. He was a partner to M.M. Warburg & Co., Hamburg,
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in 1895. Coming to the United States in 1902, he joined the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., in New
York, at a yearly salary of five-hundred-thousand dollars. He was naturalized as an American citizen in
19ll. [H: What interesting “timing” for historians of certificates and international holdings.]
While still an alien he set about reorganizing the banking system in the United States. He is alleged to have
been one of the bankers who met secretly with Senator Nelson Aldrich at Jekyl Island, Georgia, in 1910
to work out the details of what ultimately became the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. [H: This is builtin insurance of the values of the prior issues of certificates backed by gold. Now isn’t this
becoming more and more interesting by the minute? This one thing has allowed the stripping
away of gold reserves.]
Felix Moritz Warburg had been naturalized in 1900 and, like his brother Paul, had been a banker in
Hamburg, Germany before coming to the United States. He, too, became a member of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co.
Paul Warburg became the first chairman of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, resigning—
believe it or not—his half-a-million-dollar per year salary with Kuhn, Loeb & Co., to accept the twelve
thousand dollar per year post. It is as interesting as it may be significant to note that during World War I
Paul Warburg, through the parent banking firm of M.M. Warburg Co., in Hamburg, Germany, was financing the Kaiser’s war against the United States. (See Mullins on the Federal Reserve, Kasper and
Horton, New York City.)
Paul Warburg resigned from the Board of Governors in May, 1918, after “someone had commented
upon the fact that his brother was the head of the German Secret Service.” (Ibid., page 45). We had been
at war for more than a year when he resigned. Colonel House had noted March 16, 1917 that Paul
Warburg was “pro-German in his sympathies”.
Paul Warburg was a partner or director of the following companies and corporations: Western Union,
Westinghouse, Wells Fargo, Union Pacific Railroad, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., American I.G. Chemical Co. (I.G. Farben), Agfa Ansco Corp. National Railways of Mexico,
International Acceptance Bank, Westinghouse Acceptance Co., Warburg Company of Amsterdam,
and many other banks, railways and corporations.
Although Senator Robert L. Owen charged that Warburg was the American representative of the
European Rothschilds, the Senate of the United States confirmed his appointment by Woodrow Wilson to
the Federal Reserve Board. (Ibid., page 46.)
Paul Warburg’s son, James Paul, became Vice-president of the International Acceptance Bank. He
was financial adviser to the World Economic Conference in London in 1933. Frederick Marcus Warburg,
son of Felix, has been a partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Co., since 1930.
[END OF QUOTING]
We will be moving next to Section III which will look at the World Zionist Organization. This is for the
convenience of you Index watchers.
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You cannot change a world through use of the gun or the Atom bomb. You can enforce changes but that
is all you have done. To develop true CHANGE in mankind or nations themselves, you must build a
BETTER WAY within the laws of both God and Man. To change the morality of worlds you must have a
preponderance of MORAL PEOPLE and no other way will accomplish the feat. GOD WILL SHOW
YOU THE WAY AND OFFER THE TOOLS—YOU MUST DO THE TASK AND CREATE THE
PRIZE.
Salu, and may we all be getting far wiser as we TRULY LEARN and stop the complaining and side-taking.
God has offered you a way to change the whole of the globe into a better and balanced place to be—
WHO will hear and create with US? There are no coincidences or accidents in God’s realms. WHO
KNOWS WHEREIN HIS OWN TREASURE LAYS OR UPON WHAT BED HE LIES—AFTER
MAKING IT? TO YOU WHO HAVE HELPED ACHIEVE—YOU WILL RECEIVE, FOR IT IS
THE PROMISE OF GOD. PRETENDING, WHILE OTHERS DO ALL THE WORK, IS NOT THE
SAME THING, CHELAS. PONDER IT.
GOOD DAY AND MAY IT REALLY BE A GOOD DAY! MAKE IT SO!
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CHAPTER 4

REC #1 HATONN
SUN., JUNE 7, 1998 7:39 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 295
SUN., JUNE 7, 1998
JUST WHEN YOU THINK
YOU’VE HEARD IT ALL
In the “general” news yesterday, as usual, there was mostly harangue about things of no value to society.
But, as you are bombarded by nit-wits and “nothing” news, you might consider that which you hear and to
which you instantly pay no attention. The argument arises over Viagra, a new drug for assisting men into
and maintaining of an erection for sexual enhancement.
Assistance is being offered by public assistance programs like Medicare and Medicaid, etc. Now, that is
important, isn’t it? Even though one of the most notable side-effects of this drug is heart-arrest death
during or after intercourse—the treasure of the important “if it feels good, do it” looms ever brightly above
the beds of people on welfare. Well, poor people deserve good sex too, it reads. So, YOU the taxpayers
run up more national debt so such as Bob Dole can have a more enduring erection. Good for you, people,
as you move into a more IMPORTANT phase of the “getcha” game.
Perhaps you should make this drug a part of every AIDS victim’s regime—you know, “You are going to
die, but die happy!” A lot of AIDS can be spread about in the seeking of this pleasure moment—but who
is going to protect the public and the women of the world?
Well, we get over that “angry women” syndrome by giving them something equally as interesting—a drug
to enhance fertility. The problem is that the argument is not about enhancement of life—it is about the fact
that if Assistance Programs pay for one, then the other must also be given freely to any wisher. This drug
enhances orgasms in females. So what are you doing?
What you are doing is arguing and fighting, yet, for the right of the poor people to engage in better sex and
be more fertile while accomplishing that little trick on weeknights as well as on special occasions. You are
paying for free drugs to enhance the reproduction of more and more babies at welfare expense. Then, with
the argument over abortions looming dead ahead after these give-outs, you will simply kill off the resulting
offspring.
I suggest that by year 2000 you will all be screwing-off while the mainframe computers blow out. But, who
cares? The big-biters are secure and the new records will either delete you or enslave you—whichever the
intent is on that day in time.
And, you want GOD to fix it? Oh, I don’t think so!
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Some people, such as Gary North, who has gifted you with a whole bunch of good truth and a larger bunch
of facts and warnings, hit the year 2000 computer blow-out or shut-down with a lot of attention. Do you
really think the New World Order hasn’t already fixed YOU in cement and the chaos will simply enhance
their programming expectations? He particularly notes that Chase Manhattan Bank has 250 million lines of
code to check and then repair, Citicorp has 400 million lines. I ask you: “Why do you think the major
banks and business interests are merging so quickly? Don’t sit waiting for some collapse of the New
World Order SYSTEMS, my good friends. This is when the rest of the “snatchit” game can be fully
implemented. This is the built-in excuse for taking everything from you “to protect you”.
Is Mr. North correct in his assessment? Yes. Except, of course, for the realization that it is PLANNED
THIS WAY. And, in addition, do you know what Mr. North says about this little computer glitch coming
up? Well, you SHOULD learn because it is going to be interesting what will be foisted off on you-thepeople under the shelter of some glitches in hardware on day one of year 2000. Are you trying to tell us
that a sophisticated computer can’t count 1999+1? This little PC on which we type endless words and
symbols can do so, so where is that big hitch? In all the places that control YOU THE PEOPLE.
Let us just share what Mr. North wrote last Fall, 1997.
[QUOTING:] Free American Newsmagazine, Oct. 1997.
Y2K
BLIND MAN’S BLUFF IN THE YEAR 2000
by Gary North
[H: We must take care to not spend so much time on historical education that we miss the daily
input on your lives which can and will collapse a societal structure if not attended. I suggest you
pay attention to your own business and if the BIG banks are going to be affected—then for
goodness sakes deal with independent banks. Oh yes you can, the BIG BANKS just don’t want
you to know. Use your God-given brains as something besides spacers for your ears.]
What are you going to be doing for a living in the year 2001? Unless you’re a fix-it man living in a small
town, you won’t be doing what you do today. If you make your living in financial services, you will surely
be doing something else. If you’re a journalist, you will be in a new profession. But what? What other
useful service can you provide? You have very little time to make the switch. Let me show you why.
[H: In the regular routine of causing everything to happen and not be blamed for it, the bullies of
society will present chaos and you won’t know the difference, will you? You will be busy with
your new Viagra while Rome burns, this time. If you are on Social Security—the payments will
stop and it won’t be the politicians’ fault. The welfare system will collapse and it won’t be the
politicians’ fault and right on down the line. You won’t even have to worry about payments from
Medicaid for these enhancing addiction pills. How clever the adversary of God actually IS.]
We live in a world that depends on a high division of labor. That world has less than three years to go.
In one gigantic collapse, the division of labor will implode. This implosion will begin in 1999. It will
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accelerate in 2000 and thereafter. Those who work in highly specialized fields will find little or no demand
for their skills, in the face of an enormous supply of desperate, low-wage competition. Any job classification that did not exist in 1945 will probably not have a lot of demand in 2001, with one exception: computer software programming.
[H: So what is the plan? We will get to the “presented plan” in a minute but it reminds me of
asking a high-level engineer at the Department of Water and Power in Los Angeles about the
plans for major earthquake post-activities and plans for shoring up power, etc. Answer: “None
that I know of.” The whole city will go down with broken power lines, water conduits, viaducts,
and broken gas mains—and there is really such an overwhelming prospect of damage as to
negate any REAL plans for correction other than just keep hoping it won’t happen. It will happen just as surely as will come 2000 in its natural sequence, if you haven’t blown away your world
already. I suggest you who are able to get further education get it in software programming and
management.]
The June 2 issue of Newsweek ran a front-cover story on the looming computer crisis of the Year
2000—called y2k (Year 2k—shorthand for a thousand). In the week the article appeared (late May), the
Dow Jones Industrial Average set a record new high. (It was beaten a week later.) If investors believed
the information reported in the Newsweek article, the world’s stock markets would have collapsed. Clearly,
people don’t believe it. That’s why a small handful of people can get out now—out of the stock market,
the bond market, and any city over 25,000.
Not everyone can get out at the top of a bull market. This includes the “bull market” known as modern
industrial society. Pull the plug on the local power utility for 30 days, and every city on Earth becomes
unlivable. What if the plug gets pulled for five years? [H: I suggest you give CAREFUL consideration
to this paradox of life wherein you might use those nice survival things you so carefully put away
against a day of emergency needs. There are more than a few ways to “getcha”, good friends.]
How do you rebuild the shattered economy if the computers go down, taking public utilities with them?
Without electricity, you can’t run the computers. Without computers, you can’t fix computers. How can
you assemble teams of programmers to fix the mess? More to the point, how do you pay them if the banks
are empty?
Chase Manhattan Bank has 250 million lines of code to check and then repair; citicorp has 400 million
lines. All big banks are similarly afflicted. And even if this could be fixed, bank by bank, there is no
universal repair standard. Thus, the computers, even if fixed (highly doubtful) will not work together after
the individual repairs. A noncompliant bank’s data will then make every compliant bank noncompliant.
Thus, the world banking system will crash in 2000. When the public figures this out in 1999, the bank runs
will begin.
You will not have a job in 2000. Count on it.
[H: I know you wish I would poo-poo this Plan 2000 but I can’t, now, can I? It IS and there you
have it along with NO INTENTION of fixing an old system, but introducing a new enslavement
system for the world. What do you think all those myriads of satellites do up there in space all
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day, every day, except wait for the BIG BANG? Man, further, has forgotten how to THINK
beyond his daily ration of zipper talk and fertilizing ovum.]
“IT JUST CAN’T BE TRUE!”
You don’t believe me, of course. Not yet. But I have published the evidence on my Web site. You can
verify what I’m saying. But you still won’t believe it. Why not? Because it’s too painful. In their new
book, The Sovereign Individual, Davidson and Rees-Mogg make a very important observation:
“A recent psychological study disguised as a public opinion poll showed that members of individual
occupational groups were almost uniformly unwilling to accept any conclusion that implied a loss of income
for them, no matter how airtight the logic supporting it. Given increased specialization, most of the interpretive information about most specialized occupational groups is designed to cater to the interests of the
groups themselves. They have little interest in views that might be impolite, unprofitable, or politically
incorrect (p. 339).”
My views are all three: impolite, unprofitable, and politically incorrect. Impolite, because I am saying
this: (1) those advising you are as blind as an eighth-century Israelite king; (2) they have given you information that will prove to be wildly unprofitable; (3) all the hype about your getting rich—the world’s getting
rich—is a clap-trap. We are heading for a disaster greater than anything the world has experienced since
the bubonic plague of the mid-14th century.
[H: What do “I” suggest? I have already made those suggestions over and over again and
again. Be prepared. You who can, have a storage of fuel, butane gas, and a water supply of your
own. Get some long-storage foods and get with OUR PROGRAM. I did not say—get with us
here in our program—we will be having as much trouble as can be handled RIGHT HERE IN
THE VALLEY OF RADIANCE. While you wait for my people to get the bounty moving, however, you should be working a plan to get power switched over to the villages from those alternative locations and be able to do so quickly. Do you realize, travelers, that gas pumps do not
pump with the power off? Perhaps when all this comes down it will become important, that
contract of Russell Herman? What about the give and take of a V.K. Durham? Perhaps she will
wish she had geared her life toward God rather than away from His almighty PRESENCE. What
you do is fine with me, but I consider the alternative possibilities and I find them lacking in ability
to present funds to keep a nation going in such confusion and shut-down. I can tell you this
much: what GOD HAS JOINED, NO MAN SHALL PUT ASUNDER—hold it in your hearts. A
life-line is better than no line at all in some instances. While the Elite planners grin over the
prospects, so too, can some of our own smile and move to the caves for a respite. This one
happening, however, will depopulate the nations quite quickly indeed.
You expect some Armageddon across the sea? Forget it—you are going to have Apocalypse
right under your noses. You will not be able to water (irrigate) your growing fields without both
electricity and available water supplies. You have to eat to survive and, in the cities, how long
can the Red Cross hand out doughnuts?
Sorry about this little glitch, team, but there must be thought to these things, and yes indeed,
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sometimes it is much easier to NOT THINK ABOUT IT and let man take some meagre measure of responsibility for himself. How irritating that this will “come in the Winter when snow is
upon the land”—is an old saying and run into Spring when the leaves are coming forth on the fig
tree. Ah, but will there be figs? No! You now buy your figs from that thing called “super”
market—and grow too few to survive upon your own account.
And so you get funds? How will you insure a FLOW and VALUE? Ah indeed, a miserable
thought for a Sunday morning in June. It doesn’t take psychics to see what will be happening,
does it? Oh well.]
Because the year 2000 begins on a Saturday, millions of victims will not be aware of their dilemma until
the following Monday or Tuesday. They will pay no attention to advance warnings, such as this one, that
they are at risk.
As you read this report, I want you to think to yourself: “How will this affect me? is my business at
risk? Is my income at risk? What should I do?”
THE ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEM
Here is the problem. Over three decades ago, computer programmers who wrote mainframe computer software saved disk space—in those days, very valuable space—by designating year codes as twodigit entries: 67 instead of 1967, 78 instead of 1978, etc. Back then, saving this seemingly minuscule
amount of disk space seemed like an economically wise decision. This may prove to be the most expensive forecasting error since Noah’s flood.
What the programmers ignored for three decades is this: in the year 2000, the two digits will be 00.
The computer will sit there, looking for a year. At midnight, January 1, 2000, every mainframe computer
using unrevised software dies. If old acquaintances are in the computer, they will indeed be forgot.
Programmers who recognized the implications of this change did not care. They assumed that their
software would be updated by year 2000. [H: The ones most important to the New World Order
will have been; count on it!] That assumption now threatens every piece of custom software sitting on
every mainframe computer, unless the owner of the computer has had the code rewritten. In some cases,
this involves coordinating half-a-billion-million lines of code. (Example: AT&T.) One error on one line can
shut down the whole system, the way that America Online was shut down for a day in 1996 because of a
one-digit error. [H: What do you nice people think the Microsoft anti-trust stuff is all about?
Somebody is going to make a real killing in year 2000 as everyone scrambles to get caught up.
This is not a desirable thing for the Plan 2000, so expect more trouble before the solutions are
passed around fairly to the masses.]
The handful of reporters who have investigated this problem have met a wall of indifference. “We’re
all using microcomputers now.” “This is a problem only for a few companies that are still using mainframes.” “Cheap solutions will appear as soon as there is demand.” “The software will be updated soon,
and I’ll buy it then.” “If this were a serious problem, we’d have heard about it.” Yet this last response is
given to someone—a reporter—who is trying to tell people about the problem. [H: You wouldn’t hear A
WORD about this if the New World Order Planners had anything in the world to stop all the
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output of information. And how much good will our pronouncing this probability do? Almost
none. Some of you will hear and, hopefully, get some up-and-running supply of electrical capability and a bit of hold-over supplies. But no one big enough to influence the world will give a damn
and will play right along with the New World Order in chaos and disaster at the “biggest” level of
supply and demand. Worse, a lot of overseas industries and smaller industries have bought up
the old mainframes to save money in construction. The most important life-flow systems in the
world are basically brain-worked from these thrifty old systems.
Does it have to be a terrible sequence? No, but it will have confusion, for nobody except sophisticated programmers are going to know how to deal with the problem and you have to have
software to make a computer work. This is not unlike having to have a mind to make a brain
work!]
I first read about this problem years ago in a book by the pseudonymous author, Robert X. Cringely:
Accidental Empires. It is not as though the computer industry has been unaware of it. Only a few weeks
ago, I read a Wall Street Journal column on computers that mentioned it. The writer wrote that his editor
is getting tired of having him mention it. This is typical. The general public hasn’t heard about it, yet editors
are already tired of hearing about it. “It’s old news.” Well, it’s new news for most people.
What does it matter, really? We use microcomputers. Microsoft has solved the Year 2000 problem.
So have most software companies. Everyone uses desktop computers or, at the largest, minicomputers,
right? Wrong.

GOVERNMENTS RELY ON AGING
MAINFRAMES AND SOFTWARE
On September 24, 1996, Congressman Stephen Horn, who is Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Government Management, Information and Technology, submitted to the full committee a report on the
Year 2000 problem. The Subcommittee held hearings on April 16. (Just one day of hearings. This
indicates the degree of concern that the government has.) He said that these hearings revealed “a serious
lack of awareness of the problem on the part of a great number of people in business and government.
Even more alarming was the cost estimate reported to the Subcommittee to remedy the problem which
was said to be $30 billion for the Federal Government alone.” Then he announced:
“Without greater urgency, those agencies risk being unable to provide services or perform functions
that they are charged by law with performing. Senior agency management officials must take aggressive
action if these problems are to be avoided.”
Yet despite Horn’s valid warning, nothing visible is happening. He knows this. These agencies must
shift hundreds of millions of dollars from their existing budgets to hire outside programmers to rewrite the
code that runs these agencies. This isn’t being done. More to the point, the longer they delay, the worse
the problem gets. You can’t just go out and hire programmers who are familiar with the code. As busi34

nesses find out what threatens them, the demand for these highly specialized services will soar. (If businessmen don’t figure this out in time, payment will come [shatteringly] due in January of 2000.)
The Subcommittee’s report warns: “This issue may cause banks, securities firms and insurance companies to ascertain whether the companies they finance or insure are year-2000 compliant before making
investment decisions.” It also says that companies will start demanding contractual warranties guaranteeing against Year 2000 breakdowns. A memorandum from the Library of Congress Research Service
(CRS) has warned, “It may be too late to correct all of the nation’s systems.” So, the question arises:
Which systems will survive and which ones won’t? Here are some problem areas, according to CRS:
Miscalculation by the Social Security Administration of the ages of citizens, causing payments to be
sent to people who are not eligible for benefits while ending or not beginning payments to those who are
eligible;
Miscalculation by the Internal Revenue Service of the standard deduction on income tax returns for
persons over age 65, causing incorrect records of revenues and payments due;
Malfunctioning of certain Defense Department weapon systems;
Erroneous flight schedules generated by the Federal Aviation Administration’s air traffic controllers;
State and local computer systems becoming corrupted with false records, causing errors in income
and property tax records, payroll, retirement systems, motor vehicle registrations, utilities regulations, and
a breakdown of some public transportation systems.
I don’t think these are small issues. They will probably start receiving media attention when it is so late
in the process that there will be massive foul-ups in coordinating the revisions.
Notice, the biggest one is missing: an international bank run, as depositors demand cash. From that
day on, all exchanges will be local: the collapse of the division of labor.
When the computers’ clocks think it’s 1900, it soon will be.
I realize that there has been tremendous progress in microcomputer power, but does anyone really
think that all of the Federal government’s forms—not an infinite number, but approaching infinity as a
limit—can be put on three dozen Compaq desktop computers and run with, say, Lotus Approach or
Microsoft Access? And even if they could, how would you re-train all of the bureaucrats to use the new
systems? How fast will they learn? How fast do bureaucracies adapt? The Subcommittee’s report warns:
“The clock is ticking and most Federal agencies have not inventoried their major systems in order to
detect where the problem lies within and among each Federal department, field office and division. The
date for completion of this project cannot slip.”
By “cannot”, the Subcommittee’s report-writer meant “must not”. The date can surely be allowed to
slip. It almost certainly will be allowed to slip.
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Additionally, the task may be more difficult for the public sector, where systems have been in use for
decades, may lack software documentation and therefore increase the time it takes from the inventory
phase to solution.
Did you get that? The software code’s records are gone! Remember also that we’re not just talking
about the United States government. We’re talking about every government—national, state, and local—
anywhere on Earth that has its data stored on an unrevised mainframe computer system or which relies on
any third-part computer service that uses uncorrected software.
As the year 2000 approaches, word will slowly begin to spread: “After the three-day weekend that
will inaugurate the year 2000, there is going to be a hangover the likes of which we have never seen
before.” For some, it will be a time of celebration. For others, it will be the end of their dreams. It
depends on whether they are being squeezed by the government or dependent on it.
But it’s not just government that is at risk. It’s private industry.

KISS MEDICARE GOODBYE
Some 38 million people will receive Medicare payments in 1997. In 2000, an estimated one billion
claims will be filed, totalling over $288 billion. This, according to a May 16, 1997 report of the General
Accounting Office (GAO): “Medicare Transaction System”.
Problem: the Medicare system won’t make it through 2000. The same GAO report shows why.
Medicare claims are not actually administered by Medicare. It’s administered by 70 PRIVATE AGENCIES. These agencies have been informed that their contracts will not be renewed in 2000. [H: Still
think it is not a “plan” of massive proportion?]
The agency that officially supervises Medicare has plans for one huge computer system that will bring
the program in-house. It is the same dream that motivated the Internal Revenue Service for the past 11
years. The IRS announced earlier this year that after 11 years and $4 billion, the attempt had failed.
Medicare now knows that it has a problem with its computers. They are not year-2000-compliant.
So, to make sure that they will be compliant, Medicare has issued an appeal to the 70 newly canned
companies: please fix the year-2000 problems for us before you leave. As the GAO report puts it,
“Contractors may not have a particularly high incentive to properly make these conversions...”
What if the system fails? (What if? Are they kidding? When!!) The report says that the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA), which is responsible for running Medicare, has not made contingency
plans. “HCFA officials are relying on the contractors to identify and complete the necessary work in time
to avoid problems. Yet the... contractors not only have not developed contingency plans, they have said
that they do not intend to do so because they believe that this is HCFA’s responsibility.” [H: But you see,
in governments and corporations—no single entity is responsible. WOW!]
KISS THE IRS GOODBYE
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[H: Well, there could be worse things than this. But remember something terrible to consider: THE IRS IS A PRIVATE COLLECTION OPERATION FOR THE BANKERS AND IS
MORE LIKELY TO BECOME A BIGGER AND MORE MISERABLE SQUID THAN IT
NOW IS. THIS IS HOW GOVERNMENTS MAKE BOND-SLAVES OF THE CITIZENS.]
The IRS has 100 million lines of code. Their code is not year-2000-compliant. After the failure of the 11year project to upgrade the system, Chief Information Officer Arthur Gross announced that getting the IRS
year-2000-compliant is the “highest priority for the IRS”. The IRS has nearly 50,000 code applications to
coordinate and correct. This task will require the IRS to move 300 full-time computer programmers to the
new project. (reported in TechWeb, April 21, 1997.) [H: This indicates that they know what they
are doing, doesn’t it?]
For comparison purposes, consider the fact that the Social Security Administration began working on
its year 2000 repair in 1991. Social Security has 30 million lines of code. By June, 1996, the SSA’s 400
programmers had fixed 6 million lines.
What if the IRS isn’t technically equipped to pursue tax evaders after December 31, 1999? [H: Stop
smiling, you’re on Candid Camera.] What if the IRS computer system isn’t fully integrated with all of
its branch offices? What if the system’s massive quantities of forms are not stored in a computer system
that is year-2000-compliant? More to the point, what if 20% of America’s taxpayers believe that the IRS
can’t get them if they fail to file a return?
In 1999, the IRS may find a drop in compliance from self-employed people. If the IRS can’t prosecute these people after 1999, there will be a defection of compliance by the self-employed When word
spreads to the general public, there will be a hue and cry—maybe at first against the evaders, but then
against employers who are sending in employees’ money when self-employed people are escaping. Meanwhile, cash-only, self-employed businesses will begin to lure business away from tax-compliant businesses
by offering big discounts.
This will start happening all over the world. Once it begins, it will not easily be reversed. The tax
system rests on this faith: (1) the government will pay us what it owes us; (2) the government can get us if
we stop paying. Both aspects of this faith will be called into question in the year 2000 if the government’s
computers are not in compliance.
Big Brother is no more powerful than his software. On January 1, 2000, this strength may fall to zero.
Actually, double zero. [H: Don’t count on it for the Plan 2000 developers are not that stupid.]
If the IRS cannot collect taxes, and if all the other mainframe computer-dependent tax collection
agencies on Earth do not fix this, what will happen to the government debt markets worldwide? To interest
rates? To the government-guaranteed mortgage market?
Kiss them all goodbye.
“NO PROBLEM! TRUST ME!”
There are a few conservative financial newsletter writers who have heard about y2k. They deny its
economic relevance. A shut-down of all mainframe computers would mean that newsletter writers will be
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out of business after 1999—a thought too terrifying for them. So, they brush y2k aside with some version
of this rebuttal: “Of course, the government may not get its computers fixed.” This is supposed to calm
you. It should terrify you. Ask yourself:
What happens to T-bills and T-bonds if the IRS computer breaks down and a tax revolt spreads
because taxpayers know the IRS will never find them, and that if they pay their taxes, they won’t get their
refunds?
What happens to money-market funds and bond funds that invest heavily in government debt when
investors realize that if the IRS can’t collect taxes, the government will default on its debt? [H: Ah, but
just why do you think big operators such as the new United States Postal SERVICE has become
so independent of the government—with its own computer systems and new outlets all over the
map? There is big money to be made in the interim of chaos and the big dealers insure that this
remains so. Those things which will serve the New World Order will work while the break-down
hits every Tom, Dick and Harry citizen. A failure in the government insures the take-over, don’t
you see?]
What happens to the banks when depositors figure out that the FDIC is bankrupt and that nobody
insures their accounts any more? [H: It is already bankrupt, friends!]
What happens to your job when the banks close because of bank runs, and no business can borrow
money or even write a check to its employees?
What happens to the delivery of food into cities when money fails because the banks are busted?
What happens to the delivery of public utilities when money fails because the banks are busted?
What happens to your retirement fund when ERISA, the government pension guarantee program,
goes bankrupt?
What happens to the 38 million people in the U.S. who are dependent on Medicare? (Medicare is
administered by 70 private firms that have all been told they will be fired in 2000 when Medicare installs its
new computer system, but in the meantime, they have been asked to do the year-2000 repair on their own,
to deliver a fixed system to the government in 1999. Does this sound crazy? Of course. It’s the government. See my Web site for confirmation of this story: a May 16 government report.)
What happens to 42 million people on Social Security?
What happens to crime rates when the state cannot imprison violent criminals and may have to release
those who are locked up because they can’t be fed?
Kiss your job goodbye. Especially if you’re a journalist. I know. I am one. I figure I’ll be out of
work—forced retirement—January 1, 2000. I’m making plans to be in small-scale agriculture. I’m out of
debt. [H: And right here, brethren, is why you need to hang on to the farm—right here is the
reason if you had no other. And, I think you will find a whole bunch of people willing to pull those
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weeds and tote that water.]
What about you?
PSYCHOLOGICAL DEFERRAL
Those in authority prefer to defer thinking about this. They are playing Scarlett O’hara: “I’ll think
about it tomorrow,” followed by, “Well, fiddle dee-dee.” Deferral is a normal response to distant Problems. The question is: What can we afford to defer? People defer making this assessment. The fact that
you have not read much about this looming problem doesn’t mean that it isn’t a problem. If your employer
has not actively sought solutions to this problem, your firm had better not use mainframe computers or be
dependent on suppliers that rely on mainframe computers. [H: And now for the bad news: WHAT
ARE YOU GOING TO DO WHEN THE BUGS RESISTANT TO TREATMENT RAGE OUT
OF CONTROL WITH NO WAY TO GET HELP? OH YES, THE GREAT PLANNERS OF
YOUR WORLD HAVE SET YOU A NICE SET OF BEAR-TRAPS FROM WHICH YOU CAN’T
ESCAPE. ONE WAY OR ANOTHER—THEY PLAN TO GETCHA. There are no accidents,
my friends.]
Everyone assumes that someone ELSE is doing something to solve these problems. “It’s being taken
care of.” The problem here is the passive voice. Who exactly, is taking care of it? What, exactly, is this
person doing? Is he on schedule? How do you know for sure? Are you taking his word for it? Anyone
who takes the word of a computer programmer that he is on schedule is a person of very great faith. If the
programmer says “Sorry, I didn’t make it,” on December 31, 1999, you’re dead in the water. Meanwhile,
he moves on.
[H: Wow, now you hit close to home don’t you? And what about you who wait for ME to fix your
plight, and our team to get you your survival funds and lead the way with flags waving and horns
honking? What can they do when the zipper opens and it all falls out? I can tell my team what to
do to cover things, like stay on the septic system, keep the butane tanks and fuel for the generator—but these are merely stop-gap. And while Ekkers have to attend the legal mess of the
generator’s guns and arrows, JUST WHO IS GOING TO FILL IN THE BLANKS? YOU? OH,
I DON’T THINK SO, FOR YOU WHO THINK YOU HEAR “ME” OFTEN ARE WHISTLING
IN THE DARK. YOU will not have the other resources to conclude the plans already under way.
People like Gene D. who claim “you will never see a dime from any of your...” will be the ones to
show you the way? Light your lamp? Oh, I don’t think so, brothers, for he too is waiting to see
what we will do so he can reclaim a job of some sort. The lawyers never lower their rates for us
and neither do the industrial people with whom we have to deal. No, it is going to be hard go of
it, if you can make it through at all—alive and well. We are missing numbers one and two, so
read the upcoming with that in mind.]
Third, here is my personal strategy. I have adopted a question: [H: Right here is another major
flaw in the printing of this article so bear with us as we piece it together as best we can. These
are the things suggested as positive actions but we have a large portion missing and perhaps this
can be an example of what is to come as life is interrupted and not just some articles by Gary
North.] “Can I prove on paper that he owes it to me?”
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I want hard copy print-outs of everything I do with the government. If you are owed money from
Social Security, and you’re dependent on this income, contact the Social Security Administration every
year and get a letter telling you what you’re owed. This is true of every government pension system.
Do you have a copy of your birth certificate? If not, write to your place of birth and get it. Even if that
community has not computerized the records, do it now. Even if it keeps the records in a desktop, do it.
If word starts to spread, they may be buried in requests in 1999. You want your paperwork Completed
before word gets out.
Do you have a copy of your college transcripts? if not, get it. The same goes for your work record
history. Assume that your records are in some company’s mainframe computer. Assume also that the
company has failed to update the software.
Do you have a print-out of all of your insurance records? Would they stand up in court? If not, get
what you need, now.
Have you spoken with your local insurance agent? Is he fully aware of the problem? Ask him straight
out if he has scheduled an update of his software if he relies on vendor-supplied software. He deserves to
know what is coming. So do you. (If you want to photocopy this issue to send him, go ahead.)
Think through this problem in advance, before it gets out and creates a banking panic, all over the
world. This story will get out eventually. In 1999, when reporters are running around looking for sensational year 2000-third millennium stories, this one will at last surface. It already has: in Newsweek. At that
point, every government bureaucrat whose agency is at risk will start playing the “no problem” game. “It’s
being taken care of.”
The bureaucrats’ number-one rule is to evade responsibility. No one with any authority is going to
admit that his malfeasance in office is going to create a disaster on Jan. 1, 2000. [H: Even your top
executive, President Clinton, won’t even admit to some smooching in the Oval Office.] The basic
response will be this: “There is no problem here, and furthermore, I’m not responsible when everything
collapses next year!”
Keep visiting my Web site for updated information:
http://www.garynorth.com.
[H: Perhaps some nice friend can visit that Web site and get the missing information. And,
perhaps, give us an update as you move on to almost a year later between this article and our
presenting it.]
[END OF QUOTING]
My own advice? Get up off your praying knees and get yourselves into protection.
To my immediate crew: I suggest you get documents confirmed and lodged appropriately—ON DECEMBER 28-31, 1999. Make the lodging appropriate to not having been entered into the computers but sitting
atop a desk somewhere waiting to be attended. Extra work? No, insurance! I ask that you lodge the
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information and demand with a LOT OF MAINFRAME USERS FOR THE IMF, ETC., WILL NOT
HAVE ANY PROBLEM WIPING OUT ALL THEIR RECORDS. In addition, get as many certified
copies of entries in Illinois or anywhere you can find data appearing. Let us get our own confirmation and
affirmations in place. Since the documents are backed by gold I suggest that you make note of that issue.
This is likewise true of the Phoenix Institute and any co-corporate entities dealing with banks and exchanges. Make sure your documentation is not lost in the drop-out as intended through massive wipe-out.
You will be getting loans, etc., so you need to insure the valid entries of same so that business can continue
uninterrupted. It is planned that all these massive roll-over trading programs bite the dust, so don’t fall for
those manipulators feeding off the blood of nations.
We need to get on with getting something done NOW so we can develop our own sovereign bank(s) with
adequate coverage. This one focus will collapse, intentionally, the systems of currency and governments
AS YOU KNOW THEM TO BE. It doesn’t have to happen to you if you stay right on top of it. But it is
going to be very hard to have the government, as you used to know it, refuse the gifts of one Russell
Herman for a stable monetary system backed by gold—and by golly, the manipulators are going to have to
bring back the gold, aren’t they? And yes indeed, V.K. Durham can do whatever she wants and more
blessings unto her—if she lives long enough—which with the powers in power, might well not be quite long
enough to fit her needs. I can’t help anyone who tosses me off like rotten garbage. So, enemies proclaimed, bring your suits and bring your complaints—we have nothing in your care which matters a whit.
You think that you know better? YOU DON’T! Try to rule the world if you would—but your folly will
become the fool’s gold of old. We want nothing from any of you and are happiest when ye leave us to our
own.
V.K. has told us off quite squarely and accused us of dumping such as Ronn Jackson, Gunther Russbacher,
et al., “after we stripped them of what we wanted”. Is this insanity or what? How many of you nice
readers ripped-off these criminals? How much did they rip-off and con from you? Ah, indeed! Factually,
how many of you fed and supplied Grannie with her needs for months on end as did our friends? THIS IS
A THANK-YOU? Please, with friends like these, who needs those enemies afoot? What kind of sick
game is this? Well, we don’t play any more. Go attend your own greedy backsides and see if old brother
Lucifer helps you out of your dilemmas. Whether he cuts your throat or you do it yourself—the bleeding
to death happens. We are not going to bleed with you, so sever those cords right now if you think you have
attached strings twixt you and me. I have already cut mine to you.
A long writing? Yes indeed, and a good one at that, if you pay attention.
My scribe needs rest so let’s get her out of here for a while. Those computer-run pulse systems WILL
NOT CLOSE DOWN—COUNT ON IT!
Can you make it through this upcoming difficulty? Yes! Will you? I don’t know; will you?
Mr. Khrushchev, Russian Communist New Worlder: “We will bury you so gently, you won’t even know
you’re dead.”
Salu.
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CHAPTER 5

REC #1 HATONN
MON., JUNE 8, 1998 7:59 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 296
MON., JUNE 8, 1998
NEWSPAPERS vs. NEWSPAPERS
vs. BIG TIME PAPERS
Newspapers are “supposed” to present the most current happenings of a day, week, year—whatever,
BUT they are mostly advertising and offer things of local happenings, plus big-time news as it breaks.
BIG-TIME PAPERS guide, with the News Media of other outlets, the opinions desired to be focused on
major events as they happen.
Newspapers such as CONTACT, SPOTLIGHT, FREE AMERICAN, and a tiny handful of other JOURNALISTIC presentations, offer news and in-depth research and “intelligence” on the news as offered in
the daily bird-cage line of reference.
For instance, if a daily Big Boy writes that Edgar Bronfman has done something or other to merge big
organizations or media acquisitions, we are the ones who come along and tell you WHO BRONFMAN
IS AND WHERE HE FITS IN THE HAPPENINGS OF THE WORLD CIRCUMSTANCES FROM
ECONOMICS TO PEACE NEGOTIATIONS.
My efforts are to do what we can to present the MOST IMPORTANT TOPICS we can note, so you are
truly INFORMED and not just fed bits and pieces of something like who played in which movie. You are,
however, more likely to know all about Harrison Ford than you are to learn about Edgar Bronfman.
Now, since Edgar Bronfman is a Jew-Jeu with big-time aspirations for a New World Order, we must
caution you—however, we would caution you about Harrison Ford were he in such a powerful position,
even if he be Pentecostal Fundamentalist or from the Church of England. I have been called “the EPITOME of the EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFENDER”.
This is not so in reality—I just present information, and if you like it and approve of these people and their
activities, I am given great accolades. If you don’t like what they are doing, I get rotten tomatoes or vice
versa—depending on the reader’s perception of the information itself.
Therefore, is Billy Graham better or worse than Edgar Bronfman? Neither. He just IS. Billy Graham will
put you to sleep with his own opinions about what is going to happen, has happened, and then will dump
you into la-la land with false teachings of a conjured GOD. He will ask that you be open, GOOD, follow
God’s laws, and then pronounce his stance toward or against the “death” penalty. Well, killing is not one
of God’s permission activities, so can you trust the teacher?
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Edgar Bronfman, on the other hand, is dealing with the perceived reality of the day and times by influencing
the world toward his New World Order with amazing amounts of funding, power and manipulation. I do
not approve of either one, but YOU have a right to know truth of each and both. You would find more time
spent, each with the other in this example, than each with YOU as a person.
Truth IS and you are rarely offered the truth. Therefore, when it appears negative in reality, then perhaps
the players and play need a lot of looking into.
Nobody seems to mind or note a planting of trees in the rain forest—but cut one down and burn the lands
and it gets attention. Perspective is ALL YOU HAVE, chelas—so try to get as much information as you
can gather, try to be objective and, either way you opine, you will be doing so with some wisdom and
knowledge. I am not as interested in a plane crash as I am in WHY the plane crashed and just WHO WAS
ON IT THAT WOULD BE DESIRED “TAKEN OUT”.
I am at loss as to why Jewish people object to our writing on the topic of their history and those living their
history today. I am shocked at the numbers who think it is blasting some people or another as in religious
assumptions or racial slams. If you are a member of a group, and that is all that either represents, and you
don’t like what is Truth—look to the do-ers and quit picking the messenger apart.
The next assault is, “You pick on the rich people just because they have money and are mostly Jewish.”
Wow, I believe in “rich” but I do not think it be alright for one to gather in his very blood by sucking dry
others. POWER comes with riches, it seems, even bloody power. In fact, by the time you really get to the
source of the POWER, it will be the top-banana blood-suckers.
Moreover, readers, I am very, very careful to choose the most important topic I see as important. Then I
make sure there is a SOURCE of documentation, and preferably I just offer accolades and credit and use
the information to offer to you—so you can go research for SELF. My job is not to create news but to tell
you what is taking place. My “mission” is to establish a way for survival and thriving within the LAWS OF
GOD AND MAN, FOR ALL THE PEOPLE, ALL THE TIME. This “mission” includes providing
insurance of survival of such a remnant. You can base no thing on a lie and have it endure the testing of
time—KNOW it.
So, using Bronfman, again, as an example, I think you should know what Mr. Bronfman does for a living
and expects to accomplish politically. Whether he is Christian or Jewish makes not a whit of difference.
He is a shrewd and manipulating JEU playing in a game as a top “gamesman”.
What do I REALLY think? I think my task is to offer information; YOUR TASK is to evaluate it. I
RESPECT every man whether or not I agree or disagree with his mission, job, desires or whatever. If this
makes me lesser somehow—then such an opinion of me makes you LESSER.
FIND OUT WHAT THE MAN DOES AND IS GUIDED TO DO—THEN AND ONLY THEN CAN
YOU TAKE OPINION FOR THE “IDEA” IS THAT WHICH MUST BE CONSIDERED. IF HE
HAS AN IDEA TO ENSLAVE YOU—THEN YOU HAVE TO HAVE A STRONGER IDEA THAT
HE NOT DO SO. THE STRONGER IDEA PULLING FROM STRENGTH IS WHAT WILL PREVAIL—HOWEVER, GOD’S ULTIMATE TRUTH WILL ULTIMATELY PREVAIL IN THE HEAV43

ENS AND ON THE EARTH. Have YOU ever had “an original” idea? I doubt it, for man is a compilation
of all that he is taught and has observed from the beginning of man, so you must WISELY consider your
ideas and from whence they may come.
Edgar Bronfman has a staunch idea that he claims and spends his whole being and his assets to bring into
manifestation. In other words, he is living Creative God manifesting his idea into his reality. If you make
that same idea your expectation or idea for manifestation—YOU WILL MANIFEST IT—BUT HE
WILL GET THE CREDIT—DO YOU SEE? In any circumstance the man who creates the way to
manifestation of an IDEA will prevail. THIS IS EQUAL OPPORTUNITY, UNDER CREATOR. A
thinking man within Godness cannot be enslaved. He can be incarcerated but he cannot be enslaved. A
body can be held—a soul cannot. Further, no man can TAKE your soul—for YOU must GIVE IT away.
Now we have used Bronfman as an example here so we should continue to offer some things about this
person for information and education of yourselves. It goes along with a most CURRENT continuance of
the topics under way, the Jewish-Gentile connection.
The fact that Bronfman might be Jewish is of little consequence—it is his direction of idea that becomes
important for it is very political and has nothing to do with religion one way or another. To blame or credit
the Jewish religion, race, creed, or color is a very silly concept.
Let’s look at it and see what comes through the maze of information:
From Free American, Fall 1997. (2943 U.S. Highway 380, Bingham, New Mexico 87832. 505-4233250 Fax 505-423-3258.) They also have an impressive bookstore which can be accessed through this
same address.
I am also asked why we don’t have more titles and offer books. We offer, now, only the titles we find most
important and our own Journals. This is because we will NOT have a degrading of the information through
such as America West Publishers and Distributors who still hold hostage some 50 titles of our work.
Friends, at the rate Green was selling our journals at $10.00 each, he has a fortune in his grubbing hands.
He took 110,000 copies and I believe you can do the arithmetic. That is over a million dollars stolen, as
usual, from the Phoenix Institute, in journals alone. That not being enough, he took gold, cash and other
assets. Therefore, until all legal matters are settled and additional project funding is acquired, we will just
move along as best we can. Truth is not going to go away—TRUTH IS GOING TO SPROUT WINGS
AND FLY—IT IS A PROMISE OF GOD.
Speaking of Green, I think his old buddies who worked with him and supported him should KNOW that
LAST WEEK he has brought new lawsuits and they are ALSO against Leon Fort, Infinite Balance,
Schroepfers and TEHA, etc. And dear Betty Tuten, YOU still support the misfit big dealer. You are going
to get your own private suit for payment of funds outstanding, claimed by Green’s attorneys. Your little
case in Las Vegas goes in the face of the Supreme Court, my dear, but nobody told you, did they? Twice
in the Nevada and once in the U.S. Supreme Court. Guess just WHO they don’t intend to pay even if they
won the ongoing foolishness over the Green embezzled gold? The attorneys are fighting over THEIR
FEES, not your interests! So be it, greed corrupts and total greed and betrayal corrupt totally. Perhaps
Dr. Young should publish the cover page for its interest value—Green sues for the “Four Boxes of Gold”
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as well. You know, those boxes of gold he stole! And, he wants to be in charge of administering the Estate
of the source, David Overton. Is this reaching or what? You decide for I just offer the facts.
[QUOTING:]
THE BRONFMANS—CFR’S MEN IN ISRAEL
THE OPPOSITION
by Barry Chamish
Barry Chamish is an Israeli journalist.
E-Mail: chamish@netmedia.net.il
Mr. Chamish’s new book, A Journal of Israel’s Betrayal ($12.95), can be ordered from Hearthstone
Publishing Ltd., 4805 NW 10th St. Oklahoma City, OK 73127; TEL: 800/580-2604 or 405/946-7050;
FAX: 405/946-8898.
JERUSALEM—Look at the list of members of the Council On Foreign Relations (CFR) and there you
will find Edgar Bronfman’s name. He is described as a longtime member and executive. To those unacquainted with the CFR, it is a Manhattan-based organization with 2,900 members, 18 of whom sit in
Clinton’s cabinet. As has been noted before, every diplomat in charge of manipulating the Middle East,
(Warren) Christopher, (Dennis) Ross, (Martin) Indyk, (Madeleine) Albright, et al., is found on the membership list.
[H: One handy book to have is by GAYLON ROSS, SR., WHO’S WHO OF THE ELITE,
Members of the: Bilderbergs, Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral Commission, and Skull
and Bones Society. Ordering information: Next page.

ad for gaylon ross

The stated goal of the CFR is the creation of a one world government. Unstated is that this planned
tyranny will be run by the descendants of robber barons and bootleggers. Of the latter category, none is so
renowned as the Bronfman family, scions of the Seagrams dynasty.
The Bronfmans have a role in Israel. They work behind the scenes to assure that the CFR’s “peace”
process is carried through to what will be the bitter end. The task is divided by the two elder sons of the
notorious Samuel Bronfman who amassed his fortune smuggling booze during Prohibition. Edgar’s role is
political and he works quietly behind the scenes with the insiders who manage world events. To make his
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activities seem legitimate he founded his own organization, called it the World Jewish Congress, and
elected himself president. Charles has the duty of buying up key industries in Israel with the goal of making
himself the most powerful financial force in the country.
Let us examine their strategy and aims.
* In 1990 the Bronfman fortune was recruited to found two funds. The first was the Claridge Fund,
which invested in some of the country’s more successful communications and medical companies. The
second was The New Israel Fund which funnels money, millions of dollars, to far left social groups. The
recipients of the largesse form a who’s who of the so-called “peace camp”. The fund proudly declares that
it is the only alternative to all the “conventional” Zionist funds supporting Israeli social projects.
* In 1991, the Bronfmans founded a magazine called The Jerusalem Report. They hired two writers
known for their hardline views on Israeli security, Hirsch Goodman and Zeev Chefetz. The latter was
previously the Likud’s appointee as head of the Government Press office. Both had a remarkable change
of heart after the peace process began and became the Rabin government’s apologists to the Diaspora.
The magazine promoted itself as, once again, the only “alternative”, this time to the Jerusalem Post’s
critical reporting of the process.
* We have a most revealing glimpse of the Bronfmans’ role in the peace process. In January 1996,
Edgar Bronfman told Maariv reporter Yitzhak Ben Horin, “I admit to using my influence to secure Rabin’s
election in 1992 because he was a brilliant strategist. Usually I believe Americans should not interfere with
the Israeli elections but in this case I broke my rule and helped Rabin win because I believed in the peace
process.” [H: The last time I called Bronfman an American I was stopped cold and confronted
with, “Bronfman is Canadian.” Isn’t “Canadian” AMERICAN?]
We ask, what peace process? Rabin ran as a hawk who would never negotiate with the PLO or give
up the Golan Heights. The only peace process anyone else knew about was the Madrid Conference track
backed by the Likud. What Bronfman seems to have said is he backed Rabin with all his resources
because he agreed to support a peace process that the rest of Israel was unaware of. As I have documented in my new book, A Journal Of Israel’s Betrayal (Hearthstone Publishing Ltd.) the peace process
was hatched by the CFR and Rabin was their all-too-willing promoter of the CFR’s covert diplomacy.
* By early 1995, Ehud Barak was chosen as Rabin’s successor. Between March and June, he was
sent to America for his CFR training. He began with a stint at Martin Indyk’s Washington Institute For
Near East Studies, participated in some secret negotiations with the Syrians and ended his study tour with
meetings in New York with Henry Kissinger, Charles Bronfman and Lawrence Tisch. Barak explained
that the triumvirate wanted to set him up in business.
* 1997 is turning scary. First the Family bought a stake in a major television production company and
by the summer paid $350 million for a 25% share of Koor Industries. Koor is the largest holding company
in the country, controlling hundreds of Labour party/Histadrut companies in every sector of the economy.
After the deal was signed, Charles Bronfman allowed himself to be interviewed at length in Maariv.
Among his many critical comments about the country’s diplomacy he claimed, “No other international
investor will put his money in Israel unless the peace process continues.”
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The patently false observation aside, the Bronfmans are now in a position to determine the fate of the
nation. They control an enormous percentage of the economy and are working diligently on acquiring a
good chunk of the media.
We know what the Bronfmans’ agenda is. The profits of alcoholism are being funnelled into radical
and unsettling social projects, most allegedly aimed at promoting “peace” or “understanding” but whose
ultimate result if successful will be a drastic weakening of Israel’s sovereignty, a common CFR goal in
countries around the world. To get their way, the CFR’s men in Israel have cleverly bought themselves the
most strategic Israeli industrial and financial assets.
[END OF QUOTING]
This above information, of course, doesn’t even mention the outrageous assaults on Switzerland. Nor
does it mention the connections of Bronfman to such as DuPont, et al. But then, I know all of you will go
look up all these things, won’t you? And now, YOU tell ME what this mess of fish has to do with religion
or race or “anti-Semitism”?
By the way, my map shows Canada to be just north of the northern boundary of the United States of
AMERICA. But never mind, this dude has bought his citizenship to any nation he chooses—except of
course, the Arab States. China doesn’t want him either—just his products. How many have sold out their
very souls for pennies on the dollar? How many MORE will do so? And for that area historically recognized as the HOLY LAND—it has become the most UNHOLY PLACE ON THE PLANET. It remains
SACRED for every inch of your planet and all upon and within it—ARE SACRED. And further, not one
of you is MORE OR LESS SACRED than another. Remember: Equal Opportunity EMPLOYER?
YOU make the choices regarding your integrity and direction.
Today is the day the trial over property was to have begun so we will fill the expected time consumption
with as much as we can get accomplished.
I will have to make time for my scribe and E.J. to get a bit more health matters attended after 20 years of
non-attendance to such as teeth, etc. We will send them off to Dr. Carlson who has formed a partnership
to help get some of our things done in exchange for sharing his NEW PRODUCT FOR REBUILDING
TEETH. Perhaps he gets a short stick in the deal but I don’t expect that to be so. This will require 10 days
to two weeks out of state. Therefore we will have to consider “time” very carefully. We expect some most
important business parties for meetings in this month and then more court and damage control in July along
with a lot of business interchanges of various kinds. So, we have to work around all these things. Sorry
inquirers, we can’t even SEE INTO AUGUST AND OUR BIRTHDAY! Priorities of work is what
determines what we will be doing rather than what we WANT TO BE DOING. Perhaps we can arrange
for both but it is often not so simple. By the way—there is NOTHING magic about one day versus
another—ALL AND EACH IS SACRED.
This should not be a very large interruption as the paper is extremely well-done without my personal input
and we are so grateful for that fact. The cycle of preparation and foundational growth is about to spiral into
a new phase with some of the rewards for service about to happen. Let us not fall off our intentions for
change because we feel weary and sometimes distressed over apparent failures to make impacts. The
impacts are magnificent and that which you can’t see is what is making great inroads toward true free47

dom—TRUTH. It most surely WILL BE the KNOWING OF TRUTH which shall present with opportunities of FREEDOM.
I would say a personal word to Princeton: Your days are now numbered, my friend. If Dharma suffers
through the dental chambers—you promised her that you would do so. Now, she demands of me that if
we go through the torture chambers that I must somehow also improve your vision which you have worn
out on editing. You might be surprised what happens as you cast off infection sites. Certainly your vision
will not hurt as much in the unseeing if you FEEL GOOD (???). Is a decade too long in service? Is a
century? How about 25 millenia? How about eternity? What else do you people have that is so all-fired
important? Death is that which traps you in LIMBO-LAND, boredom and self-despising. We are moving
TOWARD LIFE IN ITS FINEST REALITY—IS THAT NOT WORTH A LITTLE SERVICE TO
OUR CREATOR? THAT SERVICE IS ALSO SACRED AND ABUNDANTLY REWARDING.
LITTLE CROW: “Wakan—everything is sacred and everything has a right to exist and nothing
is greater and nothing is lesser.”
“I learned through my Oral Tradition that regardless of whatever it is, it’s wakan, it’s sacred.
From the drunk on the street, to the President in the White House, to the Pope in the Vatican, it
is all sacred—nothing is more sacred or less—it’s all sacred, it’s all the same—white, black,
yellow, red, brown, green.”
This sacred man, Little Crow, is my scribe’s guide even if neither have known it, and we have placed our
charter on the owanka wakan (a holy place, altar) in our own dedication unto service. May each of you
become as gifted in the exchange. And, when you get a whiff of the smoke of the sweetgrass, KNOW
THAT GRANDFATHER IS LISTENING.
God promised success in your journey if you put your heart and soul to the wheel. He did not say it would
be particularly easy—only simple in its concept. Salu.
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CHAPTER 6

REC #1 HATONN
TUE., JUNE 9, 1998 7:02 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 297
TUE., JUNE 9, 1998
CONSIDER CAREFULLY
I have a note here that needs some consideration:
[QUOTING:] May 21,1998
What did the Gentiles do that made the Jews, Jeus (Kazarians) so darned angry, angry for 2,000 years or
so—and still angry? Or what did the Jews think they did? This sort of anger is usually due to nonacknowledgement, non-appreciation, being ignored. The Talmud and the Protocols are written in extreme anger. Why? Something made them very very pissed to write with such a negative emotion. In all
of the writings in CONTACT I have never read a clue to this mystery. [END OF QUOTING]
How would you feel if you were the kings of a place, a planet, and along comes some do-gooders
objecting to the cultural Barbarism being displayed? There were some pretty nasty things taking place
2000 years ago when a flicker of Light came on board the ship. Get rid of the accusers is always the
demand.
Face it, readers, your planet is among the “darkest” floating around in orbit.
There was full opportunity to change thought-forms and move within a goodly range and attitude. However, the souls seeking growth fell back into the traps of the revelators and, as the “kings” began to lose
power over the people, when attitudes changed and recognition of a Higher Source and reality of God
dwelling within self, the stuff hit the fan.
Perhaps a better question for us here is to ask: “What made the so-called Christians so angry?” Evil was
doing fine until you goody-two-shoes danced in. Nobody “just got angry” two thousand years ago—
Satan has been alive and well from the onset of mankind in/on this place. Bloodbath after bloodbath took
place as today, and there were the bleeders and bleedees just as today. Mankind ceased to care about his
neighbor, mistrusted everyone as chaos became the controlling FEAR factor. The Jews (Jewish tribal
people) simply got caught in the middle of a major philosophical confrontation, and they were of the Tribes
of Shem, etc., and had no recognition of actual facts of such as the Pharisees who took their lands and
demanded obedience of all citizens. It will be this way AGAIN, and in the not too distant future, readers.
The “Jewish people” are the worst stricken by this wave of corruption and political disaster, and not only
have they been dispersed but they have been totally abashed in their perceptions and teachings from those
they thought to be their guides and rabbis. So too have been the Christians by well-meaning but false
Christian teachings, preachers and teachers. This is a fact of being in EVERY RELIGION. Every RELI49

GION is working for the supremacy of the considered MASTER race, which, of course, is whichever
race YOU happen to be.
People write and accuse us of writing terrible and blasphemous things—a sort of universal “hit everybody”—but nobody gets mad at the other things we write as long as it excludes themselves. Sometimes
Pogo is correct, readers: “I looked everywhere for my enemy and found him to be myself.”
Perhaps the point is that the Talmud and Protocols were NOT written in anger—but with intent to set up
a protocol for ruling the world and having slaves to do the work of the masters. You experience that today
in your lives right in the U.S.of A. You provide for the puppet-masters’ needs. Believe me, some of your
patriot ideas are total devastation and anarchy in both practice and intent. And just WHO is predominant
in the political circles? WHO is the largest group of lawyers, judges, medical doctors and thus and so?
Rebellion is always tacky and bitter, and change is always hard to deliver into a revolvement toward a new
and better direction. Man gets very angry and defensive when crossed as to his self-styled WILL. When
a warden comes to take your property, you get angry—regardless of how you came by it. And, the Jews,
so far, have been driven out of every place they have settled—sooner or later. Therefore, they gather all
the advantage they can to keep from being dumped again from the good life they have created for themselves over and above other races, creeds and colors. They don’t even realize they are JEUS any more
than you realize there is not much truth in the Christian teachings of the ordinary Church in your neighborhood.
It truly becomes a standoff as to just who will be supreme and the adversary never loses sight of his goal—
to be supreme, wealthy and powerful. So, in time, up through the masses moves the giant—always
pretending to be the midget, the persecuted, so you step aside and try to make restitution for whatever
“he” tells you that you have done to him. He begs, he cheats—he becomes the politician who wields
power over everyone from places of domination and control. The game is over when the opponent is dead
in the water and unable to find justice anywhere.
The facts are that it is truly the battle of good and evil—wherein the goodly capitulate to the evil of
adversarial inconvenience, i.e., “Poor people deserve good sex too!” THESE ARE MAJOR, MAJOR
DISTRACTORS for that kind of goal achieved is a total disappointment once acquired.
Satan is for a passage of learning, within some century of time, for any individual in manifest physical form.
GOD IS FOREVER AND THE GOAL IS ULTIMATELY “BE GOD”. BUT SOME DO NOT UNDERSTAND THAT PHYSICAL MAN CANNOT, IN HIS OWN LONGEVITY, “BE GOD” OF ALL
FOR “ALL” IS OUT THERE SOMEWHERE ELUSIVE. THE VERY DESIRE TO DOMINATE ALL
BEINGS AND ALL THINGS IS NOT OF GOD. YOU ARE CARETAKERS OF GOD’S PROPERTY IN THIS GROWING EXPERIENCE—NOT THE CREATOR. YOU COULD BE THE CREATOR OF GOOD THINGS—BUT YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN FOR YOU ARE THE PRODUCT
OF THE TEACHINGS OF THOSE WHO CAME BEFORE. AND, WHEN THE TEXTBOOKS
PRESENT FALSE TRUTH, YOU CAN ONLY LEARN WRONG DIRECTIONS AND MISINFORMATION.
IDEA is God’s. Can you not see that IDEAS manifest? You are the thought of God and all else is the
thought of YOU.
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Let us consider the blind man who runs into a bush in his path. He becomes angry and curses the bush, and
finally curses and curses until the bush is removed—he is ANGRY. But HE IS THE CULPRIT now for
killing the bush just for BEING. Man is very much the same in character and realization. Hate and anger
only diminish the hateful and angry, but Ego insists on recognition even if the recognition be stupid and a lie.
The Zionist elders were shrewd manipulators and “things” gatherers and, through hatred of perceived
enemies to their journey, they put it to paper and followed the instructions. They also wrote YOUR
instructions if ye be not Jeuish. They wrote your prophecies while knowing full well that you would
accomplish through IDEA the very things you were caused to envision and conceive. More Jewish people
paid the ultimate price for this IDEA of conquest than any other one race, relatively speaking—and all the
while not realizing that the very ones they thought themselves to be—were the destroyers. Neither GOOD
nor EVIL knows any race or color and especially recognizes NO RELIGION.
How terrible it is, however, to be a messenger come to sort and call TRUTH to the attention of the
experiencing entities of humankind who are already fed up with preachers and idiots. Who will actually
listen to the Host today who says, “You must love these so-called enemies”?
YOU must LOVE the MAN—and DESPISE the actions if they be dastardly—AND CHANGE THE
IDEA!

CHANGE THE IDEA(S)!!!
GOD IS IDEA—THEREFORE, IDEA IS CREATOR. MAN CAUSES CHAOS OR PEACE
THROUGH IDEA. MAN CREATES AND MANUFACTURES THROUGH IDEA. HOW ARE
YOUR IDEAS? TO CREATE, YOUR IDEA MUST BE TOWARD GOODNESS AND A BETTER
WAY. MANUFACTURING FROM WHAT IS IS SIMPLY USING ANOTHER’S IDEA. THERE IS
BUT BREATHING OUT AND BREATHING IN—TO SUSTAIN LIFE IN PHYSICAL FORM. SO
TOO IS THERE NEGATIVE THOUGHT AND POSITIVE THOUGHT. LIFE IS SIMPLY BREATHING AND IDEA—PERIOD. WHEN IDEAS ARE USURPED—PEOPLE GET ANGRY AND SET
UP THEIR OWN SPACES TO KEEP OTHERS OUT. This is in community and thought presentation.
I repeat something: “When a man tells you he has chosen to be a Christian or a Jew or whatever—he is
balancing what he has experienced against what he thinks MIGHT BE BETTER. This will most often be
labeled “Religion” or Religious belief—no, it is to bring some balance within his position, state of being, or
to please another for acceptance. It rarely has anything to do with GOD for GOD is in all things and
doesn’t require another MAN to make your opinions FOR YOU. You speak of religion and Spirituality
BUT WHAT YOU HAVE IS DOCTRINE. You, further, will live within the bindings of these doctrines—
UNTIL YOU LEARN OTHERWISE—NO MORE OR LESS. YOU—GOD—SELF CREATES
MIRACLES—NOT THE MAGICIANS AND MANIPULATORS—AND WHEN YOU CHANGE
YOUR IDEA INTO WORTHY ATTRIBUTION, YOU WILL CHANGE ALL THINGS ABOUT AND
AROUND YOU. MOREOVER, YOU CAN ONLY DETERMINE ANGER IN ANOTHER IF YOU
ARE REFLECTING THAT ANGER—IT IS THE UNIVERSAL LAW OF DUALITY AND OF EXPRESSION. IF YOU DO SOMETHING, SAY, WRITE A BUNCH OF NASTY PROTOCOLS,
YOU SHOULD EXPECT ANGER WHICH CAN THEN BE REFLECTED “HONORABLY” BACK
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UPON YOU—THUS, YOU NEGATE YOUR OWN RESPONSIBILITY.
If someone becomes the great actor and, while hating you with all his being, smiles at you—you will be
fooled. You must establish the IDEA behind the facade for IDEA is all there IS. GOD CREATES
THROUGH IDEA, THE THOUGHT MANIFEST AS YOU—YOU CREATE ALL ELSE THAT
COMES WITHIN YOUR SPACE, BE IT POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE. WRONG IDEAS PREVAIL
ALL THE TIME, EVERYWHERE, UNTIL THEY ARE CHANGED BY DIFFERENT IDEAS. THE
POINT IS: WHOSE IDEAS DO YOU ACCEPT?
MOM AND DAD
I have been offered another very interesting concept of God and Creation/Creator. This bears sharing as
well.
[QUOTING:] Letter from Anonymous Reader. June, 1998:
As a dedicated reader, since its inception, of the CONTACT, I have come to believe I have a fair
“handle” on the singular problem faced by this globe’s civilization. And while I will continue to assimilate
more detail of this sinister progression of events, I have recently determined to try to adjust my own
personal focus more toward solutions, rather than merely continue in a sort of uni-polar “wallowing” in the
problem itself.
Certainly the third-dimensional arrival of Sananda and Aton (or forces of Christ and/or God), will be
the keystone of our deliverance, but what about the interim moment? What can we third-dimensioners do
to prepare the landing field most productively? Surely any effective method of unifying the Children of
Light would be a significant contribution. And, conceivably, enlarging their number and their dedication.
The employment, somehow, of the “hundredth-monkey” theory presents as a seemingly useful tool—
and surely we HUmans should be able to do at least as good as our primate friends in making use of it. A
complementary element, perhaps so-far nebulous but deeply, longingly felt to exist—surely by others
beyond just myself—is still needed as substantial to the spreading action of the “hundredth-monkey”
mechanics.
With the above in mind as a sketch of my general recent frame of mind, and probably sparked by
Hatonn/Aton’s recent comment “me and my flashes!”, here’s what happened recently:
It was a gorgeous sunlit day. I was having a long moment of unusual clarity of thankfulness. Looking
past the current difficulties, I was deeply into a thoroughgoing state of grateful appreciation of the unprecedented glories we are soon to witness as the illumination of this planet progresses. As I walked near a
wooded stream flowing through a mountain meadow I was literally feeling waves of joyous anticipation at
what I clearly conceive we are to experience. The depth of this appreciation and the profound thankfulness I felt and tried to find expression for led me to thoughts such as: “What kind of personal gift (over and
beyond our Love and Desire to serve) could we possibly give to our Father of Light?” After all, since HE
is in and of everything, HE has everything—doesn’t He?
THE ANSWER TO MY OWN QUESTION CAME, SO STUNNINGLY POWERFUL THAT I
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LITERALLY WAS STOPPED IN MY TRACKS, JAW A-DROPPED.
A PARENT! Our Father already has everything BUT A PARENT!
In a quick rush of realization came the flash that the Children of Light, UN-fragmenting as we unify in
the manifestation of the realization of the immaculate spiritual dream—the completion of the circle—could
comprise such a parent.
Phew! I realize this concept may be, for you, on emotionally “shaky ground”—it certainly was and is,
for me. Is it arrogant? Is it too presumptuous? The kaleidoscope of thoughts it engenders is still vibrating
me right now. But before you brush it aside as a too-far-stretch, let’s try to make a few observations.
First of all, is it functional? I would suggest that when you (or anyone) encounters this as a concept you
will have a sort of automatic reception or rejection of it. If you have no faith or belief in a Divine Spiritual
Hierarchy it is of course rejected. This is not to suggest that a dedicatedly spiritual person cannot off
handedly reject it for reasons of his/her own. (If it is so summarily rejected, I might, somewhat coyly
perhaps, recommend a careful self-checking to seek the reason(s) why.)
I would, pray, call attention to the emotional/mental attitude I was securely ensconced in when this
“flash” occurred. I suppose this is my comment in response to the possible suggestion it was inspired by
the “adversary”. The fact that I was in a state of profound thankfulness, seeking something good—a
personal gift for our Father—is, if I may say it, tantamount to a state of Grace. In my opinion, that ain’t
when the adversary “gets in”.
Is it a unifying concept? Yes. The very essence of the concept is a unifying of the fragments (individuals) of God.
Is it intimate? Yes.
Is it of absolute significance? Possibly. Who knows whether it is the hundredth monkey, the second
monkey, or the 144th monkey that tips the balance so that the inertia flows toward good. Intellectually it
doesn’t matter whether the souled entities presently existing third-dimensionally on this Earth are of a
contract-fulfilling pre-select group or are we just the lucky ones to be able to witness first-hand the fulfillment of the “immaculate spiritual dream”—the completion of the circle, from the inside out (and viceversa).
Can this concept reap disappointment? Not if held in the context of the unified Children of Light being
(as per the Bible) the “bride” of Christ/Sananda. (It doesn’t say that is ALL that they can be.)
Can this concept come into reality as a mass-conscious thought-form? Let’s find out!
Recalling the promise (of Hatonn/Aton, the Hosts and others) that there will be some surprises as the
illumination unfolds, may we begin, as uniquely inspired individuals, to foster and contribute to solutions,
methods, concepts toward maximizing the long-awaited benefits for HUmanity. To start in all ways possible to complete the Sacred Circle, from down here on the ground.
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A Dedicated Reader
P.S. In passing this along to someone you are not only advancing the power of this offering to our
Father, you are likely to experience a mutually very gratifying discussion of a spiritual nature, perhaps to
depths you have not reached before. It’s almost a certainty you will have come to know your friend
better—and that you will have both gained in Light.
[END OF QUOTING]
Thank you for this opportunity to share and possibly clarify a thought or two.
This writer is on the right path as to IDEA. IDEA WILL CREATE REALITY.
Does GOD HAVE PARENTS? Yes indeed, and sometimes they are good parents and sometimes very
difficult teachers. Which are YOU?
Did God have “sexuality”? Yes. Did HE have sexual physical interchange? Probably not—but He did
have to have the duality of THOUGHT to be conceived.
It is very difficult, in the face of religious rantings and ravings, to understand GOD and UNIVERSE. The
very THOUGHT of being willing to become the PARENTS of GOD is magnificent in concept and runs
IDEA to the farthest range of responsibility as SELF. Would YOU be willing to be the parents of GOD?
How responsible are you as parents of whatever in your lives as you are living your experience?
What are you willing to offer GOD CREATOR? Which came first, the chicken or the egg? What chicken
laid the egg of GOD? Well, it was a good and responsible chicken—YOU, as YOU WERE IN PERFECTION. But will you be a good parent when the child becomes the PERFECTION you can only
imagine? Well, it is time, isn’t it then, to realize your own perfection that you do not fail in your responsibility to your IDEA? Just as you are the IDEA of GOD, then GOD IS YOUR IDEA OF HIM. HE WILL
PRESENT AS THAT WHICH YOU CREATE. Therefore, did CREATION come first in this chickenegg concept? GOD IS THE SUM TOTAL OF CREATION IN PERFECTION AND WORKING
ORDER—but who sets the currents of action upon this wondrous painting of experience? Only YOU can
give the LIVING to the picture.
Perhaps an example in perception would not necessarily be the direct parentage of GOD-CREATOR but,
rather, how much are you WILLING TO OFFER IN LIVING UNTO THAT SOURCE? Willing to DIE
is one heck of a big cop-out on both God and Self. “Living” is the gift of gifts. When you LIVE IN THE
IMAGE (IDEA) OF GOD, YOU BECOME ONE WITH GOD FOR EVERYTHING HAS DUALITY.
BUT, ULTIMATELY, IT ALL BECOMES BUT “ONE”. WHEN THE ONE IDEA BECOMES UNIFIED—ALL MELD INTO THE ONENESS, AND THAT ONE IS GOD OF LIGHT/CREATION
FOR THE ALTERNATIVE IS A PHYSICALLY-ORIENTED CONCEPT AND IS A PASSING EXPRESSION AT BEST. AND, ALL IS MIND—IDEA.
You will be the product of the “parent” (caretaker) you serve—usually reflecting the ideas of those teachers along your experiencing journey(s). When you perceive GOD IN TRUTH, LIGHT, LOVE AND AS
“ONE”, YOU HAVE GAINED THE INSIGHT TO REALIZE THE BOUNTY OF THAT ONE IDEA.
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WHEN YOU HAVE GAINED ENOUGH INSIGHT TO REALIZE THAT YOU MIGHT EVEN ‘CONCEIVE’ AN IDEA OF BEING A PRIOR PARENT OF GOD, YOU HAVE REACHED BEYOND
THE NORMAL ABILITY TO “THINK”. YOU WILL REFLECT GOD IN YOUR IMAGE, MY
FRIENDS, EVERY TIME.
I will be, God/Creator will be, Christ will be, and yes, Satan will be—THAT WHICH YOU “IDEA”.
Evil is the failure to accept responsibility of being GOD’S parents in truth and teachings. A fragment of
consciousness can only be what it can consciously perceive. GOD neither wants nor needs more gifts than
the one gift—of becoming ONE WITHIN HIS IDEAS. This one gift of idea brings the expansive and
unlimited realization of GOD HIMSELF AND GOD-SELF. It comes with a responsibility of SELF to
accept the CREATIVE ABILITY that IS GOD. Are you ready for that perfect task? Yes, indeed, I AM.
I am both ready, willing and able—without doubts as in human limitation. Does this make ME the parent
of God? Yes indeedy. FOR WITHIN CREATION/GOD-CREATOR I CAN BE ANYTHING I THINK
TO BE. THIS MEANS I CAN CREATE ANYTHING I PROJECT AS IDEA. I, THEREFORE,
MAKE SURE MY IDEAS ARE IN THE SAME PERFECTION OF LAWS AS I HAVE LEARNED—
OFTEN IN THE MOST DIFFICULT MANNER POSSIBLE.
In man’s realm of limited reality—he must grow, however, to reach beyond that illusion and into the reality
of his power and capability of the human and move into the HUman realization. He then must move on
beyond the HUman realization and into the GOD-CONSCIOUSNESS. It is the duty, if you will, of GOD
to bring to consciousness these thought-forms in which you can manifest (create) your own reality—and
act accordingly so that you can feel the realization of creative understanding.
Living on any plane of experience is realization of self. When you perceive that your gift would be wondrous to give, as in this person’s perception, as being a parent or a creator of God, you have consciously
chosen the most giving and re-giving concept to consciousness.
Since, in the physical manifestation of a being, you are limited as to your “time” within this wondrous
concept—you will find varying degrees of realization as circumstances change. It certainly is NOT arrogance that leads you to conclude that you are an intimate and integral PART OF GOD—the largest PART.
These “flashes” of total insight are remarkably real expressions of finding GOD IN THE TRUTH OF
YOUR OWN BEING and RECOGNIZING the CONNECTION. IN THIS REALITY OF TRUTH IT
DOES “NOT” MATTER WHICH CAME FIRST, THE EGG OR THE CHICKEN. When you perceive these wondrous insights into being—you ARE the chicken AND THE EGG. At that moment of
understanding and gratitude you don’t need either a priest or a rabbi. In fact, the last thing you can think
about is a priest or a rabbi. YOU HAVE AT THAT MOMENT, EVEN IF EVER SO BRIEFLY, BROKEN THROUGH THE BARRIERS AND ARE ONE WITH GOD. THIS IS FROM WHERE CREATIVE POWER BECOMES.
TO BE THE PARENT OF GOD YOU MUST BE PERFECTION AND ACCEPT THE TASK OF
CARETAKER OF ALL THAT IS GOD. WHY DON’T WE NEVER MIND THE PARENTAGE OF
GOD AND BECOME ONE WITH GOD SO THAT WE DON’T LOSE OUR WAY IN SUCH A
MASSIVE RESPONSIBILITY OF ASSUMPTION? ARE OUR IDEAS SO INCLUSIVE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS THAT WE CAN ALLOW, FORGIVE, AND STILL INSTILL THE RIGHT DISCIPLINE OF SUCH A BEING AS GOD? You ARE the parent and the child OF GOD when you reflect his
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DIVINE BALANCE AND HARMONY IN ALL THINGS. You can, furthermore, only reach that
realization in Spiritual expression—so the human state-of-being is a very difficult place for full realization.
It is the IDEA in GOAL that is important here—for you will create that which is rooted in your desire to
achieve or hold. If you “idea” and “goal” GOD, you will achieve GOD. If you only wish to “idea” and
“goal” gold, you will have gold, but probably lose your way to God because the focus of mind as creator
is directing that which you desire to have and hold. You cannot long hold gold—YOU CAN ETERNALLY HOLD GOD. It is, however, the HUMAN experience to choose; you will become whatever is
your choice for mind will produce the IDEA conceived and nurtured.
The mind must be unlocked to overcome those things offered as thought-forms by parents and teachers
and life itself. Are you ready to teach GOD all the things of perfection? First you must BE PERFECTION. The human being is not given to be TOTAL PERFECTION AS UNIVERSAL GOD. How will
you discipline God if you disagree with HIS PERCEPTIONS? You disagree constantly, so can you put
aside these individual self-ideas in order to serve in a PERFECT way a PERFECT IDEA? CAN YOU
BE A BRIGHTER LIGHT THAN THE PERFECT LIGHT THAT IS GOD?
The most important thing to remember here is THAT YOU ARE THE PARENT, THE CHILD, THE
VERY BEING OF GOD REFLECTED. IS YOUR MIRROR CLEAR AND CLEAN? IS THE REFLECTION YOU SEND BACK OUT TO THE ETERNAL REACHES OF THE UNIVERSE—PERFECTION OF THAT BEAUTY AND ONE-NESS OF GOD? CAN YOU LOVE AND ABSOLUTELY ACCEPT EVERY CREATION AS DOES GOD? HOW ABOUT THOSE ASSUMED “ENEMIES”? IS THIS ARROGANCE? NO, IT IS WISHFUL GOAL-SETTING TO WISH TO BECOME THAT WHICH GOD MIGHT NOT HAVE—BUT EVEN CREATOR WAS CREATED, AND
YES INDEED, CREATED FROM UNIVERSAL PERFECTED THOUGHT-FORM.
We are all stewards in various levels of growth, which means some of us are destructive, some are creative—but each is individual and unique. Moreover, if you think about it, your thoughts (ideas) are either
FOR GOD or AGAINST GOD. Either is fine for to become one with God you will find the right passage
or you will linger outside the circle of God of Perfection until you DO learn.
The concept of being willing to parent God is wondrous in its very conceived idea. God, however, is not
in need of parents—HE IS IN NEED OF CO-CREATORS. This requires thinking, realization in thought,
and IDEA of gaining creative perfection. He needs willing hands and feet to achieve his own IDEA of
manifestation in concept of goodness—THE BETTER WAY. HE NEEDS LIVING, NOT DEAD OR
DYING, PARTICIPANTS.
Negative energy-forms simply do not REFLECT the GOD OF LIGHT AND LIFE. They cannot focus
on other than the restrictive things of experiencing manifestation in physical concept. They are bound in the
heavy compression of containment while thinking POWER is CONTROL. POWER is FREEDOM—
never control. CREATIVE activities and IDEA require realization of power and never the restraint of “I
can’t”.
When God said, figuratively of course: Go forth and inhabit the world, He was saying—go forth and
CREATE and let’s see how well you can choose and create—or will you limit selves to the limitations and
greed of the human concept? WHO ARE YOUR OWN PARENTS? REALLY? OR, DID A MALE
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AND A FEMALE SIMPLY PRODUCE YOU FROM A COMBINATION OF SPERM AND OVUM?
BIRTHING AND DYING ARE HUMAN CONCEPTS—NOT GOD’S CONCEPT OF ALL THERE
IS. IT IS THE BREATH OF LIFE GIVEN AS “SOUL” THAT DETERMINES YOUR PARENTAGE.
A SOULLESS BEING IS THE MOST SAD OF ALL CREATURES AND A SOUL HELD IN THE
GRIP OF THE ADVERSARY OF LIFE—IS THE MOST DESPERATE OF ALL.
Even if briefly you can reach beyond the limitations of human physical and into the truth of being in a
Spiritual reality of thought and idea, you have arrived at abilities far beyond anything you can find on the
globe of physical realization. Reality and realization are NOT the same thing. Therefore, REALIZATION
OF REALITY is the GOAL you seek and when it is achieved, even briefly—you are on your way to
Higher understanding and expression. When you begin to see and know the gifts of God, you can seize
them as they come into your consciousness and therefrom CREATE that which is needed for our journey
and mission. You must be in recognition of your ability to CREATE and when that recognition comes you
must be willing to materialize that which you know you must have for accomplishment of your goals.
You must, however, be very careful for with the coming of things from your creating—you most often get
pulled off the pathway to higher consciousness by the “things’ acquired and accomplished. Power and
riches are the two most deadly pitfalls for MAN. MIND will produce whatever you set forth as fixed
IDEA. However, that IDEA must be rooted in true desire toward that chosen goal. You will never, for
instance, paint well unless your MIND demands that you achieve your wishes as an artist. So, why waste
your precious creative expression on that which offers no other than someone’s opinion of what you should
or should not be? You will only achieve well that which you WANT with all your IDEA to be or achieve.
Sometimes that idea is immediately present and evident—most often it takes a very long time to focus on
THE IDEA of SELF.
So, back to God-parenting. This might well be YOUR idea but if it can’t be the idea of all seeking to serve
God, it won’t happen, so better, perhaps, to do as God’s direction in gifting—”In the Grace of Christ, Thy
Will Be Done—BY AND THROUGH ‘ME’.” This leaves opportunity for all fragments to move in one
direction toward the ultimate “one WITH God” goal and leaves out the necessity of limiting oneself to a
perception with all its myriad of understandings, concepts and limitations.
Sometimes the perception of “parent” is one who wipes and changes diapers on one end and pokes food
into the other end. Surely we must not limit ourselves to such a narrow concept of life—and believe me,
GOD IS LIFE.
I am so blessed that this writer has shared a bit of soul recognition with us for man is slow to share his
thoughts and ideas—if they are meaningful. There is no experience as sensitive and wondrous as personal
Spiritual expression and it is the most difficult thing-of-things, to share. Unless, of course, you have set self
up as some know-it-all guru. True teachers are but STUDENTS and it is up to you to recognize which is
which. GOD PLACES NO LIMITATIONS ON IDEA—HE ASKS FOR GOOD IDEALS, NO MORE.
GOD does not love unconditionally—HE LOVES ABSOLUTELY—WHATEVER THE CONDITIONS.
Are these the “same”? NO.
We are OUR OWN PARENTS for “‘WE” are not the physically genetic of human form. WE ARE THE
ESSENCE OF GOD’S SPIRIT WITHIN, AS IN SOUL. THAT ONE ENERGY ENCOMPASSES
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ALL CREATION AND CREATOR AND HOW VERY WONDROUS TO HAVE ALLOWANCE TO
BE ONE WITHIN THIS MIRACLE OF LIFE.
Mankind measures time and moves always toward the concept of DEATH AND DYING. No, dear ones,
you must move TOWARD LIFE if you would grow in consciousness of reality.
You MUST become God’s lover if you would experience truth. I did not say sexual partner—I said
LOVE-er. This means always reaching for balance, harmony, and BEING one in IDEA. Then, when you
project only THAT idea, you will achieve goodness for you will have no other concept. It is not easy to
move from where mankind IS and into that perfection of IDEA—but we must always move forward
TOWARD that perfect realization or we precipitate great catastrophes upon ourselves and our environment.
The worst of all, however, is the accepting of the negative and catastrophic prophecies of OTHERS in their
limited perceptions.
I do not wish to limit the thought process of this awakening soul being who shared with us his gift. Never
mind his “gift” to God—try accepting the gratitude of this gift to man. Expanding conceptual IDEA is the
name of the game, beloved friends—it IS the game and so few find themselves able to play in it as it
actually exists. Realization and arrogance are NOT even remotely the same IDEA. ARROGANCE IS
AN ATTITUDE OF MAN—REALIZATION IS A PRESENCE IN GOD.
We are no better (or worse) than our THOUGHTS—check out your own IDEAS.
Salu, and may the blessings of understanding and knowing come to rest gently upon your beings.
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CHAPTER 7

REC #1 HATONN
WED., JUNE 10, 1998 7:25 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 298
WED., JUNE 10, 1998
DEATH IN INDIA
Thank you for calling attention to the terrible heat wave in India and for your interpretation that it is,
perhaps due to testing of bombs etc. No, but you have a whole region which is suffering untold hardship
from that as well as from the near 120o heat wave in India along the coastal areas of the Sea of Bengal.
India is a very large area which is overcrowded and in abject poverty. Once again, WORLD, the results
will be outbreaks of disease with nothing to stop the wave of infections as they move into places like New
Delhi. The area is experiencing near-death-ray heats but where the temperatures range now is not lethal in
themselves—so you can know there is something being jointly put upon the people besides a simple heat
wave.
NEW DISEASE OUTBREAK IN THAILAND
If I could, short of isolating you people, I would not let you leave home where you have resources for care
of selves. Even to Hawaii I would want you to stay mainland. Why? Because some of you are urgently
needed WHERE YOU ARE, and secondly, any shift of location is a compromise to both selves and those
to whom you visit. The point of your adversary is deliberately to get you out of your protection center and
off running about strange places where there are no shields to protect you. No, I don’t have to “name
names”; this is for all of you with restless feet. We will only go to the mountain if we can’t get the mountain
to come to us. Am I being cautious? Yes indeed for this is still one of the most CRITICAL times of our
journey—RIGHT NOW. How nice it would be for the other guys to just bump-off my team before we
can finalize our ideas.
TO 2 X 1-AND-A-HALF
Keep doing what you are doing—but in addition, because of it being a more effective antiseptic solution,
wash out the mouth with a lot of swishing a STRONG solution of hydrogen peroxide—many times a day
and always after intaking any type of food or drink. (By strong I mean a diluted solution of say 10 drops
of 35% peroxide in a couple of tablespoons [1 oz.] of water. Otherwise you will BURN your mouth. Use
your heads, readers.) If you wish, you can use the medicinal (3%) peroxide diluted only a small amount
and then rinse your mouth with water. Stabilizers in the over-the-counter (3%) peroxide can be harmful if
taken orally in much quantity. However, you wouldn’t want to swallow the solution used for rinsing your
mouth if you are using other than food-grade peroxide. I suggest you just swallow the food-grade solution
as that will attack any bacteria in the throat and back nasal passages as it passes down the esophagus.
Know that an ongoing infection, such as tooth decay or gum ailment, doesn’t get totally “cured”, but the
nasties hang around and offspring move right into the space of any you clear out, ASAP after cleansing.
Once compromised as to tooth decay and damage—it is not simple to stop reintroduction of bacteria. All
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of the products except Gaiandriana are short-acting (as in antibiotic or antiseptic) solutions. This means
that your regime of care must consider that you can’t just use once a day and hope for 24-hour topical
action. OxySol, et al., are not as effective as several-times-per-day peroxide is for the teeth themselves as
well as the gum-lines. OxySol is best for the abscessed areas because it generally gets INTO the blood
system to work from “inside”. BOTH is the best approach.
Beware, further, of wines, carbonated drinks, sugars and drinks with caffeine (or without) as the “staining”
substance in these things clings to the teeth like super-glue. Try to keep away from extreme heat or cold
because you “crack” or “craze” the porcelain which then allows the softer portions of the teeth to be under
attack and actually break. Well, good friends, a smart-aleck said it best: “Life’s a bitch and then you die.”
I remind you that LIFE IS WONDERFUL—AND THEN YOU LIVE! However, living in the body is a
bunch of trouble most of the time. We most certainly don’t want to fix those teeth too well, though, you
who know Dr. Carlson, because it is worth a broken tooth just to GO VISIT HIM—so, try JUST GOING TO VISIT HIM.
When we get funding, we will bring his products forward—in spite of the Dental clubs who wish to bury his
discoveries.
E.J., you will be fine for a long time if you just don’t let them add any additional amalgamate into or on your
teeth—especially as bare fillings where fumes can rise easily. You are dragging because you NEED
SLEEP, you need exercise, and you need to remain in mental stimulation. When you are fatigued you are
going to go to sleep anywhere you sit down. You can’t always blame old age but we do have to consider
the toll of stress and time on the old bodies. You, like your brethren, tend to miss the bus more than
catching it and that is a no-no IF YOU WISH TO BE ALERT AND FEEL WELL. I need you in full-time
thought and work on our funding, please—not running off hoping to find a magic bullet to wake you up.
Change your state as to habits and you will improve instantly. And, perhaps if you read my writings as to
CONTENT and never mind the editing—you would not sleep so well during your own reading sessions.
No puns intended.
I need you and spouse to be available for attending any legal encounters—I intend that you shut down
those stupid and ongoing outrageous insults to the judicial system from Green et al.
PART 4: HIDDEN PARASITES
[QUOTING ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]
PRELUDE TO CONQUEST
THE WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
The rise of the House of Rothschild was accompanied by an organizational stirring of world Jewry.
Intermarriage with impoverished Gentile European nobility brought Gentile protection to Zionist aspirations, while intermarriage with other Jewish banking families consolidated Rothschild financial influences
and direction.
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International Jewish conferences became more and more frequent during the last half of the Nineteenth
Century. Such meetings were held in 1869, 1872, and 1878. In 1893 the Central-Verein Deutscher
Staatsburger Judischen Glaubens was founded in Germany. (By 1929 this organization was alleged to
have had 555 local units and over 60,000 members.)
It was Leo Pinsker and Theodor Herzl who had publicly called for international organization, but it was
the Rothschilds and their control of international finance that made the international call possible. What
would have been treasonably fantastic in the Eighteenth Century passed without challenge in the last part of
the Nineteenth. Pinsker called for a “National Congress of Jews” and Herzl demanded “The Society of
Jews”.
Herzl’s First Zionist Congress held at Basle, Switzerland in 1897 created the first open international
Jewish organization in modern times. There was nothing new in either the world organization or the
reasons for it. “I wish it to be clearly understood from the outset,” declared Theodor Herzl, “that no
portion of my argument is based upon a new discovery.”
The World Zionist Organization, while ostensibly devoted to the establishment of a Jewish State,
took cognizance, almost from the beginning, of its political potentialities throughout the Diaspora. Simon
Dubnow, in 1903, urged that the World Zionist Organization be reorganized as a World Jewish Congress in behalf of international Jewry. Although there is little doubt that this was the organization’s sole
purpose, it was not until 1918 that it openly so declared. The so-called Copenhagen Manifesto, adopted
by the World Zionist Organization in 1918 and ratified at Carlsbad in 1921, in addition to reaffirming
Jewry’s claims to Palestine, called for “full and de facto equality of Jews in every country, as well as
national autonomy with regard to cultural, social and political activities for the Jewish communities of the
countries with a Jewish mass population, and of all other countries where the Jewish population may
demand such autonomy.”
The “Copenhagen Manifesto” may be considered almost as unique as the “Communist Manifesto”.
The latter called for the confiscation of private property and the overthrow of the world’s existing governments. The “Copenhagen Manifesto” demanded the conquest of a country the Jews neither occupied
nor to which they held title, and in addition demanded special status over their fellow-citizens in the lands
where they were born and where they resided.
It appears that there were times when the World Zionist Organization did not consider it politically
expedient to interfere in the domestic affairs of a given country for fear of losing support in its endless
conspiracy for the conquest of Palestine. It, therefore, apparently consented to the formation of a second
international organization, and the World Jewish Congress was launched with its blessings in 1932. The
Zionist Actions Committee hailed the preparatory conference of the World Jewish Congress by declaring: “The Zionist Organization which was the first to proclaim the national rights of the Jewish people in
the Galuth countries, supports every form of international action by the Jewish people to defend its
civic and national rights, as well as its political, economic, and social positions. In these days of unheard of
attacks upon the existence of the Jewish people and of a threat to vital Jewish rights in diverse lands, every
effort at an international union of Jewish communities and groups of various countries is doubly
necessary.” (Emphasis supplied.)
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In 1935 the World Zionist Organization went on record as having “affirmed the idea of a World
Jewish Congress” from the beginning. “The 19th Zionist Congress,” declared a special resolution, “regards a union of all sections of the Jewish people for the defense of its political rights and economic
possibility of existence and the creation of an authorized representative body on a democratic basis as an
urgent necessity. The 19th Zionist Congress looks upon the World Jewish Congress as a suitable form of
such a representative body. The 19th Zionist Congress calls upon Zionists and Zionist groups to take part
in the World Jewish Congress.”
“We are a people—one people!” said Theodor Herzl. “The longer anti-Semitism lies in abeyance the more fiercely will it break out. The infiltration of immigrating Jews, attracted to a land by
apparent security, and the ascent in the social scale of native Jews, combine powerfully to bring
about a revolution. Nothing is plainer than this rational conclusion.”
TOWARD WORLD GOVERNMENT
The World Jewish Congress is the creation of the American Jewish Congress . More than this it is
the product of American Jewry. The directing force came from New York City.
World War I forever destroyed the fiction that Jews were citizens of the countries of their birth or
naturalization. American Jewry, more and more under the domination of the hordes of Russian Jews who
had flooded the United States since 1881, organized for the relief of European Jews whether or not they
served the Kaiser or the allies. The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee came into existence
in 1914. As the war developed and victory became certain, American Jewry laid plans for participation in
the Peace Conference. The impudence of such plans is curious in itself but not nearly so curious and
amazing as the fact that no one seems to have seriously or effectively questioned the idea of a private group
of American citizens presuming to take part in an international conference of governments in which they
would be represented by officials of their own government.
B.G. Richards, N. Syrkin and B. Zuckerman submitted a resolution to an extraordinary Zionist conference in New York proposing “a convention for the purpose of considering Jewish affairs”. The Zionist
Conference, August 30, 1914, referred the resolution to the Provisional Zionist Committee for action
and Louis D. Brandeis was named to discuss polity for such a convention with the officers of the American
Jewish Committee.
The American Jewish Committee represented the most Americanized element of Jewry in the United
States, and although the influence of the descendants of the Judaized Khazars dominated the Jewish
masses, the leadership of the American Jewish Committee hesitated to take the bold step advocated by
the Zionist Conference of 1914. AJC leaders argued for a conference of “prudent and experienced
leaders” and against an open mass convention which must necessarily be dominated by the revolutionary
fire-brands of Eastern Europe. Aligning itself with the American Jewish Committee, the National
Workmen’s Committee on Jewish Rights opposed the “collaboration of classes in an organization representing the entire Jewish collectivity”—exemplifying the curious alliance of right and left-wing cooperation
so frequently apparent in Jewish affairs. This strange collaboration was attacked by the Workmen’s Circle
through such spokesmen as Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky, Ber Borochow, Pinchas Ruthenberg, Dr. Nachman
Syrkin and Baruch Zuckerman.
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On March 21, 1915, Judge Julian W. Mack, Louis D. Brandeis and Dr. Stephen S. Wise established
the Jewish Congress Organizational Committee. The man who was to become a Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was able to say (September 27, 1915) that the American Jewish
Congress was to be “an incident of the organization of the Jewish people—an instrument through which
their will may be ascertained, and when ascertained may be carried out.”
Meanwhile the Kehillah of New York City proposed a secret conference on October 24, 1915 and
the American Jewish Committee proceeded to carry out its recommendation. Brandeis opposed the
“secret” conference. “Secrecy,” he declared, “will lead necessarily to suspicion and misrepresentation of
Jewish purposes and deprive us of non-Jewish support. We seek action in the open so that there shall be
no misunderstanding either among our own people or among our fellow-citizens, as to our aims and
methods.”
It is interesting to note that Brandeis, a future Supreme Court Justice of the United States, was capable
of distinguishing between “our own people” and “our fellow-citizens”—an amazing, but enlightening,
example of dual loyalty and alien thinking.
The preliminary conference of the American Jewish Congress was called to order in Philadelphia
March 26, 1916. It is alleged that 367 delegates representing more than a million American Jews presented credentials and participated. Dr. Stephen S. Wise made the “keynote” address, “American Israel
and Democracy”.
Although the United States was not yet involved in the war in Europe the conference looked ahead to
the “Peace Conference”. It recommended that “the Congress consider the question of securing to Jews
free and equal rights, civil, political, religious in all such lands where these rights were denied to them; that
the Congress consider the question of securing to the Jews national rights in all such lands in which national
rights were or ought to be recognized”; and “that the Congress consider cooperation with Jews in other
lands, in furtherance of the Congress program.”
Louis D. Brandeis was named honorary chairman and a National Executive Committee was elected.
Jewish organizations in Europe, South Africa, South America and Australia were invited to work with the
Congress. Both the American Jewish Committee and the National Workmen’s Committee on Jewish
Rights were pressured into compliance, out of which came a united Executive Committee. At a meeting of
this group on Christmas Day 1916 it was agreed that the American Jewish Congress would confine its
activities to the Peace Conference, and dissolve when its purpose in this connection had been completed.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PROLETARIAT
THE JEWISH SOCIALIST
FEDERATION OF AMERICA
Frank F. Rosenblatt (chief of Staff of the Jewish Bureau of Philanthropic Research in 1918) declared that “the birth of the Jewish Socialist Federation of America in 1912 must be recognized as the
most important landmark in the history of the Jewish Socialist movement in this country.” It is perhaps
significant that Mr. Rosenblatt specifically uses the phrase “Jewish Socialist movement” and not merely
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the “Socialist movement”. We learn that the Jewish Socialist Federation was an outgrowth of the
Jewish Socialist Agitation Bureau organized about 1905 in support of the unsuccessful communist revolution of that year in Russia. It was organized at a time when the little-noticed Second Communist
Convention storm was throwing ideological waves against the Jews throughout the world. The tidal wave
had actually started in Basle, Switzerland when Theodor Herzl had called for the mobilization of the
“Jewish Nation”.
The Jewish Socialist Bund of Russia and Poland had spearheaded revolt in Russia and the First
Communist Congress was largely composed of Bund delegates. The affair was held in Minsk in March,
1898. It was convened under the auspices of the All Russian Social Democratic Labor Party. Neither
Julius Martov (Yurii Osipovich Tsederbaum), who had been one of the leaders of the Russian Jewish
Socialist Bund, nor Lenin (Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov) were able to attend the Congress, both having been
arrested and sent to Siberia a few months previous.
It had been truthfully said that every radical or revolutionary movement in Russia was heavily staffed
with Jewish leadership. The Jews had always been most active in revolutionary propaganda. A Jew
named Mloditzkia attempted to assassinate Count Loris Melikoff in 1880. Five Jewish names had dominated the list of assassins who had murdered Czar Alexander II. The Jewish General Workers Union of
Poland and Lithuania (the Jewish Socialist Bund) was, of course all Jewish. Leo Deutsch and Pavel
Borisovich Axelrod were among the Jews who founded Russian Marxism. Axelrod and Martov were two
of the six editors of Iskra. A Jew named Gershuni was the leader of one of the terrorist groups. Many
other examples might be given. Most Jewish apologists attempt to refute the Jewish character of Communism by disclaiming Jewish adherence to the Bolsheviki wing of the All Russian Social Democratic labor
Party was over the issue of Jewish nationalism which had swept out of Switzerland in 1897.
An attempt had been made to convene a second congress of the Party in April of 1902. An unsuccessful conference met in Bialystock. Theodore Dan (Gurvich) attended this meeting. The “student
movement” reached its climax on April 4, 1902 with the assassination of Sipiagin (successor of Plehve) by
Balmashov. The so-called Nishni-Novgorod workers’ demonstration followed, resulting in the arrest of
many of the “comrades”. The trial of Zalomov and Denisov was highly capitalized by the Communists and
gave an added impetus toward open revolution. The escape from the jail at Kiev of a number of the
arrested “comrades”, including Maxim Litinov (Finklestein) and Piatnitsky, and the creation of an “organization committee” by Iskra (with Gregory Zinoviev called the first Central Executive Committee) cleared
the way for the official Second Communist Congress.
The organization committee was composed of hard-ribbed revolutionaries who were destined to play
leading roles in the rape of Russia. Among them were Krisishanovsky, later to become commissar of
Soviet electrification; Alexandrova; Lengnik, a later member of the Soviet Commissariat for Education;
Krassikov, to become prominent in the Soviet Finance Commissariat; Krasnucha, delegate from the Petersburg Committee; Levin, delegate from the South Russian Workers; and Portnoy of the Jewish
Socialist Bund.
The Organization Committee was charged with the task of convoking the “All-Russian Party Congress”. A program was drafted by the editorial staffs of Iskra and Zarya, the latter being a theoretical
organ published abroad by the Piekhanov-Lenin combination. Needless to say, the draft was the work of
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Piekhanov and Lenin. Its theses included the development of capitalism, the concentration of capital, the
creation of a proletariat, and the transference of power to the proletariat. The draft was completed in time
for the opening of the Second Congress in Brussels.
The revolutionary tempo was accelerated by the Jewish Bundists throughout 1902 and 1903. A series
of peasant revolts flared in Saratov which were suppressed by Governor Peter Arkadevich Stolypin, later
to be assassinated by a Jewish lawyer named Mordecai Bogrov. Terrorism marked the rising pace of
revolt as the assassins Karpovitch, Balmashov and Hirsch Leckert emptied their revolvers at Russian
officialdom. Clashes between communist demonstrators and the police became more frequent, creating a
bloody back-drop for the shabby Congress when it clamorously descended on Belgium.
Among those who were to write the history of the Second Congress were the following: Schatman,
representing the Petersburg Committee, later to be active in Karelia; Lydia Makhnovetz, second delegate from Petersburg; N. Baumann, of the Moscow committee; Lydia Knipovitch, nicknamed “Djadenka”,
of the North Russian Alliance; Stopani, also of the North Russian Alliance; Makhlin; Lenov, an anarchist; Krasikov, of the Keiv Committee; Dimitry Ulianov, of the Tula Committee; Zemlyatchka, of the
Odessa committee; Panin, representing the Crimean Union; Maschinski, of the Donetz Union; Gussev,
of the Don Committee; Ackerman, also of Don Committee; Galkin and Lyadov, both representing the
Saratov Committee; Levin and Nikolaev, of the Kharkov Committee; Trotsky and Dr. Maldenberg,
representing the Siberian Union; Zurabov, of the Batum Committee; Bogdan Knuniantz, of the Baku
Committee; Topuridze, of the Tiflis Committee; and Kramer, Eisenstart, Portnoy, Liber (Goldman), Medem
and Kossovsky, all of the Jewish socialist Bund. Lenin represented the foreign organization of Iskra and
Martov represented the editorial board. Plekhanov, Axelrod and Deutsch were among others who attended the Congress. Only two delegates, Babushkin and Schatman, could lay any claim whatever to a
workingclass background.
Nearly sixty revolutionaries gathered at Brussels, Belgium for the Second Communist Congress. The
affair was held in a flour warehouse draped with red bunting and opened July 30, 1903. The first clash
came on the question of the relationship of the Jewish Socialist Bund to the All Russian Social Democratic Labor Party. Both the Jewish Socialist Bund and Zionism had emerged in the same year and the
question of Jewish nationalism was uppermost in the minds of the Bundists. They had adopted Yiddish as
their language and contended that “national consciousness and class consciousness must go hand in hand”.
The Bundists therefore demanded autonomy for specifically Jewish problems and the right to represent all
Jews in Russia. Lenin, of course, held out for a centralized party and Martov, Axelrod and Trotsky—all
Jews—stood with him. The question was still largely unsettled when the Belgian police interfered. The
Congress moved to London where it met from August 11 to August 23.
Gregory Zinoviev, a Jew himself, in his “History of the Russian Communist Party”, explains the split
in the party: “The Bund demanded that it be regarded as the sole representative of the whole Jewish
proletariat of Russia, refusing to take any cognizance of the fact that the Jewish people in general were
scattered throughout the whole country, and that therefore the correct course was for them to join the
organization of the place in which they lived, just as the Finnish, Estonians and other workers. We could
not agree to splitting up our organization into separate fragments, for we were a single international party,
carrying on a struggle against international capital. This was the view-point maintained by the Iskrovtzi,
conceding only that the Jewish workers have their own benefit societies and special groups, publish their
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own papers in their mother-tongues, etc. But the Bund, giving the first sign of future social-chauvinism,
pushed the matter to the limit, demanding that the workers be divided according to nationality, and allowed
the right of having separate parties of their own.”
Martov and Lenin split on the definition of “party member”, Lenin insisting on restricting language.
Trotsky and Axelrod joined with Martov. Martov ultimately won his point by a vote of 28 to 22. Lenin
was infuriated and started a vigorous campaign to reverse the vote. He moved to dissolve the Rabochee
Delo (The Workers’ Cause), a revolutionary publication in ideological competition with Iskra. Both of
Rabochee Delo’s delegates had voted with Martov and when Lenin’s motion had carried they left the
Congress. The five delegates of the Jewish Socialist Bund, smarting under their defeat on the question of
autonomy,—and who had also voted with Martov—walked out and Lenin’s minority was therefore converted into a majority! The Russian word for majorities is BOLSHEVIKI! Those who supported the
Bund (the minorities) were to become known by the Russian equivalent Mensheviki. Zinoviev explained
it this way: “Lenin and Plekhanov were upheld, their resolution being passed, I believe, by 25 to 23 votes.
From this juncture derive the terms ‘Bolsheviks’, (Majority, and ‘Mensheviks’ (Minority). As is known,
during the revolution often an altogether different interpretation was placed on them. Many thought simply
that the Bolsheviks were those who desired the most possible; while the Mensheviks were prepared to be
satisfied with less. In actual fact, however, this winged word (Bolsheviks) arose in connection with the fact
that the majority (Bolshestvo) voted for the Plekhanov-Lenin editorial board, the minority (Menshestvo),
against it.”
Thus it is that Frank F. Rosenblatt, Jewish Research director, was able to heap praise upon the Jewish
revolutionaries. “It is to the glory of the Jewish Socialist Bund in Russia,” he wrote, “that the question of
nationalism which in the minds of the Socialists of the older generation was synonymous with oppression
and subjection, was forced into the foreground.” The truth of the matter is that nationalism and internationalism are mutually exclusive terms. Adherence to both ideas in a single conception is only logical when
the apparent paradox is designed to serve a specified purpose. [H: So, too, is Judeo-Christian a useful
tool for the same crowd of people.]
Needless to say the Jewish Socialist Bund continued its revolutionary activities and joined again in
Congresses of the All Russian Social Democratic Labor Party. Many were arrested and exiled to
Siberia but hundreds of thousands came to the United States. As a result a “net” of Bund branches spread
across the United States and into Canada. The chief activity of the branches was the collection of funds for
the Jewish Socialist Bund in Russia. American Bund members organized the Workmen’s Circle (Arbeiter
Circle) and swelled the ranks of the Jewish trade unions. Annual conventions of the Bund were held and
a Central-Verband was elected which coordinated and supervised the branches. The waves of Jewish
revolutionaries fleeing the police of Russia after the unsuccessful revolution of 1905 swelled the Jewish
Bund branches in the United States.
The Seventh Congress of the World Zionist Organization in 1905 gave impetus to Zionist Socialism. “Jewish administrative autonomy” (Saym), Golus nationalism, and Yiddishism were current
ideological movements. One B. Boruchov declared himself a Paole-Zion in Switzerland. He had been a
Socialist for a long time. he advocated that Zionism should join forces with socialism. The establishment
of Poale-Zion therefore effectually established the Marxist basis for Zionism.
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In November of 1905 Borochov and J. Benjamin Zivi organized a conference of Poale-Zion in the
Province of Poltava. In December of that year, at the time of the great Russian general strike, they
organized a Jewish Russian conference in Berditchev. In 1906 the first All Russian Conference of the
Poale-Zion met in Poltava and laid the foundation for the Social Democratic Zionist Party Poale-Zion.
Boruchov, together with other “intellectual comrades”, published a number of radical papers which the
Russian Government suppressed one after another. “The Jewish Workmen’s Chronicle” and “The Hammer” were published in Russian. “The Proletarian Idea” and “Forward” were published in Yiddish.
At the same time the Social Democratic Zionist Party Poale-Zion was organized in Russia. “Sister”
parties were organized in England, Austria, Palestine and America.
In Palestine Poale-Zion published a Yiddish paper, Der Anfang. [H: Remember that Yiddish is a
distinct LANGUAGE for the TALMUD but using Hebrew alphabet characters.] In 1909, at its
sixth conference, the delegates adopted Hebrew as their official language. After the Turkish constitution
was adopted Poale-Zion launched a Hebrew paper, Ha-achduth (Unity), which was suppressed in 1914
by the Turkish Government, and its editor Zerubbel, condemned to life imprisonment. Israel Schochat
(banished by the Turkish Government) and J. Ben Gorion were two of the early leaders of Poale-Zion in
Palestine. The Poale-Zion was recognized as a part of the Socialist Party in Turkey which gave it the
opportunity of influencing the international Socialist movement in favor of Zionism and Jewish national
objectives.
Poale-Zion organized Ha-Shomer (The Watchmen), a group of young men who guarded Jewish
property against the native population of Arabs who were slowly being dispossessed of their property and
their country.
During the Zionist Congress at the Hague in 1907 Poale-Zion delegates organized the Poale-Zion
Weltverband, a worldwide group to penetrate the Zionist and Socialist movements. The Palestine Workers’ Fund was collected from Jews all over the world and administered by this World Organization.
The Poale-Zion Weltverband is credited with successfully propagandizing socialist and labor leaders
in behalf of its program. Working through the Socialist International and the England Labor Party the
Jewish Socialists in the Poale-Zion World Organization were able to have both groups adopt Zionism (a
Jewish home in Palestine) as part of their respective “peace programs” (1917-1918).
Socialism and Zionism marched hand in hand from the beginning. Israel Cohen, reviewing Zionist
progress wrote: “At the (Zionist) Congresses... the delegates from Russia formed at least a third of the
total number. They played an important, and often decisive part in the proceedings, and far more Russian
was spoken than English; even translations from German into Russian were demanded. Throughout the
decade that elapsed between the death of the leaders and the beginning of the War the Russian-Zionists
formed the backbone of the movement...”
[END OF QUOTING]
Do you begin to see, around the globe, WHY such as Jerry Falwell and other evangelical LEADERS
proclaim their “Zionists and proud of it” stance? This is also why, when the Jews in the U.S. denied help
to Mr. Yahoo, he simply went to Falwell and the Christian coalition. Christian? Oh no, Anti-Christ! Does
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good old Jerry know? OF COURSE, you silly ducks. TBN is a tool DIRECTLY SET UP by the Jewish
Zionist Organization. Does old Paul and Jan KNOW? OF COURSE. All three are not only JEUISH,
they are JEWISH.
DO YOU ALSO SEE WHY MOST “JEWISH PEOPLE” DON’T HAVE THE FOGGIEST IDEA OF
WHAT HAS PUT THEM SO IN JEOPARDY? THEY ARE THE FIRST TO BE BROUGHT DOWN
INTO DISASTER TO PREVENT A MOVEMENT LARGE ENOUGH TO STOP THE ZIONIST
MASSACRE OF A NATION—YOUR nation. If I were “Jewish” in any reasonably recognized grouping, I would be totally IRATE at the damaging deceptions taking place on YOU.
Unless you LEARN FACTUAL TRUTH about any topic—you are not qualified to quarrel about it. GO
DO YOUR RESEARCH IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE THESE WRITINGS. However, actual eyewitness observation should suffice for any THINKING entity.
This is sufficient for this writing, Dharma. Let us mark the place where we stopped today and get back to
it ASAP . (The Socialist International.)
We will have to “hit and miss” with our writings until we further clear up the other mandatory meetings
scattered around. Our team is now “out-thinking” the opposition in their trickery games, so expect a turnabout quite soon now. Meanwhile I appreciate the “fill-in” for Dharma of Aton and other Cohans and to
the “receivers” who take up the task. I ask that “Hatonn” be left to Dharma, however, to stop confusion
in presentations. I have OTHER needs in presenting this information than just giving an interview to a
paper. Thank you, and Good morning.
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CHAPTER 8
REC #2 HATONN
THU., JUNE 11, 1998 12:59 P.M. YR. 11, DAY 299
THU., JUNE 11, 1998
HEAVY DUTY PROJECTIONS
There are a lot of prophecies and actual information being tossed about lately—LISTEN TO THEM and
heed some warnings.
When the jet-stream starts hitting the ground as it has lately—you are in for some very devastating happenings because it always moves at a fast rate of speed and there is no “funnel” to cut small and narrow roads
through an area. There will probably BE funnels but the stream is so close to the surface that winds will be
kicked up exponentially strong.
GOD is getting even with NO ONE as is projected by Pat Robertson, but things in Florida will get
increasingly more furious, and to blame God’s attitude regarding gays is stupid at best. “MAN” PLACES
HIS DRUTHERS AND BIGOTRY ONTO EVERYTHING—NOT GOD. Neither is the jet stream
course or attitude the Wrath of God, so knock it off lest you really irritate said God. How do you account
for so many “Christian” people being hit so hard all around the place? You had best hope God doesn’t
take note of your false teachings as are being presented to you “in the name of God, Christ, Jesus”, or
whoever else you wish to find invisible to pin your junk onto.
And DO NOT go about spewing that Hatonn/Aton, etc., is somehow AGAINST the Jews or anyone else.
I am against crime, evil intent and evil deeds. I am against, for instance, the three nit-wit devils who
dragged a man to his death. This is murder. I am NOT against a man choosing another man as a mate—
except for the deliberate physical actions which take place in such a relationship. Remember that SEX is
NOT LOVE. I am against the abuse in heterosexual relationships so don’t go interpreting my input.
WHAT “I AM” IS “FOR” INTEGRITY, TRUTH, RESPONSIBILITY, LOVE AS IN TRUTH OF
EMOTIONAL EXCHANGE, HONESTY AND GOOD MORALS.
I am weary of Man’s opinions and interpretations of what God thinks or is. GOD NEEDS NO INTERPRETATION BY HIS HUMAN CREATIONS. AND, NO SAVIOR IS GOING TO, OR HAS, COME
TO SAVE YOU FROM YOURSELF. IF YOU WANT SALVATION, THEN GET BUSY IN RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOURSELF. NO “MAN” DIED TO SAVE YOU ANYTHING—NO MAN COULD
DIE TO SAVE YOU. THE ONE YOU BLAME DID NOT EVEN DIE TO SAVE HIMSELF! THE
“RAPTURE” TALE IS A LIE AND ISN’T IT TIME YOU FACED IT? AND FURTHER, A PROPHET
IS NOT WORTH HIS WEIGHT IN PEANUT HULLS IF HE ISN’T RIGHT 100% OF THE TIME—
THAT IS, ALL OF THE TIME, EVERY TIME. This does not mean that intelligent and insightful people
can’t see what is taking place, and hence, will take place.
Proclaimed seers and prophets, remote viewers and psychics may well be on target and offer some pretty
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stunning presentations—but realize that you too can see and know if you only PAY ATTENTION. Everything is connected—even that jet stream to your weather patterns, and then right on to the satellite systems
that control the jet stream, strength and weather caught in the push. It is called PLANNED chaos. Even
your nuclear time-clock is now reading 9 minutes prior to midnight with all the nuclear “things” taking place
around your globe—and that clock is run by your own scientists and it doesn’t just include such as India
and Pakistan. You in the U.S. have not yet paid the penalty for your own tests in Nevada—in any direction
from detonation point.
I am not going to go into fortune telling and it would appear the ones who do and are abounding now are
doing pretty well on their own. Stress the thought-forms, readers, and you will precipitate the thing as
surely as you live and breathe. I do not choose to buy into your demands for destruction and failure. We
have enough to keep our hands full without pushing panic—just preparation and attention to consideration
of your own possibilities.
So many disasters have come to already bankrupt your disaster service. What happens when it is finally
GONE? Worse, so many farmers are being now forced off their lands and poverty has struck the growing
fields right along with the storms and droughts that you are going to have major shortages—worse even
than that—your grain stores have been sold and you have no reserves. The blight of “scab” has hit the
mid-northern states and has almost wiped out the grain crops and that disease takes YEARS to reclaim the
fields once you have the immediate spread under control—and you do not have the immediate spread
under ANYTHING but more spread. And, no, it is not a happy topic. There are not many happy topics
running around lately, so be grateful to KNOW and gain information that you might attend some of your
expected needs.
PART 5: HIDDEN PARASITES
[QUOTING ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]
THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL
What was the Socialist International?
The International Workingmen’s Association was organized in London in 1864 under the leadership of Karl Marx. It was generally referred to as the International, and later, the First International.
Its primary purpose was the promotion of the objectives of the Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels. The last Congress of the First International met in Philadelphia in 1874 and rapidly
disintegrated thereafter.
The Second International, generally referred to as the Socialist International, was founded at Paris
in 1889. Headquarters were ultimately established at Brussels, Belgium in 1890. It was composed of
most of the Socialist parties in the world, among which the German and Russian Social Democratic parties
were the most important. The terms “socialism” and “communism” were generally used to signify the same
things—revolutionary overthrow of existing bourgeois governments.
Poale-Zion embodied from the beginning the basic principles of Marxian communism (socialism) and
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the principles of Zionism.
The Poale-Zion movement through its World Organization (Poale-Zion Weltverband) made rapid
strides after its organization in 1907. The Jewish Socialist Labor Party Poale-Zion of America, filled
with revolutionary Jewish refugees from Russia, became an important factor in the movement after the
abortive Russian Revolution of 1905. Many of the leading Jewish advocates of Marxism found their way
to the hospitable shores of the United States and immediately joined the American branch of the party. A
Memorandum, known as “The Red Book” (mainly the work of the Jewish Socialist Labor Party PoaleZion) was presented to the Socialist International by the world Organization (Poale-Zion Weltverband).
It was printed in several languages and dealt principally with “Jewish nationalist working classes” and
“Jewish aspiration in all lands”.
Following well established technique, American Poale-Zion agents in the American Federation of
Labor were able to secure the adoption of resolutions “favoring the creation of a Jewish home in Palestine”
as a point in the A.F. of L.’s “peace program” (1917-1918).
In 1917 and 1918 the American Poale-Zion was small in number of members—three to four thousand—but amazingly strong in its international relations. It created parallel organizations such as the
National Workers’ Alliance. It boasts that it initiated the movement for “national radical schools” (Alliance of the National Radical Schools) which, as early as 1918, was “growing from day to day”.
Frank F. Rosenblatt declared: “It is a party not for Palestine alone, but also for the Golus and its
interests. For this reason, Poale-Zionism is the centre of the East Side, from which come forth almost all
Jewish American movements, or without which no movement can prosper.”
It follows, therefore, that Poale-Zion was an important factor in the creation of the New York Kehillah
and the American Jewish Congress. Pressure from Poale-Zion “forced the whole Jewish laboring class
on the one hand, and the Zionists on the other hand, as well as the better-to-do elements, to participate” in
the Congress movement. “All of the radical elements in the National Socialist Workmen’s Committee”
were united by Poale-Zion for the Congress and for the publication of its weekly, The Jewish Congress.
Both P. Rutenberg (Vice-Commandant of the Petrograd Military District under A.F. Kerensky and Socialist revolutionary) and Dr. H. Schitlowsky joined the American Poale-Zion as soon as they were safely
through immigration at Ellis Island.
THE NATIONAL WORKMEN’S COMMITTEE
The Bolshevik Revolution had a profound effect on American Jewry. Gentiles and Jews throughout
the world hailed the Bolshevik triumph as Jewish instigated, executed and accomplished. With Lenin and
Trotsky (Leon Bronstein) on the Czar’s throne and Alexander Kerensky’s Russian Republic in the ashheap, many American Jews believed Jewish objectives already achieved. The 1917 political division of
East European Jewry in the United States was perhaps the first concrete evidence that the Jewish drive for
world power and dominion was a two-pronged attack. The National Workmen’s Committee On Jewish Rights withdrew from the Congress movement on the contention that its need had passed with the
event of the Russian Revolution.
The organization was composed of four of the most radical American Jewish organizations;—The
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Workmen’s Circle, the United Hebrew Trades, the Jewish Socialist Federation of America, and the
Forward Association. It was organized early in 1915. A conference was called for April 18, 1915 for
“all labor and radical organizations”—and over two hundred responded. Its first convention was held the
same year in New York City, September 4, 5, and 6. A half million American Jews were represented
through several hundred organizations. It is alleged by Jewish writers that it was the first time that representatives of all radical wings of Jewry convened for one purpose. The 1918 officers of the National
Workmen’s Committee were Frank F. Rosenblatt, treasurer; J.B. Salutsky, secretary; A. Baroff, L. Baskin,
Isidor Cohen, M. Gillis, J. Halpern, Dr. J. Halpern, A. Held, B. Hoffman, E.H. Jeshurin, H. Lang, M.
Lulow, M. Olgin, Jacob Panken, Max Pine, Frank F. Rosenblatt, J.B. Salutsky, L. Schaffer, J. Schlossberg,
S. Valitzky, B. Vladeck, M. Winchevsky, directors. (M. Olgin is the author of Why Communism?)
One additional Jewish organization, mobilized for the support of the Jewish Socialist Bund in Russia,
Poland and Lithuania, should be mentioned in passing. It was known as the Central Verband of the Bund
Organizations of America and at one time maintained offices at 202 East Broadway in New York City.
Its avowed purpose was financial aid to the revolutionary Jews in Russia. Branches were maintained in “all
cities of the United States and Canada”. During 1904 to 1907 “the branches of the Bund were the most
active and influential bodies in the Jewish radical spheres in the country.” During the abortive 1905 Russian
revolution the Central Verband “obtained tens of thousands of dollars” for the Bund in Russia. Meanwhile it carried on propaganda work among the Jews in the United States against the Russian Government.
After the successful revolution of 1917 the Central Verband was busy collecting funds “to assist the
Russian Bund in its work against counter-revolutionary forces”. In 1918 M. Gurwich was Secretary and
Dr. C. Kopelson was Treasurer.
The activities of the National Workmen’s Committee on Jewish Rights and the Central Verband of
the Bund Organization of America indicate the wide-spread support of American Jewry for the Bolshevik revolution—especially among the Eastern European Jews of Khazar descent. Trotsky, Zinoviev,
Kamenev, Sverdlov, Uritzy, and Volodarsky were famous Jewish leaders of the new Soviet government.
Although these pseudonyms concealed the Jewish identity of these revolutionary leaders from the world at
large, the Jewish socialists of America knew who they were. There were many more. Isaac Steinberg, as
a member of the Soviet of Peoples’ Commissars, had become a Commissar of Justice, and Uritzky was
striking terror into the hearts of Russian Gentiles as the chairman of the ruthless and all-powerful cheka.
They were rising to positions of power everywhere and Western Christian civilization was trembling before
their advance. Rosa Luxemberg was terrorizing Germany and Kurt Eisner was driving to revolutionary
power in Bavaria. Bela Kun cut a bloody path across Hungary to find ultimate reward under Stalin in the
Soviet’s Crimea. The American Jewish Bundists believed that the red dawn that had broken over Russia
was the beginning of an era—an era that must fulfill not only the hopes of Zionism but deliver to them
dominion of the world as well.
[END OF QUOTING]
I realize this is a very short writing but I would like to not begin a new section this late in the day.
I will be focusing, as well, on other topics through the upcoming days even though there is so much taking
place that we don’t have time to address all of them.
I want to remind all you people out there who follow along with the recent items being run as public notices,
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that it is exactly what it looked like—public notices. Rick is being hounded by the curious, the insane, the
sane, the unjust and the just, as, I suppose, the view of something or other of great desire seems to be
popping forth. No, readers, there is nothing to CHASE, please. Rick did his job and fulfilled what was
asked of him—nothing more. I, Hatonn, had the interchanges with Herman that led to the transfer for
security of some of his thought-to-be assets. He was being murdered inch by inch and he wanted to have
the possibility of holding something for America as a nation. His whole perception was that the original
certificate was to be given over to the “saving” of America. When Bush, et al., started buying arms and
literally doing things to DESTROY the nation—Russell did what he could do to cover his portion to later
join with V.K.’s and establish value in the Treasury Department backed by gold. Can this yet happen? I
suppose but it doesn’t seem anyone wants to make the effort of making it work and the buck stops here.
It has already stopped as a matter of fact. And, further, it appears to have dead-ended at V.K.’s door.
Nobody here has any idea what that lady plans to do—and the people here plan nothing. We have some
possible funding in the working for some smaller projects and to make sure the players here can clear all
debts and walk away if necessary. The price of gold dropped another six dollars overnight and we will
have to simply see what happens next. The Institute is still operative but dormant due to the Tuten case.
Since it is the time to purchase rather than sell, you can certainly still be assisted through secured means.
The Institute as it WAS cannot be used as other than a vehicle until the cases are cleared from possible
assault. And people on any of our possible mailing lists, BEWARE, for Green is trying to raise a lot of
money to corner, somehow, the stolen gold from the Nevada court. He apparently is desperate so you
may well be hearing from him—this time with bigger lies than before—even if you don’t think that to be
possible. He has recently seeded many lies about himself and his lovely wife and also about property sales,
etc. This was to circumvent attorneys and ongoing court cases. He has a lot of problems, however,
because he is in contempt of court having somehow “misplaced” 110,000 books. This is a little asset of
over a million $$ he has overlooked in his bookkeeping and IRS notices. When this all comes to court as
is, he is in deeper yogurt than ever before, so all he can do is try to keep delaying and delaying as long as
he can do so.
If he is criminally cited, and he may well be after the contempt charges settle in—he is considered a “flight
risk” so his bond will be even higher than it would ordinarily be for a responsible citizen. Don’t let him sell
you a bill of goods, friends. Why would we concern that he would come to YOU? Because he has no “old
friends” to which to go and he is doing just exactly what Gunther and Ronn Jackson did—USE YOU. I
would be less than a good person if I failed to warn you. We haven’t yet determined how much gold, etc.,
he has run through his mill since he left California but we are led to believe—quite a bit.
The UFO “community” has it that Green ripped off the Institute for over $10 million. If so, it never made
it this far and there is no way to account for same here. Perhaps his back yard is again full of gold plantings.
Thank you and good evening.
We needed to attend the Rick-involved papers because too many “old” acquaintances started popping up
like the proverbial gophers out of the holes. I repeat that there were several people involved in Russell’s
business at the time in those past years and especially as it neared Russell’s death. If anyone knows where,
for instance, Andy Nicholow is, please give Rick the information at the paper or have Andy call for himself.
Thank you.
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CHAPTER 9

REC #1 HATONN
FRI., JUNE 12, 1998 6:53 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 300
FRI., JUNE 12, 1998
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?
Are you going to take your pop-guns and go shoot some people? Are you going to do a sit-in in some
intersection? What are you going to do as things look more and more critical in downturn? The Big Boys
are just waiting for you to do something totally foolish for mass consciousness is something they can count
on—insanity of the masses. You know, one man breaks a store window and everybody loots.
I’m a bit sorry, Dharma, that I ask that we sidetrack from our ongoing series to offer a couple of things
from the pile of critical information piled around this room.
One is just an article from a Florida paper but it deals with farmers in North Dakota who are thousands of
miles north of the paper in point. But the problem expressed is from EVERY STATE IN THE U.S.A.
AND WORLD—readers. And, I ask again: WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO? It doesn’t take rocket
scientists or psychic fortune tellers to point out that you as world citizens are in personal jeopardy.
Even the supermarkets are doing a trick on you in pricing, claims of organic this or that (everything grown
is organic) and even in your hamburger meat. A major study was just done by one of the Network News
programs, across the United States, in the major cities. It was found that 100% beef in ground beef was
mixed with trimmings from lamb (sheep), pork and poultry. I suppose the beef used was 100% beef but
who knows—a lot of cereal shows up in ground products as well as meat. It is a way to use up scraps
otherwise discarded, came one answer. “Dirty grinders” came another. Boy doesn’t THAT make you feel
safe and secure? “Well it gets mixed up because we grind the hamburger meat after the meat can no longer
be top-quality from packages of ‘slab’ meat, so it can get mixed up sometimes.” In other words, after
steaks get a bit “off-color” the meat is ground! That ought to make you feel even better about your
possibilities of getting tainted product. All the above are legal except the advertising of 100% ground beef,
or kumquats or buffalo. They get further around that law by labeling “ground meat” or “ground poultry” or
ground kumquat JAM with sweetners and added flavoring.
Now, how many of you do what I suggested and take to your cafes a bottle of mixed colloids (silver and
OxySol at least) and take some AS you eat? Even with stomach acids, you have a chance of killing
bacteria in the food you are eating. You don’t have to make a big deal of it—just add it to your water glass
and sip through your meal. I weary of you getting sick, nagging me about your illness, and then finding that
you aren’t even doing the simple things to protect selves. Oh well, it is your tummy, tum-tum.
The above things, however, are assuming that you HAVE food.
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[QUOTING, ASSOCIATED PRESS, 6-10-98:]
NORTH DAKOTANS FINDING FARMING
A HARD ROW TO HOE
ROCK LAKE, N.D.—After almost a quarter-century of farming, David Leas plans to trade in his tractor
for a computer and leave the land that has been in his family since the 1920s.
“I’m getting my Plan B going,” he said. “Like the dinosaurs, if you don’t change, you’ll be extinct.”
He is among hundreds of North Dakotans fleeing their farms for jobs in more prosperous and less
weather-dependent industries. Others are struggling to wait out prices and yields that, in some areas, have
reached crisis stage.
“You feel like you’re kind of in front of a slot machine, putting in your last few quarters,” Leas said,
while driving through wheat and canola fields he may never plant again.
The state’s Farm Service Agency estimates North Dakota has lost 1,400 farms since January
1996 and, depending on this year’s crop, could lose up to 1,400 more next year.
Taxpayers spent $1.2 billion on disaster assistance and crop insurance in North Dakota from 1985 to
1993, according to a study by the Environmental Working Group, a Washington-based organization that
often studies farm issues. That was more than any other state except Texas.
Much of North Dakota has absorbed above-average moisture since 1993 and 1997. At the same
time, parts of the state battled drought.
Excessive rain has prevented farmers from planting some fields, drowned out others after they were
seeded and created prime breeding conditions for insects and disease. The most devastating
disease for the wheat crop has been scab, which economists say has caused more than $2.5
BILLION in economic losses in the state since 1993.
THE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT ESTIMATES NORTH DAKOTA’S NET FARM INCOME
IN 1997 AT $15 MILLION, COMPARED WITH $764 MILLION IN 1996. Based on government
estimates of 30,000 farms in the state, each farm generated an average net income of $500 in
1997, compared with $25,500 the year before.
Although farm income often fluctuates greatly from year to year, economists say the 1997 figures are the
lowest since the early 1980s, when crop prices tumbled and production costs and interest rates soared.
[H: Go read the Protocols.]
“Last year, I lost $70,000,” Leas said. A good chunk of his land near Rock Lake, in northeastern
North Dakota, has been flooded off and on since 1993.
To make up for the loss, he sold 320 of his 1,100 acres for $90,000. “You can’t do that forever,” he
said.
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A recent survey of 4,500 North Dakota farmers found that 40 percent will not be able to make
payments on their annual farm operating loans this fall, and an additional 30 percent will have trouble next
year.
“We can all take a certain amount of adversity. But we also all have a point at which we just say,
‘Enough is enough,’” said North Dakota Agriculture Commissioner Roger Johnson, who owns cropland
and pastures 50 miles north of Bismarck.
[END OF QUOTING]
“Well, we’ll just have to eat spelt off the Institute’s farm!” you say? There is not any spelt being grown on
the farm—just weeds which cost about $3,000 just to disc under to hold the land. Mustard and Starthistle
have taken much of the land around these parts of California and are now destroying the deserts. Then this
year, water ran through the best field at the farm like a wide river bed. Then came the ability to lease the
land to organic growers—but they have to have more water supplies than available without major expense—and on it goes. Perhaps they will plant a few carrots and a few beans, but it is mid-June and the
season for growing is not big around here. We had sabotage to the irrigation system, introduction of Smut
in the grain-fields (deliberately), and sabotage to the tractor and equipment. Mr. Ence even took and sold
one of Mr. Turner’s personal drag-discs. People, you are going to sabotage yourselves right into famine
and disease. And, you don’t JUST get rid of Smut and Scab—these are both devastating diseases in grain
crops. Spelta is resistant but it must be planted in the Fall for it is a long-maturing-time plant but is resistant
to invaders—unlike hybrid wheat. The largest field would have washed out—but the other fields would
not have needed irrigation. However, thanks to our nasty fiends wanting to get some gold already thieved,
there was nothing with which to work the land, the tractor motor having been burned-out. You know, sort
of like the “accidental” wide separation of the gas line from the water heater by a sweet little foot stamping
it and the gas blowing up. And THESE are YOUR FRIENDS—MAY GOD SAVE YOU FROM YOUR
ENEMIES.
Well, readers, if you want advice: Get in a supply of Spelt, if you can find it, with a grinder because you
don’t want to lose food value in the form of flour unless you have refrigerator/freezer space, a supply of
Adzuki beans (they are the most valuable food substance of the bean family), and some powdered
Melloream. This is NOT milk but has all the wonderful qualities of milk without most of the allergic
qualities of milk itself. Shelf-life is long and the taste, especially chilled or in drinks and cereal is excellent.
It is especially good for babies who have trouble with regular milk. Also, don’t forget to get some salt
supplies, sugar, flavorings and things like dried onion chips (for flavoring) and, where possible, get some
dried veggies. I also suggest some soup-base items, yeast (keeps best in frozen state) and other things to
make bread palatable. Brown or “whole” rice is also excellent—but STORE PROPERLY. Also keep
water available which has been treated or get bottled water (treat it a bit, as well, as you use it). When the
taps shut off you have problems and MANY things can stop water flow—from earthquake, etc., to an
interruption in power.
We do not want to give up the farm for another major reason other than chickens and eggs and growing
fields; it has water wells independent of the general supply. It is, by the way, time to add some chickens to
the farm so that they will be laying by the time you need more eggs. Buy the female chicks, however, to
stop the interbreeding as long as is possible. I don’t want to supply chickens for slaughter—I want YOU
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to learn alternatives to killing. Dried tofu is good and has a long refrigerator life. Cheeses are good and can
be frozen. Honey and syrups are also basic things you will want in your pantry.
I am not going to push you, readers, as we have done plenty of that in the past and we get back: “Well,
we’re not in trouble yet and we lost some of our food supplies.” Can’t you ROTATE your food supplies?
What is wrong with you that you can’t BOTHER with your own well-being?
I also suggest you get extra supplements, shrink wrap them and freeze them for quality control. You are
going to find, when the chips are down and the nation is in real trouble—you will be on your own! Shipments of food are already being stolen right off the mail trucks. If you like coffee and/or tea—get some in
large batches and freeze it. Coffee unopened will last a very long time and give you something special to
have along the way—especially if you store some extra Melloream and powdered imitation cream.
If you have family, as in children moved away, you may as well prepare for their arrival when it really gets
bad—and they will NOT be prepared. A freezer with a few roasts (well tended in food-saver type
packages) and a few turkeys and chickens will be wise. If you can, have a generator and fuel enough to
keep that freezer freezing for a while. If you have a lot of poultry seasoning, etc., you will do nicely through
the upstart of hardship. You can also break and de-shell eggs and freeze them nicely along with some ham
and bacon or like products.
Am I scaring you? Friends, if you aren’t scared—you don’t understand your position or circumstances.
I would like to share another article with you, this one from Free American newsmagazine, Oct. 1997.
[QUOTING:]
THE SECOND SECRET WAR FOR
AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE
by Clayton R. Douglas
There is a secret war being fought once more for American independence. Behind the scoffing of the
media at “conspiracy theories” is a very real campaign to move America into a global alliance that will
benefit the giant corporations, the international banks and the few elite families that control an inordinate
amount of the world’s wealth.
Look to the former country of Yugoslavia for a clue to America’s future. Serbs against the military
occupation of Bosnia by the UN and its NATO army, are being referred to as “Ultra-nationalists”. As
more and more of American sovereignty is given up to the massive onslaught of “international agreements”
within the halls of Congress, Americans who treasure their Constitution, independence and rights, are
under attack, first referred to by the government and liberal press as, “kooks, nuts, and conspiracists” are
now being called “dissidents, rebels and nationalists”.
As more Americans become aware of the cost of participation in a “Socialist World Government”, as
more Americans are victimized and harassed by federalized police bent on lining their own pockets with
“booty” and “plunder” awarded them under confiscatory laws, as “Constitutionalists and Patriots are
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transformed by the media into something “bad” and viewed as “the enemy” by the government, we must
accept the fact that, if we lose the battle for the minds and hearts of our fellow citizens today—tomorrow,
we will either be a “good Citizen of the world”, a resident in “a global village” with no property rights and
even heavier taxation, or we will be criminals and rebels, demonized and charged as war criminals like the
Serbian leaders, or our independent states attacked like Chechnya.
Minor skirmishes are being fought every day in a battlefield of public opinion. Occasionally, these
encounters have turned deadly and erupt into gunfire, primarily by government forces operating outside
and beyond their legal authority. In many of these cases, it has taken years for justice to be brought to bear
upon those so-called “law enforcement” officials who have crossed the fine line of legality. In cases like the
attack on Randy Weaver’s family at Ruby Ridge, the Federal government has refused to prosecute their
own. Only after years of public pressure, did the state of Idaho exercise its prerogative to prosecute Len
Horiuchi for the killing of Vicki Weaver. [H: Note however, that since this writing—Mr. Horiuchi
was found NOT GUILTY by reason of “acting under orders”. THAT should scare you worse
than the act itself in the first place.]
We are seeing an unprecedented attack on our Bill of Rights in Congress and a corresponding enforcement of unconstitutional “statutes” that have no basis in law, by Federal agencies operating outside
their jurisdiction.
Fueled by propaganda created by the Anti-Defamation League and Morris Dees’ Southern Poverty
Law Center, law enforcement agencies have fallen victim to the inflammatory rhetoric and targeted those
who are merely trying to understand why our government officials keep referring to our Constitutional
Republic as a democracy.
Jack McLamb, one of the most decorated police officers ever to retire from the Phoenix police department, formed an organization called Police Against the New World Order. This organization published
a book called Vampire Killer 2000, designed to inform lawmen and soldiers how our Constitutional
system was being undermined, complete with an overview of suppressed history. They also produce a
monthly magazine called Aid and Abet written for lawmen, by lawmen. This organization is comprised of
Jack, officer Rick Dalton and a petite lady named Carol, who (wo)mans Jack’s booth at shows while he
speaks. NCIC lists this organization as a “terrorist group”.
In olden days, groups of people who banded together to protect their country were hailed as heroes.
(Remember the Alamo?) Today, Americans who never dreamed of committing a crime are being targeted
by the federal government for attending meetings, lectures or preparedness shows as dangerous terrorists.
The war is not limited to patriots like McLamb. Ordinary people, businessmen, are considered fair game
for the New World Order disciples working for the federal government. They consider themselves commandos, blindly following rules that make no sense, because in this war, the American people are the
enemy!
[H: I am going to remind you readers of WHAT WE ARE and what we are about in the instance
of CONTACT. It is undersubscribed because readers are frightened to get on any list—but it is
a well-read paper and that is what is intended. When we can afford to do so, we hope to furnish
it free to anyone. We need circulation to reach people in times of other media shut-down. Groups
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are watched, assaulted, raided and branded cults or terrorists. WE ARE NONE OF THESE
THINGS—NOT EVEN A GROUP. If YOU have to be a part of a group in your insecurity—take
it up with GOD, or the New World Order. You CAN be a member of the New World Order and
you will be patted upon the po-po and welcomed in—but you will NOT get a “security” card, my
foolish people.
The assaults against Spotlight and Liberty Lobby are going to continue until they are closed—
just wait and see. That, or there will be no longer honest articles printed in the papers and books
offered by them. That is the way it is, and if you continue to claim you are a part of some group
HERE, you err greatly. You are, however, quite secure in being on the subscriber’s list. We
actually HELP the very strong-armed people at the top who think themselves beyond damage.
We tell you how powerful they are and how futile to fight them with guns and play-toys. They
LIKE that honor and self-controlled patriots. A “Patriot” is NOT one who furthers the cause of
anarchy or plays in silly gorilla and hooligan games. In fact, the Big Bad Wolf will even help you
in some of your projects if you mind your manners. If it makes “him” look good, the wolf will
even help you fund stuff such as community gardens, etc. But, how many of your neighbors in
the high-rent district are going to come farm a garden with the so-called “poor” people? They
will wait and confiscate yours and call it “national interests”. So be it.]
CONTROL THE FOOD,
CONTROL THE PEOPLE
Control of the food is currently in the hands of the multi-national corporations. Today’s farmers,
controlled by federal loans, are allowed to grow only certain crops, and sell them at certain prices, usually
just enough to keep them in business but not enough to reach a comfortable level. The independent farmer
was almost wiped out by Roosevelt and the contrived depression.
Our food supplies are in jeopardy, not from mad cow disease or karnal bunt but by new federal
agencies.
Sixteen people in Colorado get the runs, and the Federal Government shuts down a meat processing
plant, idles hundreds of workers, and recalls 20 million tons of meat! Seems like a little overkill, but a
million Americans accepted a Burger King without burgers and ordered chicken.
A spin favorable to the government made it look like the government was really doing us a favor,
protecting us from those nasty old meat packers.
Bet you won’t see Frank Paddi’s story on TV.
Frank Paddi owns Joe Paddi Seafood in Pensacola. He was raided by armed federal agents in midJuly this year (1997). Not the IRS, or the FBI but by the National Fisheries Agency. There was no
warrant yet they took his check stubs and financial records. They also raided his neighbor and competitor,
Al Williams, of Williams Seafood, even pulling their arms and confiscating a perfectly legal rifle from the
man’s building. They spent over six hours rifling the two businesses. The Vietnamese working for Frank
were frightened, shouting, “VC, VC”, thinking they were back in a war-torn Vietnam.
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The crime? Buying Mexican Snapper, over two years earlier, from a man by the name of Fred Mathis.
Shame on you Mr. Paddi and Mr. Williams. You actually believed that Fred Mathis was an honest
businessman like yourself? Wrong. He was an undercover agent working for the NFA. It wasn’t Mexican Snapper at all but Louisiana Snapper. (Evidently, under NAFTA, you can buy snapper caught in the
Gulf of Mexico by Mexicans, but not by fishermen in Louisiana.)
The senior agent considered himself to be not only the investigator, but the judge, jury and, ultimately,
enforcer. “The fine is $10,000, Mr. Paddi, just write us a check now and we’ll be on our way.”
They underestimated who they were dealing with. Frank Paddi, 63, told them, “If the fine was one red
cent, I wouldn’t pay it.”
For Frank Paddi, owner of Paddi Boatyards, builder of the finest ships in the world, was suddenly, and
whole heartedly, an American warrior against the New World Order.
THE PRESIDENT’S MIND SET
Conspiracy 101 will teach you about the Council on Foreign Relations. Made up of the heads of
major international corporations, Generals, Admirals, Congressmen and Senators, ABC, NBC, CBS,
CNN, Time, Newsweek and the Washington Post. You must be invited to join, have demonstrated your
belief in one world government, and be able to keep the secrets of the organization. It has been around
since the Federal Reserve took over our money supply and its members have made up the
majority of every presidential cabinet since World War I.
It is the members of the CFR who have provided the money, platform and air time to create their
presidential candidates and assure they get them elected. If the election swings the wrong way, no problem, they provided the money for the opposing party also!
The majority of the people refuse to believe that our President, Congress and the heads of our greatest
corporations could possibly be anti-American. The truth is, many believe they are doing what is best for
America by doing what is best for the world. They have swallowed the Globalist Agenda, BioDiversity,
One World, Gaia, hook, line and sinker.
President Clinton was recently asked on camera what he thought about Harrison Ford in the movie,
Air Force One. Mr. Clinton’s answer should have sent chills up and down the backs of every American
but few even noticed.
His answer went along these lines; “Well, there are a few things that were fictionalized. We don’t have
an escape pod, we don’t have that kind of an arsenal on board and we don’t have to deal with that kind of
rampant nationalism,” referring to the fictional Russian rebels that were fighting for independence of their
former Soviet state. Does he feel the same about Americans who support their Constitution? You bet,
“The Constitution gave Americans a ‘Radical’ amount of freedom,” Clinton told an MTV audience. [H:
Of course, please realize this article came before Mr. Clinton’s zipper problems this winter,
running right up through all the news of today. The world is blowing up nuclear bombs, dying in
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disasters, and the news is full of Clinton’s zipper problems and what about Monica. Note that
Mr. Clinton is going right on straight to China and because why? “It would endanger the free
world to not do business with China.” (!!!) Blackmail? Of course, but what else is new today,
readers?]
The facts are, his approval of the implementation of the Bio-Diversity Treaty, NAFTA, GATT, the
international Biospheres and Heritage Sites, his American Rivers Heritage Act and his Terrorist Intitiative,
proves Clinton is actively promoting One World Government. Nor is he through. More legislation on the
pike: Religious Persecution Act creates a new, cabinet level position to “monitor” religious persecution; S830 will bring us into line with the European Union to make vitamins and minerals available ONLY by
prescription; and the “Multi-Lateral Agreement on Investments” takes control over multi-national companies out of American hands. It is, virtually, the constitution of the New World Order where the corporations and banks rule.
Since Clinton got into office, actions against so-called tax protesters, patriots and militias have escalated. Are those who support the Constitution and the Republican form of government it guarantees us,
qualifying us as “Rampant Nationalists” worthy of the government’s wrath?
The media has cooperated in an effort to demonize this small group of Americans, trying to portray
Randy Weaver as a dangerous Separatist to justify the murder of his wife and son, passing on government
lies in regard to the massacre of innocent men, women and children in Waco; changing news stories in midstream concerning the Oklahoma bombing to try to tie the crime to the growing militia movement.
Why would the government created by the Constitution turn on those who support it the most unless
that government is not what it seems?
[H: Let’s clear up one or two things in the Oklahoma City bombing. The nerds from the so-called
patriot group set a rather simple, and not very large, bomb in a truck. The ATF and FBI set the
other destructive bombs to the support columns which would bring down the building. How do we
know? There was no debris on the roof from such a large explosion as would take the whole of
the building down into rubble. IT WAS AN INSIDE JOB.
But, don’t you understand how this works, people? You are watched, and more especially are
groups like these citizen guys, and when they do a no-no of any kind—they are NAILED. The
government gets away with mass-murder, gets rid of a bunch of government crime documents,
gets its people into safety before the bombs go off—and wham, bam, thank you ma’am. There
were also helicopters over the building to shear off the edges of the building that wouldn’t “blow”.
And, people, you just get sad-eyed and blame all the wrong people ALL THE TIME. Witnesses
were presentM, but even then you have disinformation people who interrogate these witnesses
and you spoil the rest of the integrity possible for observation and testifying at trial.
When so-called “patriots” exaggerate and blow up facts that are lies, like the “massive building
program by the Chinese at Adalanto, Calif.”, you ruin your own cause. Now is that
overzealousness or foolishness, or, INTENDED to mislead? Think about it, readers, for IT IS
YOUR LIFE!]
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GLOBAL MILITARY
A picture of a Russian helicopter was featured on our October 1996 cover. It was taken in Carrizozo,
NEW MEXICO, 30 miles from the GERMAN AIR FORCE BASE in Alamogordo (NEW MEXICO).
It is no figment of your imagination. It was flying over the home of Jerry Carroll, a local, vocal supporter
of the Constitution just days after he had spoken up against the expansion of the German air base at a
“scoping” meeting designed to soothe the public outrage at a foreign base in America... an obvious violation of the Monroe Doctrine and an obvious attempt to intimidate. It was not the only one. Jerry has quite
a collection of photographs of black helicopters hovering over his home. [H: Well, we have those nice
black and camouflage choppers watching and hovering all the time—we rather like them around
because we know they are there for our protection. These guys, in the KNOW, really DO want
to keep all of our people alive and, indeed, well. It is the idiots like Jason Brent who cause the
blundering problems and might well get visited by military people and told to cease and desist.
By the way, readers, this is the SAME Monroe Doctrine that VALIDATES THE BONUS CERTIFICATE NUMBER 3392-181.]
This is only one of numerous reports of foreign military equipment in America, all documented with
photographs. A few years ago, the militia and the patriot organizations were called kooks and nuts for
suggesting that UN troops were moving into place in America. Yet today you can go to the Army’s own
website and see pictures of troops from former Soviet “Republics” training to detain Americans at roadblocks and checkpoints. “Operation Peacekeeper” took place in Fort Polk, Louisiana. Our August issue
had a photo of Russian troops “inspecting” an American military base.
A “training film” for NATO showed German troops “simulating” torture and rape was aired in Germany and even hit the pages of a few American newspapers.
An American soldier, Michael New, was given a dishonorable discharge for refusing to wear a UN
uniform.
A questionnaire given to troops at Twenty-Nine Palms asked if they would fire on American in gunconfiscation sweeps. Would they follow orders to shoot given by UN commanders.
The Special Forces have created an organization and publication called “The Resister” to counteract
the Marxist forces at work in our country.
Bringing in women and homosexuals into our military has reduced the physical and fighting abilities of
our armed services. Our military manuals are beginning to reflect the “kinder, gentler approach to training,
reduced stress, lower physical standards, slack discipline and psychiatric counseling in case they get “too
blue”. Like Goals 2000, our army is more worried about “feeling good about themselves” than their
“fighting ability”.
Gone are the American flags that we once proudly wore on our uniforms. Gone are the insignia
uniquely American. The average American will not be able to distinguish the origin of the soldier detaining
him. We are watching the creation of a global military whose loyalty is not too American.
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PDD 25 allows him [the president] to put our soldiers under the command of the UN.
PDD 39 turns Americans who support their Constitution into terrorists!
Our soldiers are currently in one hundred countries at last count, from hot spots like Bosnia and
Lebanon to Peru and Brazil. Presumably, they are in the latter countries to protect the trees from loggers.
In this country, in violation of the Posse Comitatus ACT, Clinton is using our troops to patrol the
borders that the La Paz Agreement (EPA’s Border Area 21) is trying to eliminate. This resulted in the
shooting of a young American goat herder tending his flock while armed with an ancient 22 rifle.
Since when, is “shoot first, ask questions later”, the norm, when government agents are concerned?
A LITTLE HISTORY
In the early fifties, the FBI and Army Intelligence knew that our state department and other government
departments had been infiltrated by our former, Communist, allies. Army Intelligence was aware, according to Col. Philip Corso, that the CIA and KGB had infiltrated each other to the extent that they, for all
intents and purposes, were virtually one organization.
Col. Corso, in his book, The Day After Roswell states, almost offhandedly, that these intelligence
organizations were considered by the Pentagon to be a part of some shady, one world government plot.
Whether you believe the rest of Col. Corso’s revelations about the real purpose of the Cold War and
Star Wars Defense Initiative as a defense against a very real alien invasion (I find his story much more
believable than the Air Force’s current time-traveling crash dummies story!) you better believe there is a
very real war for independence being fought on every level in America today.
The Communists were created as an insurgency group well over 150 years ago. Their rhetoric was
designed to appeal to the ignorant peasants to unite them under a banner of revolution against the rulers of
the day. In Russia, the leaders of the movement railed against the wealth of the Czar, and blasted the
taxation of the poor. Emotions incited, the rabble failed to realize that the Czar was extremely benevolent
and taxation of the common man was almost non-existent.
The Czar and his family were murdered by the Communists, thereby removing all rightful heirs to the
throne of Russia. [H: This is not so but effectively it is as well as done. The survivors have had to
live in total seclusion with no hope of reclaiming their own identity or the throne.] The plight of the
people worsened under Communist rule. Arms were removed from the people. The programs instituted
by their new rulers to guarantee equality gave the poorest access to certain services but at a tremendous
cost. The middle class virtually disappeared. Millions of Christians and the more educated classes of
people were killed or imprisoned. This pattern has been repeated in China and many other countries that
fell prey to the machinations and propaganda campaigns of the Communists. [H: Even then the Jewish
citizens suffered the most at the hands of what they assumed to be “their own”. YOU ARE ALL
PEOPLE OF THE GREAT LIE.]
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In America, those organizations and individuals who have tried to stop this insidious invasion have been
eliminated, either by assassination or demonization. Remember McCarthy, The John Birch Society, John
and Bobby Kennedy, George Wallace, and Congressman Larry MacDonald. Today, it is the spokesmen
and women in the patriot movement that are under attack.
WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?
We are in a SECRET WAR. Following the “fall” of the Soviet Union, Americans were convinced that
we no longer had enemies. Joint Russian/American space programs have cemented our “friendship”. In
truth, the Russian people were never our enemies. It was the Soviet and American governments who
escalated the Cold War to keep the people frightened and confused. All the while, cooperating behind the
scenes.
Today, the Chinese are being built up to become our next threat. The threat of alien invasion may be
the last step in uniting all government under one banner. The real question here is what kind of government
will it be?
Will the American Constitution be the guiding light of the world? Or will the UN Charter with its
cultural heroes Karl Marx and Adam Smith be the path that we are forced to follow?
[H: Let me interject here that if you get a TRUE “alien” invasion—it will not be cosmos aliens.
And, if that would be so—you would be far better off because cosmic citizens are GOOD CITIZENS. So, you are again victims of a massive LIE to terrify and subdue you. There will be
“alien” pretense at invasion—to panic you, but it will be human-land-locked people doing the
grand scheme and game. Now pay attention: IF YOU SHOULD BE INVADED BY “SPACE”
ALIENS—YOU ARE DEAD IN THE WATER IF THEY CHOOSE TO RENDER YOU HELPLESS. THERE IS NO WEAPON ON YOUR PLACE THAT CAN OUT-DO DISTANT ALIEN
TECHNOLOGY.]
The UN’s “Agenda 21” calls for the elimination of all “Sovereignty”, replacing it with a bureaucratic
boondoggle under the banner of “Sustainable Development”.
The UN’s Human Development 94 called for unlimited immigration into America and the G7 nations.
This plan to turn us into even more of a melting pot threatens to undermine our heritage and resolve.
This time it is not a battle between countries, it is a battle for control of the mind. In this battle, it is
difficult to determine just who the enemy really is.
England was our ally in World War I and II, but it was England and its monarchy we rebelled against
in 1776. It was England that controlled the drug trafficking in opium that subjugated China in the 1800s. It
was England that established the money laundering scheme that led to the birth of Hong Kong as the
banking center of Asia.
It was American industrialists, J. P. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller, whose interests built the railroads
and opened the West to settlement, but it was the same men who killed and contained the American
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Indians and stole their land for the railroad.
It was the American banking giants who financed the Bolshevik Revolution and created
Global Communism. The same interests created the Federal Reserve and saw to the passage of
the Act in 1917 that ultimately led to the confiscation of the gold of the American people in 1933.
That gold was used to help Hitler build an army. When war broke out, Rockefeller and Rothschildcontrolled companies supplied both the Allies and the Axis powers.
Today, the men who woo you with their portrayal of the good life in their Visa and Mastercard commercials are the same men who are backing the MFN status to send our industry over to plants in China.
Thanks to NAFTA and GATT, those plants are now shipping 50 billion dollars more in goods to us than
they are buying. They call it a trade deficit on your evening news.
Your Congressmen are all in on it. The gradual merging of the US with Russia and China has been part
of US policy, officially, for over thirty years. SEE PUBLIC LAW 87-297 FOR CONFIRMATION.
Nor can you turn to your religious leaders for advice. THE PROTESTANT COUNCIL, IN 1942,
CALLED FOR ONE WORLD BANKING, ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND A “LEAGUE
OF NATIONS WITH TEETH”. [TFA December 96—”Is Your Church a Part of the New World
Order?”]
IF YOU ARE IN DEBT, YOU SUPPORT
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
The trick used by the NWO is debt. Create a debt and you are slave to the lender. The national debt
(over $6 trillion) is a debt you are passing on to your children. They will grow up to be slaves. It was
created in your lifetime because the senators and congressmen you and your parents elected were financed
by globalists/monopolists. To repay these campaign contributions (of which the Chinese are only the latest
to engage in manipulating our political system) these elected officials were given a blank check to institute
any and all socialist/globalist programs they could. Many of these programs are now conceived within the
halls of the UN. Remember, it was Rockefeller who donated the land to build it.
For what reason do we give money, in the form of foreign aid, to countries like Russia, North Korea
and Israel? Why would we make a loan to China to build competing industries or Mexico to bail out the
bankers? Why must taxpayers bail out failed Savings and Loan companies who have gone broke giving
loans to their friends? The “loans” we have given Israel and Russia would have paid for all of the health
care needed by the American people.
If this was truly OUR country, run for the people, by the people, we would not be paying taxes to
support corporations bigger than most countries. We would not be building factories in Mexico to allow
American companies to make use of peasant labor at ridiculously low wages to build a Taurus that now
costs Americans more than it did when we were building the automobiles here.
If we are no longer subjects to the king, why must we ask his permission before we can eat, work or
sleep? If we were really interested in balancing the budget, could we not eliminate the thousands of
regulatory agencies we must now contend with?
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If we ran this country to the benefit of the common man, we would be getting bonus checks from our
share of the profits generated by our industry; our industry would be owned and operated by Americans
and there would not be a single Republican or Democrat within the halls of Congress.
What part you play, oppressor or victim, patriot or politician, militiaman or UN soldier, UN advocate
or American strategist, is up to you. But from here on in, you can never go back to that blissful state of
ignorance. Will you fight to preserve a Constitutional Republic and a Bill of Rights for your children, or
will you join the forces of the New World Order, working to disarm the American people and consign
America to a single voice in some global council?
[END OF QUOTING]
Fight? I suggest you look up the definition of that word. I find only one word which I would even use to
infer confrontation in the listings: “struggle”. I would note that “fighting” rarely does more than insure loss.
You don’t WANT to “fight” and you don’t want to further destroy. Why can’t you see to BUILD and
BECOME? Can’t be done? Dear ones, it is the ONLY way to prevail—THE ONLY WAY!
And no, we most certainly are NOT going to have some leadership conference here in this place or with
these people. We have too much to do to go off half-cocked and uninformed. LOOK WHAT GETS
YOU INTO TROUBLE AND STOP DOING IT! WE WANT NO FOCUS ON ANYONE HERE
WHILE, YES INDEED, WE WANT A LOT OF FOCUS ON THE PAPER AND JOURNALS—BUT
EVEN THEN, WE ARE NOT BUILDING A GROUPIE OR SOME TYPE OF PATRIOT GANG.
If others wish to handle patriotism in that manner as with guns and clubs—go for it—but DO NOT EVEN
MENTION OUR NAMES IN CONJUNCTION WITH SUCH. YOU ARE WELCOME TO ANY
AND ALL INFORMATION THAT YOU CAN USE—FROM US, BUT OUR MISSION IS NOT
TO GO TO WAR WITH ANYONE OR ANYTHING.
Our thrust is to prepare for some difficult times, and hopefully avoid the direct assaults of some teams who
think they need to subdue anyone. We will not have a group, and if you do, please make it clear that it is
YOU and not we who have organized same. But I can tell you now, YOU DO NOT WANT THAT
KIND OF ATTENTION EITHER. Let me example something for you which is painful even in the telling:
Dr. Carlson is having such a go of it in the set-up against him because the “group” of interested parties in
Hawaii used “Phoenix” in their label . The group was listed as “domestic terrorists” and published as such
along with hundreds of other groups scattered around. We did not get on that list because we have
NOTHING here to list as an organization or a cult or anything else remotely subversive. We demand nonviolent approaches to all things and we don’t even advocate target-shooting guns because it is usually your
own gun that gets you killed. We don’t harass and we don’t cause trouble so that when we are under
attack—there is nothing to find but a clean bill of goods and at best a few honorable friends in various
business activities. We don’t have dues and we don’t take up a collection unless there is a guest speaker
visiting, and then it is usually only in the form of purchasing tapes or books of interest to individuals.
Unfortunately people often continue to think whatever they WANT TO THINK and show up here thinking
it to be some far-out club or a far-out flying object center of some kind. I can recognize most of the flying
objects that you have to question—but so can dozens of other, and better, speakers. Almost NONE of
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the assumed alien UFOs are alien or space. The most interesting and deadly craft come from non-alien
terrestrial craft of your own making. And yes, they ARE IDENTIFIED. So, even the term UFO is a silly
non-term. As for E.T.s? GOD IS AN E.T. so what silliness is that garbage? Your SOUL IS AN E.T., but
you are a terrestrial, land-bound physical human. If this is too much to consider—then you don’t want to
be around this location for we sort of destroy all that wonderful fun and games played by the assorted
authorities about those things of which they actually KNOW NOTHING. Are we the “real” thing? WHAT
“real” thing? Of course we are the “real thing”. Are YOU a “real human”? Do we have “real” jobs here?
NO, NO, AND NO! We do not have a group and we do not have a job agency or a community movein crew or a take-care-of-anyone club. The ones who spouted those misconceptions are the same ones
who stole from their own people and embezzled funds from their own companies. No, we don’t do
anything of those sorts here—PERIOD.
If you want to visit us when we have a meeting, even a business meeting for the Institute which can be open,
welcome to the cookies and the afternoon (or morning). We have NOTHING else to offer here, not jobs,
not some entitlements of any kind, not an open forum for writers or receivers, and certainly not for handouts because we have to live on gifts ourselves. We have a lot of friends all around everywhere who make
the living worth the effort and that, especially, through the hard times of trying to sort out the ongoing mess
with former “takers”. We do NOT mind the so-called “enemy” among us—we are NOT doing anything
either politically incorrect or even notable. Our friends here, however, are not longer accepting of anyone
who comes along and then betrays even one, or lies and depends upon us to somehow help out. No thank
you, keep your tricks and lies to yourself.
Will the paper print things which may not be so? Yes, CONTACT IS A PAPER, A VALID NEWSPAPER
REGISTERED AND CERTIFIED IN THE STATE OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS. There is a major
effort to present fact and not fiction, but that too is sometimes impossible to sort at onset of a tale. There
is a purpose to inform, educate and, beyond all, bring Truth that is missed elsewhere. We thrust nothing
down anyone’s gullet, and if you find people who do—they are not from us for there is no “us”.
I ask right here and now that “The Phoenix Project” heading, which simply indicates the idea of the
Phoenix bird, be stricken and something less suggestive placed instead. Call it “The Phoenix Informer”
OR “The Phoenix Educator”. “Project” seems to indicate a group doing something. We would like to
have lived up to that title through projects of educational and industrial value through the Phoenix Institute—but the thieves destroyed the very concept itself—until we clean out the rats from their thieved nests.
Can we do it? Of course—all it takes is enough funds to keep legal counsel and staunch people who
DON’T QUIT. The world is and always has been made up of liars, cheats, thieves and robber barons—
so what else is new? A new and better way in building and structuring is not to FIGHT something or
someone. Be in TRUTH and freedom will eventually come forth from the experience. You birth NOTHING good from the lie.
May we all consider these writings carefully and perhaps since this is not “novel” material—re-read it, it
could be the information which saves your lives.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 10

REC #1 HATONN
SAT., JUNE 13, 1998 7:15 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 301
SAT., JUNE 13, 1998
CURRENT PROSPECTS
This is not to complain to any of you readers regarding your inquiries and concerns as some “prophets” are
giving you dates for delivery of disasters. I simply wish to take up the topic Sunday, personally.
I’m sure that Cmdr. Soltec will have input and, further, I would like to come to the support of people who
seem to be finding windows for happenings, i.e., Scallion, the Remote Viewers, et al.
When a man is pinned down by direct questions to locate a day or time when significant changes might
occur, you put him in a terrible position. Some “viewers”, in fact, wait for “a” Scallion to make his
predictions and then ride along on that information. Some of your very best seers are shackled by this type
of demand. Geophysical reports are coming out constantly for your reference, if you need more specific
information, but be kind to those willing to go out on a limb in case they might avoid some devastation to
life-forms by cautious predictions. I personally avoid making a date for disaster because, after all, what
happens depends on so many factors as to move out of concept of using a clock. By Earth symptoms,
however, you can KNOW you haven’t much time left before some major shifts and eruptions.
Some of the bad news is that when testing was taking place on nuclear devices in Nevada, and elsewhere,
chain reactions continued to take place right up to current days. These reactions produce so much heat as
to be shocking and they DO continue to release radiation in dangerously high amounts. When these gasses
and fluids surface, there is damage going to happen to life-forms in the immediate area, even if not carried
on such as jet streams around the globe.
You have continuing havoc from quakes and heat in India where the recent testing took place. You have
the El Nino effect happening as a result of testing off Australia along with volcanism in the Pacific and in the
Atlantic.
Magnetic pole shifts are under way as we write and have been for some time now. With the HAARP
system activated, you can expect worse responses from the normal shifts occurring at this time. The
artificial attempts at control are to prevent devastation in one fell-swoop. You can expect a whole series of
jolts as the poles reposition themselves. Weather is in change and will not settle down for several years—
and certainly not until a lot of massive damage is done. The Jet-Stream is moving very near the surface of
the planet and will be hitting land more and more often with extremely high winds. These winds will often
be accompanied by hurricanes and tornadoes. Weather control has been a capability since the first quarter
of the century. FULL CONTROL IS IMPOSSIBLE, but storm management is a tool of fools. The
Russians are more advanced in that technology than are you and have space “craft”, spheres, from which
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to play. It is not remarkable other than most people are just beginning to take note of happenings as they
are impacted personally. And, yes, there are places to avoid, even in travels, but people are going to do
whatever they are going to do and heaven help anyone giving them advice, about vacations. STAY
HOME is my advice unless inner intuition is working to get you to somewhere else which might read to be
more stable than your home-turf. Further, when the tectonic plates begin to shift in a major way—everywhere on the globe will get backwash, figuratively and literally.
There is nothing new of which we have not WARNED you to be already under way. To panic won’t help,
but preparation for adverse conditions will probably get you through most of the chaos. You of God will be
exactly where you are supposed to be, so I have no right to tell you to be otherwise, and neither does Mr.
Scallion, or Art Bell, or Andy Rooney. I do suggest you get some maps as projected by some of these
seers and pay attention, for a lot of land mass will be water mass as things settle down. And, for goodness
sakes, if your house blows down and you rebuild it—build an aerodynamic structure because you are not
going to be able to depend on the prevailing wind directions to hold as directional shifts happen. If you are
already in an area of high winds, i.e., windmills for electrical production, you had best get ready for much
higher velocity sustained blows. If you are sheltered against hills in those areas, you probably will not
sustain much damage for quite a while and perhaps never.
I would warn you, however, that the Federation ordered the holding of the planet from full tilting until about
eight years ago, at which time we pulled back the assisted stabilizing at the equator. We have not replaced
any of that stabilization so, like a spinning top without a gyroscope, you will spin and tilt and that will bring
massive change to topography as you now see it. Gradual changes allow for gradual responses, but you
will note that most people will burn out, wash out or storm out—and will rebuild right where they were—
in the direct line of more disasters. The happenings will be greater, repeated, and then, abrupt. Worse,
most of the really nasty games will be political but intended for you-the-people NOT TO KNOW.
Now to the punch line: YOU DON’T HAVE TO GO THROUGH THIS, YOU KNOW; YOU CAN
CHANGE IT IF YOU CHOOSE TO DO SO. BUT I URGE EVERYONE TO PREPARE FOR
SOME HARD TIMES JUST IN CASE. AND, YOU ARE IN IT NOW, SO NOW IS THE TIME TO
STOP TOYING WITH POSSIBILITIES AND GET ON WITH GETTING ON.
I marvel at the foolishness of the labor unions in, say, Flint, Michigan. They are in full strike to stop so much
work from going to Mexico where there is cheap labor. So, now, the answer of industry will be to move
the parts supplier plants ALSO. These are but the signs of national shut-down.
If there are no jobs, there are fewer taxpayers, no funds for welfare and yea, yea, yea, the country must
borrow more and more to get less and less, and finally, it is toppled.
Can we get anything working BEFORE the topple comes? I don’t know—that depends on YOU, AND
YOU—AND YOU. We here already have some things “working” so the question is how much can we
accomplish? Every day we take a step forward and are literally pushed BACK two. Perhaps now we can
step forward two steps and only get pushed back one—and that is gaining by great strides. My hope is
that some people around the globe are seeing the direction of life without major changes and where they
are destined to fall.
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Even today comes a note with a news clipping which says [quoting]:
REPORTS: GADHAFI [H: Qaddafi, in the almanac and dozens of other spellings elsewise] HURT
IN ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT.
CAIRO, Egypt—Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi escaped an assassination attempt last week that left
him slightly injured but killed one of his female bodyguards, Libyans arriving in Egypt said Thursday. The
June 1 attack took place on a coastal road in eastern Libya when Gadhafi was enroute to Egypt for an
official visit, the travelers said. The account could not be independently confirmed, and diplomats in the
Libyan capital, Tripoli, said they had not heard of the incident. One European diplomat could only confirm
that Gadhafi was in eastern Libya last week.
[End quoting]
With all the upset in Pakistan and India, Iraq and now, again, Libya, how long do you think those OPEC
nations are going to lay dormant?
And further, how about the breaking news last night that for YEARS and years now, the British “Whites”
were working on terrible weapons to kill off people in South Africa. They had lethal toys like shooting
screw-drivers and all sorts of toys that could inject poisons, scatter Anthrax, HIV and other biological
killers, and now it comes to light. It is not denied; it is simply stated that the research has stopped—in at
least one lab. There is no argument that the intent was to exterminate the Black population.
By the way, why should China work with the U.S.? You are a dying and soon-to-be-dead country! You
are in foreclosure, U.S.A., and the garage sales are under way while you remain blind as salamanders and
twice as unwitting. Clinton HAS TO GO TO CHINA; he doesn’t have a choice in the matter. The game
is too far along for him to stop now. Time is running out, friends, and you aren’t making many friends
around the global track.
PART 6: HIDDEN PARASITES
[QUOTING ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]
JEWISH REVOLUTION
On March 19, 1917, at 8 o’clock in the evening David R. Francis, U.S. Ambassador to Russia,
addressed Communication No. 1110 to the United States Secretary of State. Among other things the
Ambassador reported that it was “immeasurably important to the Jews that (the) revolution succeed”.
(House Document No. 1868, 65th Congress, 3d Session, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of
the United States, 1918, Russia (In Three Volumes), Volume I, page 7.)
In Communication 1361 (June 5, 1917) the Ambassador told the Secretary that Russian refugees
were returning from America and that they were “planning to inspire attack upon Root charging that as
Secretary of State he refused to permit certain Russian refugees to enter United States.” (Ibid, page 114)
In reply Secretary of State Robert Lansing cabled Ambassador Francis setting forth the contents of a letter
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written to Jacob Schiff by Mr. Root under date of October 16, 1908 explaining United States law as it
pertained to political refugees entering the country. (Ibid., 114, 115.)
On July 18, 1917 Ambassador Francis notified the Secretary of State that the Socialists were “making
supreme effort to put their principles into operation” and that they were being “assisted by German money
in abundance”. The Ambassador pointed out that the “Russian population comprises Caucasian, Yellow
and Semite races as classified here and composed of seventy-four nationalities.” He believed that the
problem was “extremely difficult but not insoluble”. He further referred to “deplorable conditions mainly
attributable to returned exiles, majority from America, Trotsky being most troublesome.” (Ibid., page
203.)
William G. Sharp, Ambassador to France, reported to the United States Secretary of State from Paris,
February 9, 1918: “Your 3118 (3154) February 7. I have just been informed by the Foreign Office that
the report to which you refer is entirely correct. It was explained that the British Government having
received a representative of the Bolshevik Government there was nothing else to do for the French Government but to adopt a similar course. It has therefore visaed the passport of Kamenev proceeding to
Paris via England in the capacity of Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at Large. I have been
informed that it is also (true that?) Zalkind has been appointed in the same capacity to Switzerland. I am
told that the latter is the brother-in-law of Trotsky and has been his assistant secretary.
“The Foreign Office informs me that until recently a representative of the Bolshevik government by the
name of Holzman was here in Paris...”
During February of 1918 the Ambassador to Russia informed the United States Secretary of State that
documentary evidence seen by himself and Sisson tended to prove that Lenin and Trotsky and other
Bolsheviki leaders were in German pay “and that disruption of Russia is but one move in plan of Germany
to sow disorganization in Entente countries.” Referring to certain papers uncovered in Petrograd the
Ambassador reported: “all documents except letter signed by Yoffe (Joffe) are said to be from the files of
‘Kontrerazvedka’, Government secret service organized under Kerensky. If so, unavoidable question
arise why K. did not use evidence against Bolsheviki last July... Many clues lead to Stockholm and
Copenhagen...” (Ibid, pages 371 and 372.)
The following excerpts are from translated documents sent to the Secretary of State: “Document No.
1. Circular 18 February 1914... The management of all German banks which are transacting business
abroad and by agreement with the Austro-Hungarian Government the Osterreichische-Kreditanstalt
Bank are hereby advised that the Imperial Government has deemed it to be of extreme necessity to the
management of all institutions of credit to establish with all possible dispatch agencies in Lulea, Haparanda
and Vardo on the frontier of Finland, and in Bergen and Amsterdam... Moreover, the managements of
banking institutions are urged emphatically to make provisions for very close and absolutely secret relations being established with Finnish and American Banks. In this direction the Ministry begs to recommend
the Swedish Nya Banken in Stockholm; the banking office of Furstenbert; the commercial company
Waldemar Hansen, in Copenhagen, as concerns which are maintaining relations with Russia.” (Ibid., page
372.) The signature was “N3737”. Ambassador Francis commented: “This is outline of basic financial
structure begun February 1914, five months before war was launched and still in operation; notice reappearance in subsequent Lenin messages, towns Lulea and Vardo, likewise reference to American banks. Olof
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Aschberg, one of the heads of the Nya Banken, came to Petrograd month ago and boasted that N.B. was
the Bolsheviki bank. He was overheard by one of our own group... Furstenberg is now at Smolny under
the name of Ganetski, is one of inner group and is likely soon to be placed in charge State Bank. Aschberg
now in Stockholm but returning. The material in this and other comments is independent of the documents
and accurate on fact statements.” (Ibid., pages 372 and 373.)
Document No. 2 was signed by “Doctor Fisher” and is headed “Circular June 9 (November 2?),
1914”. It was addressed to “all military attaches in the countries adjacent to Russia, France, Italy, and
Norway.” It announced that “special war credits have been opened for the subsidiary war requirements”
in all branches of German banks in Sweden, Norway, Switzerland and the United States. “The General
Staff” says the communication, “is authorizing you to avail yourself in unlimited amounts of these credits for
the destruction of the enemy’s factories, plants and the most important military and civil structures. Simultaneously with the investigation (instigation) of strikes it is necessary to make provisions for the damaging
of motors, of mechanisms, with the destruction of vessels, setting incendiary fires to stocks of raw material
and finished products, deprivation of large towns of their electric energy, stocks of fuel and provisions. [H:
See, things have not changed one iota.] Special agents detailed, which will be at your disposal, will
deliver to you explosive and incendiary devices and a list of such persons in the country under your
observation who will assume the duty of agents of destruction.” Ambassador Francis pointed out that the
document was dated six weeks before the rest of the world knew it was to be warred upon “and even then
making exact plans for a campaign of incited strikes and incendiary fires in the industrial plants and the yet
uncreated munition plants in the United States.” (Ibid., page 373.)
Document No. 3 is signed “Risser” and dated “Circular November 2, 1914”. It is addressed to the
representative of the Nya Banken Bank. “At the present time,” the document reads, “there have been
concluded conversations between the authorized agents of the Imperial Bank and the Russian revolutionaries,
Messrs. Zenzinov and Lunachariski. Both the mentioned persons addressed themselves to several financial men who, for their part, addressed themselves to our representatives. We are ready to support the
agitation and propaganda projected by them in Russia on the absolute condition that the agitation and
propaganda (carried on?) by the above mentioned Messrs. Z. and L. will touch the active armies at the
front. In case the agents of the Imperial Bank should address themselves to your banks we beg you to
open them the necessary credit which will be covered completely as soon as you make demand on Berlin.”
An addition to the document states that “Z. and L. got in touch with the Imperial Bank of Germany through
the bankers (D.?) Rubenstein, Max Warburg and Parvus.” Comments Ambassador Francis: “L. is the
present People’s Commissar of Education. Z. is not a Bolshevik, but a right Social Revolutionist and in the
discard, whereabouts unknown. Parvus and Warburg both figure in the Lenin and Trotsky documents. P.
is at Copenhagen. W. chiefly works from Stockholm.” (Ibid, pages 373 and 374.)
Document No. 5 is signed “Kirdorff”, president of Kirdorff’s Rhenish Westphalian Industrial Syndicate, and is addressed to the central office of Nya Banken in Stockholm; Svenson Baltzer, representative
of Diskonto Gesellschaft in Stockholm, and to a Mr. Kirch, representative of the Deutsche Bank in
Switzerland. “The Rhenish Westphalian Industrial Coal Syndicate,” writes Kirdorff, “charges you
with the management of the account of which you have been apprised for the support of Russian emigrants
desirous of conducting propaganda amongst Russian prisoners of war and the Russian Army.” Comments
the Ambassador: “Note that this document already figures in the (omission) several governments having
been intercepted in the correspondence of Prince von Bulow. It has new and direct pertinency to the
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Lenin-Trotsky data which follows herewith.” (Ibid., pages 374 and 375.)
Document No. 6 is dated June 18, 1917 at Copenhagen, signed “Svensen” and addressed to “Mr.
Ruffner, Helsingfors”. The communication reads: “Please be advised that from the Diskonto Gesellschaft
account, 315,000 marks have been transferred to Mr. Lenin’s account in Kronstaat as per order of
syndicate. Kindly acknowledge receipt Nilandeway (Nylandsvej), 98 Copenhagen, W. Hansen & Co.”
Comments Ambassador Francis: “Kronstadt, the navy base, was the nerve center from which L.’s activities radiated during the summer, both before and after he fled from Petrograd. Sailors were, and still are,
his first dependence. Hansen & Co. are named in document 1.”
Document No. 7 is signed “Svensen”, dated September 8, 1917 at Stockholm, and addressed to “Mr.
Farsen, Kronstadt (via Helsingfors)” and reads as follows: “Carried out your commission: passports and
the indicated sum of 207,000 marks as per order of your Mr. Lenin have been handed to person mentioned in your letter. The selection met with approval of his excellency the ambassador. Confirm the arrival
of said persons and separate receipt of your counter receipts.” Ambassador Francis noted that the ambassador referred to was probably “Von Lucius, a complimentary reference.”
Document No. 8 is signed “Kriek, Deutsche Bank”, dated at Kontrerazvedka, Geneva, June 16,
1917, addressed to Mr. Furstenberg at Stockholm. It read as follows” “Please note that at the request of
Mr. (Jullias?) francs 32,000 have been paid for the publication of Maximalist socialist pamphlets. Advise
by telegram addressed to Decker of the receipt of the consignment of pamphlets, number of bill of lading
and date of arrival.” Needless to say “Maximalist” means Marxian or Bolshevik. Mr. Francis pointed
out to the Secretary of State that Furstenberg was known in St. Petersburg as “Ganetski” and that he was
named in document No. 1. (Ibid., page 375.)
Warburg is solidly welded to Trotsky in document No. 9. The communication, signed by J. Furstenberg,
is addressed to Mr. Raphael Scholnickan at Haparanda and reads as follows: “Dear Comrade: The office
of the banking house M. Warburg has opened, in accordance with telegram from the Rhenish Westphalian
Syndicate, an account for the undertaking of Comrade Trotsky. The attorney (?) purchased arms and has
organized their transportation and delivery track Lulea and Vardo to the office of Essen & Son, in the name
Lulea receivers and a person authorized to receive the money demanded by Comrade Trotsky.” Comments Ambassador Francis: “This is the first reference to Trotsky. It connects him with banker Warburg
and with Furstenberg. Lulea is a Swedish town near Haparanda.” (Ibid., page 375 and 376.)
Document No. 10 was signed by J. Furstenberg, dated October 2, 1917, and addressed to Mr.
Antonov at Haparanda. It reads: “Comrade Trotsky’s request has been carried out. From the account of
the syndicate and the Ministry (probably Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Berlin, press division) 400,000
Kroner have been taken and remitted to Comrade Sonia who will call on you with this letter and will hand
you the said sum of money.” Comments the United States Ambassador: “Antonov is the chief military
leader of the Bolsheviki. He was in command of the forces that took St. Petersburg. He is now in the field
against Kaledin and Alexeev. At the date of this letter Trotsky was already at the head of Petrograd Soviet
and the Bolshevik revolution was only a month away.” (Ibid., page 376.)
Document No. 11 is signed “Scheidemann”, dated August 25, 1917, and addressed to “Mr. Olberg”.
It reads as follows: “Your desire for (omission) together with the intention of the party. By agreement with
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the persons known to you 150,000 Kroner are transferred to be at your disposal at Furstenberg’s office
through Nya Banken. Kindly advise Vorwarts about everything that is being written by the newspaper
about present events.” Scheidemann, explained the Ambassador, was a German socialist leader. Document No. 11 “links him with Furstenberg-Ganetski, with the Nya Banken and with subsidizing the Russian
revolution. Trotsky published a newspaper during the summer. Another newspaper spoke for Lenin.
Vorwarts would seem to refer to the socialist organ at Berlin. Scheidemann’s roles both as German peace
propagandist and as strike queller in Germany are illumined by this letter.” (Ibid., page 376.)
On October 8, 1918 the Charge d’Affaires in London transmitted to the United States Secretary of
State a copy of a note (October 1, 1918) and a report from M. Oudendyke, Netherlands Minister,
“relating to conditions in Petrograd”. The note from the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
(Balfour) to the American Ambassador (Page) is numbered 162839/W/38 and read as follows:
“The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs presents his compliments to his excellency the United
States Ambassador and, with reference to his note No. 1261 of the 25th September, has the honour to
transmit herewith, for his excellency’s confidential information, a copy of the report by the Netherlands
Minister, relating to conditions in Petrograd, which was received through His Majesty’s Minister at Christiana.
“Mr. Balfour trusts that his excellency will agree with him in considering that it is undesirable that any of
the information contained in the report should be made public until the Allied subjects and citizens now in
the power of the Bolsheviks have left the country.” (Ibid., page 674.)
Among other things the Netherlands minister reported that “the Red Guards under the direction of
several commissaries... behaved with the greatest brutality” and that the “whole Soviet government has
sunk to the level of a criminal organization... The danger is now so great that I feel it my duty to call the
attention of the British and all other Governments to the fact that if an end is not put to Bolshevism in Russia
at once the civilization of the whole world will be threatened. This is not an exaggeration but a sober matter
of fact; and the most unusual action of German and Austrian Consuls General before referred to, in joining
in protest of neutral legations appears to indicate that the danger is also realized in German and Austrian
quarters. I consider that the immediate suppression of Bolshevism is the greatest issue now before the
world, not even excluding the war which is still raging, and unless as above stated Bolshevism is nipped in
the bud immediately it is bound to spread in one form or another over Europe and the whole world as it is
organized and worked by Jews who have no nationality, and whose one object is to destroy for their own
ends the existing order of things. The only manner in which this danger could be averted would be
collective action on the part of all powers. I am also of opinion that no support whatever should be given
to any other socialistic party in Russia, least of all to Social Revolutionaries, whose policy it is at the
moment to overthrow the Bolsheviks, but whose aims in reality are the same, viz, to establish proletariat
rule throughout the world... I would beg that report may be telegraphed as soon as possible in cypher in full
to the British Foreign Office in view of its importance.” (Ibid., pages 675, 678 and 679.)
The Consul General (Summers) at Moscow notified the Secretary of State May 2, 1918 that “Jews
predominant in local Soviet government.” (Ibid., page 518.) “Fifty per cent of Soviet government in each
town consists of Jews of worst type, many of whom are anarchists.” (Ibid., Volume II, page 240.)
[END OF QUOTING]
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Now I ask you nice taxpayers: Has America stopped funding ANYONE? You never stopped funding
Russia. Further, you have unilaterally FUNDED ISRAEL once it was established—and clandestinely,
prior to the founding of the State of Israel in Palestine. Now, the same bankers, through the U.N., fund
what they wish and make billions of dollars on the loans.
Do you actually believe that the refusal of IMF, UN, and World Bank to further loan money to Pakistan
and India to “punish them” will make a difference? Well, it will make a difference—to the better well-being
of both countries in point. This “Punishment” garbage is in response to India and Pakistan stopping interest
payments for what was already foisted off on them through those grubby banks and bankers. And the
bomb tests were just to PROVE that there was clout should the Banksters come to forcibly collect.
Wouldn’t it be wondrous if Indonesia could stop their interchange?
All we are writing about is simply a foundation of information so that you can see what and WHO is taking
everything from you, including your freedom. And, these criminals will blow up the entire world before
they will back off of their intended goal of global rulership.
I just want you people to remember something very important: THE ENEMY OF YOUR GOVERNMENT (WHEREVER OR WHOEVER YOU ARE) IS NOT, PROBABLY, YOUR ENEMY. The first
and most important thing in taking another country is by disruption of GOVERNMENT. Bring anarchy
and you don’t even have to have an international WAR. The rabble can be roused easily and then the
killing begins in serious action. Then terror becomes the activity of the day(s) wherein you won’t even be
able to drive to the store without consideration of the road blowing up under your vehicle—or if you are a
target, your car may well blow up first—or your home—or, or, or. You can no longer, already, trust your
11-year-old children.
I am far more concerned about the human things coming down than anything Mother Nature will toss at
you, so I must leave that advertising of possibilities to others.
Thank you and good morning.
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CHAPTER 11

REC #1 HATONN
SUN., JUNE 14, 1998 7:55 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 302
SUN., JUNE 14, 1998
MOM’S GARDEN
Dharma went out onto the front little porch outside the front bedroom to look down on the garden of wildflowers this morning. They are God’s gift to a world in waiting for all bad things to come. She thanked us
for the flowers, and finally, as we came to write, she asked if we could just write today—about things
which allow us just a brief moment in time—and appreciate that which we have to hold for the moment
with no regrets, no alternative wishes—just appreciation. Perhaps we can deal with the flowers’ passing
tomorrow—always tomorrow—IF POSSIBLE. Well, the flowers will not pass away tomorrow but will
be replaced by those Fall blooms—IF SEEDS ARE PLANTED.
“Oh, I don’t want to replace the seeds for these blooming are Japanese silk poppies and California
poppies and I want them next year.” So, I answer, “Then let whatever God provided and man put into the
wild-flower package—do its thing.” But rather than think of the missing flowers—ENJOY THEM WHILE
THEY ARE THERE! EXPECT MORE BEAUTY AS THE WEEKS PASS—AND GOD WILL PROVIDE—BUT YOU MAY HAVE TO ATTEND THE PLANNING.
“SIR, I don’t plan things of that sort—I type, remember?” says She. “Then, allow God to plan, ask help
for the weeding, and WATCH THE FLOWERS BLOOM,” I responded. Even the flowers have seasons,
readers, and as each kind blooms in the garden of time—each is as beautiful as the other—if you but open
your heart and see. A friend, a child, a plant: these are things of beautiful blossoms in the very HEART OF
GOD. Each is a blessing which allows you to KNOW all things of life can go on through eternity. Have
those poppies in some form not been in some garden somewhere for lo the generations? All except the
lavender Venusian Germains. They were seeded in the late winter-early spring of 1988-1989. Why?
Because it would be a “new” type of flower that would become outrageous in its display within the decade,
and yet, would show you EXACTLY where the expected “water line” would be—in their first year.
Water line? Indeed. We seeded the entire area around Tehachapi in the snowfall in April. Anyone here in
that season noted that the line of flowers was exact to the “foot”. In Tehachapi proper the flower line was
below the city level, but in some parts of lower country there were only flowers on top and high sides of the
hills and mountains, and none lower than the snowfall THAT year. Now they are everywhere—but that
year we needed those particular flowers to show the line where water could eventually be expected to rise.
This was for our mapping of the area, but we shared that with you way back then. The information has
never been the same again, so now all you need them for is to remember and enjoy as they turn the place
into a lavender painting. But then? Ah indeed, you were told it might not be safe a few decades later to
plan very much below that flower blossom line on the hillsides, in this area.
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Even people who have lived in the area for generations were shocked as “new” and unusual little posies
painted the countryside. Now, they would tell you that “they have always been here”! No, they were
NOT always there—not in this area. Is it important? YES INDEED. If you are to make a successful
progression—these things are VERY IMPORTANT to the changes expected topographically. Do you
like shorefront property, underwater property, or dry toadies?
There must be realization that we could expect waves as high as the snow line of that particular month a
dozen years ago. That does not mean that the level of ocean water would remain at that level, as things
would settle back down to “normal”, whatever that means.
Why would there be expected changes if Mother Earth always has and always will, do her thing? BECAUSE YOU HAVE DETONATED SO MANY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS UNDERGROUND,
AND ABOVE GROUND TESTS, THAT NOTHING IS REMAINING AS IT WAS. You must realize
that the results of a nuclear reaction produce incredible heat and mutation of everything from body tissue,
genetic structure, to intense heat, and that reaction goes on for tens of thousands of years.
Your Earth mass and sea mass is completely undermined with these fissures of radioactive material with
temperatures high enough to have combustion of air in some places. This is exactly what happened on
other planets and the planets most near to you—we can judge by what happened last on other “great”
planets. The public doesn’t have the faintest idea about MOST of the research in point.
Can we cool things down enough to salvage everything? No. We wouldn’t if we could. Why would we
tamper into YOUR LIFE PROGRESSION? YOU MUST JUDGE AND DISCERN FOR WE HAVE
ALREADY LEARNED OUR LESSONS.
If things get totally out of control, your planet will be encapsulated in a plasma bubble so that you do not
interrupt the orbiting order of the cosmos. So you who think we are here to play footsie or patty-cake with
you, forget that old rapture bit. We are not here to interfere—we are here to protect those of other realms
of life.
Ah, but will the flowers continue to bloom in our gardens? Perhaps, for the mountains and hills, in this
location, will be thrust upward and Nature will have to reclaim those higher peaks, while much you recognize now will be under water. I remind you, however, that the only real cleansing for radiation—is WATER. Water and air are THE mandatory things of sustaining life as you recognize it in the human form.
Will the planet be destroyed? No, God does not destroy His creations once created—HE USES THEM
FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS TOWARD PERFECTION OF HIS FAVORED SPECIES. There
will be a remnant and you who understand that will be among the teams remaining in security after the
horrendous changes happen. I did not, however, say “God cannot destroy or uncreate His creations.” I
said He doesn’t. If He has uncreated or destroyed His creations, then they are not around for you to
concern about—are they? I have a lot more insight to that which is around now so why bother about that
which IS NOT? If something “comes to be” within your consciousness—THEN you spend time bringing
it to life with YOUR thoughts—or leaving it lay to dissipate into the ethers of thought-form, waiting to be
manifest.
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GOD promised to send you THE WORD OF TRUTH before there would be more destruction than the
species could handle—and in time for the changes to be made. THIS HAS BEEN DONE NOW, READERS. In deepest Africa now we have made connections and a lot is taking place among your remnant
brethren. Then, to the other direction, there are more of the remnant doing everything they can to salvage
possible ongoing life. But the WORD, itself, has now gone around the globe—just from this keyboard
location. Is that not a mighty feat of something of which miracles are manifest? And YOU HAVE DONE
IT! YOU are THE miracle of miracles.
We were not given a mission of “saving the world”, friends. We were given the mission of making sure
remnants survived and can flourish AND TO GET TRUTH OF GOD AND MAN AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO ALONG WITH THE RELATIONSHIPS WHICH MUST BE
SUSTAINED BY NATURE AND MAN—IN CONNECTION WITH CREATOR. THIS MEANS
THAT WE MUST FOCUS ON OUR ABILITY TO “CREATE” BETTER WAYS, HONORABLE
WAYS, TRUTH IN ALL THINGS AND COVER OUR ASSETS FOR WE WILL ALSO NEED THE
THINGS OF THIS CIVILIZATION TO SURVIVE AND THRIVE INTO THE NEXT.
My response to “what about all the others?”, is this: “Never mind the OTHERS.” If they are souled
beings, they are already safe as to continued life in proper form. If they are not souled beings, then they are
not of God nor Man as you might recognize “creation” in perfection to be—and thus they will simply BE
NO MORE. IF THERE ARE EVIL ENTITIES LEFT AMONG THE REMNANT, THEY WILL NOT
BE ABLE TO REPRODUCE THEMSELVES FOR THE SOCIETY IN POINT WILL NOT ALLOW
THE THRIVING OF SUCH ENTITIES FOR MANY, MANY GENERATIONS TO COME.
Will those of yourselves who make it also—change? Indeed, in just about 30 seconds as the water rises!
Will it be worth the surviving? Yes.
If you who basically have “charge” handle things correctly and generously, ways will be established which
CAN see you through in ways you recognize, while building for a “future” which will produce NEW ways
of doing things and new ways of living. The things of mass destruction will be buried in order to cleanse the
planet and the globe will be off-limits to warring visitors in order to give human-kind a chance to rally his
creative abilities. The higher intelligent brethren will be available to assist and help you to stay on a
righteous pathway. The negative energies will be housed elsewhere by mandate until some time far later in
your imaginings.
Unless you wish to start again with sticks and stones as your only tools, you will prepare, and by that I also
mean you will HELP the ones in leadership and CONTACT to flourish and gain that which must be
gathered in sequence of gathering. This means, in this perception—great funds for our needed preparation
for long-time survival. You will need, in various places here and there, tractors, tillers, discs, transportation, water purification capabilities, and yes, even banks. This is why we are going back to our once totally
honorable Native population. They have, however, learned to be equal to any bad persons on the globe—
so they too must be sorted and identified. But you START where you can do so and GROW FROM
THERE. And yes, you must do it while there is still evil afoot at every turn. How much evil do you hold?
Lots and lots, good friends. Good is not birthed from evil but the Good shall prevail OVER THE EVIL.
Will evil be abolished? No, MAN must handle evil within himself—that is not an intention of God to take
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away Man’s schoolrooms. HE can see, however, that YOU are going to annihilate your own schoolrooms. How “good” or “bad” it ends up being, is up to YOU.
But you will learn to live and thrive on the “living” things of life—on the products produced by the livestock,
etc. Without the governmental CONTROLS you will be able to grow the best crops for weaving cloth for
your clothes and for spinning wool to make your warm covers. You will eat cheese, drink milk, eat fruit,
and plant seeds. You will eat eggs and use feathers for pillows. You will stop killing everything that comes
within your spaces. You will live in harmony or you will not survive. If you eat your chickens rather than
save them for eggs ongoing—you will starve yourselves to death sooner than later.
In OUR villages, or great cities, there will be no acceptance of violence and indeed THERE WILL BE
GUN CONTROL. GUNS ARE FOR KILLING AND TO ENSLAVE ANOTHER, so if you have to
have guns to live—get thee OUT OF OUR PLACES. I can promise that the rousters of the world will
NOT LIKE OUR PLACES and they will eventually turn their own guns upon themselves—and indeed,
we shall certainly allow it.
There are ones in prison who believe that they will come and perk up our little ongoing “stuff”. NO, they
will not and they will not be welcome—period. So, I suggest you who participate with some of these
expected visitors—that YOU make it very, very clear that we are not a paper to present hate, revenge,
subversive activities, or even just Constitutional Law. A lot of your constitutional LAW stinks—and warring capabilities is one of the worst.
In most instances you will find that WE OF THE HIGHER BROTHERHOOD will make your decisions
FOR YOU as regards those who think themselves the solution to your problems and wish to run things for
themselves. They have distorted intentions and considerations. The Second Amendment will be the
FIRST to be removed from your Constitution—then we might be free to work on the other points in
consideration.
“If this be true, then count me out,” some of you will say loudly and clearly. So fine, we count you OUT—
but you take yourself elsewhere where you will be happy in their presence and you can just shoot each
other until all of you are GONE.
Killing of animals will also be stopped in almost all instances so that knives will be useful for the trimming of
weeds and harvesting of grain and crops.
Along those lines I suggest you get a goodly supply of SOY BEANS for they still produce the best curd for
tofu and fermented seasoning with life sustaining qualities.
You will also stop the cutting of trees for your silly needs. You can make better paper from plant fibers as
well as clothing. Leave the trees and shrubs for your oxygen supply for it will be diminished as it is taken
up in massive reaction chains.
For the tofu you will need a supply of salt, preferably sea salt—to make your curd. I told you a long time
ago to get instructions and learn to make these basic foods. And no, Dharma is not going to do it FOR
ANYONE, probably not even herself—NOR AM I. What are you going to do when Dharma is not
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“there” to make your silver nitrate solution? What about the mixture of vitamins for the Drias? WHAT
ARE YOU GOING TO DO?
I am asked about banking, daily. What about it? My suggestion might be to find a suitable casino that Mr.
Wilson or Mr. Clinton plans on CLOSING on a reservation, as handy as possible, and convert it to a bank
WITH A LARGE VAULT in which you can store your gold which backs your currency for the future hard
times. A whole network of these banks can be accomplished in quite a short time with new computers and
enough space to allow start-up.
Building supplies? There are plenty of building supplies without cutting even one more tree. You can get
power from the Sun—so stop the wheeling and dealing—and learn HOW. You can form your structures
of great size and quantity from the Earth, as in various kinds of cement—say cement with spelt hulls. When
the government closes—so too will the silly restrictions which disallow wells and growing of various things.
As you have funds, you will want to have looms, dehydrators, and other things to allow for living. This
means that, as industries shut down for whatever reasons, you can acquire a great many things which will
allow you to flourish in your island of living. You would be surprised at what wondrous fabrics and paper
you could make from processing such as mustard and starthistle plants. Anything that grows in hard and
poor soil areas have long fibers which serve the textile industry well indeed.
Will everything be changed and wiped out at once? Probably NOT. Therefore PANIC is not the name of
the game. Take it one step at a time—but hit those steps running the minute possibilities for funds are
available. AND, YOU MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT OF THE LAW—OF GOD AND MAN.
Do you need to go back to the cave? Heaven forbid—why do you think you start this time with so much
wonderful technology? You simply do not want the destructive technology—but rather, the life-enhancing
things.
Why would we wish to put our “survival” places in proximity to the worst underground facilities on your
globe? To have access to the protection AND THE PRODUCTS of those underground operations. The
negative life aspects will be closed down. You are going to need to know how to get growing lights down
under the ground, aren’t you? You are going to have sustained winds up to somewhere around 250 miles
an hour—so life underground may well be your most comfortable way of going about living until normality
returns to the chaotic top-side.
This means you will need to collect some earth movers and tunnel drillers and other neat mechanical things
beyond the shovel and pick.
Does this mean that you live like ants in a maze of underground holes? Yes, probably. You will also have
to provide underground for your animal life as well—and for crops and foodstuff. The “natural” resulting
chaos will probably return to what you call living normalcy by about 2015 and you will be a long way
ahead in your underground controlled-growing capabilities. When you are able to comfortably build
above ground again, you will be wiser and more diligent in your approach. AND THAT, FRIENDS, IS
THE LEGACY WE LEAVE TO OUR CHILDREN—NOT DEATH AND DESTRUCTION.
I have not missed a beat of our song, chelas. I have chosen people who I KNOW ARE TRUSTWOR100

THY and will SHARE TO THE LAST FARTHING WHATEVER THEY HAVE OR WILL HAVE.
Would you? It always seems as if you would—but then again, it is always “after I get what I want”. We
must move quickly and in full intention of God’s Will and I had to test my teams to the breaking point—to
see if they would break. No, they have not. THEY HAVE NOT. They want to run away a LOT. They
want to simply do things other people do—like go to a doctor or a dentist—but that too can wait if
necessary. We must keep pushing and pulling and working every possible moment, and stop the dreaming
about wings and posies—and get on with the “getting” for our needs. Gaining for self must stop as a focus.
Greed or envy MUST BE ELIMINATED! STOP measuring self by any other for your job and joy will
come from your own direction in action—not another’s.
I am asked why we don’t have as many listeners as does Art Bell? We don’t have a program is why. WE
DO NOT WANT A PROGRAM—WE WANT NO ATTENTION SAVE FROM “OUR” PEOPLE,
AND NO ATTENTION AT ALL FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC OR GOVERNMENTS OF ANY
PLACE—LARGE OR SMALL. DOES EVERYBODY HERE HEAR ME? WE WANT NO ATTENTION, FOR OTHERWISE WE CANNOT BE GETTING OUR MANDATORY WORK DONE.
LEAVE THE BLOWING AND PROPHECIES TO THE ART BELLS, SCALLIONS AND OTHERS.
THAT IS THEIR PURPOSE; IT IS NOT OURS.
“BUT WE COULD MAKE MONEY IN CASE WE DON’T GET FUNDED,” IS THE HUE AND
CRY. NOT ENOUGH, IS MY RESPONSE—NOT ENOUGH. WE WILL DO WHAT WE HAVE
SET OUT TO DO—MASSIVE FUNDING FOR MASSIVE GROWTH. A BIG PIECE OF DIGGING EQUIPMENT IS GOING TO COST YOU HALF A MILLION DOLLARS, AND ONE ONLY
WILL BE NOTHING. WE MUST HAVE MAJOR RESOURCES AND OUR OWN VILLAGE MUST
BE DUPLICATED IN VARIOUS PLACES AROUND THE GLOBE, DON’T YOU KNOW? WE
DON’T WANT TO EXPOSE OR DISPOSE OF OUR VERY INTENTIONS THROUGH IDIOCY
OF EXPECTATION THAT WE NEED TO BE BIG SHOTS IN THE OVERALL CALAMITY AHEAD.
YOUR OWN ISLAND WILL SEEM VERY, VERY BIG WHEN YOU HAVE TO WALK IT. WE
ARE REACHING THE VERY ENTITIES WE NEED SO IF YOUR INTENTIONS ARE JUST TO
HUG TREES AND ATTRACT PEOPLE LIKE FLIES—STOP AND THINK AGAIN—CAREFULLY.
WE HAVE MEETINGS—FOR OUR TEAM—NOT TO SOLVE THE NATION’S PROBLEMS.
WE USE THE NATION’S PROBLEMS TO GEAR OUR ACTIVITIES SO THAT WE ARE NOT
NOTED NOR PLAGUED BY INVADERS. WE ARE NOT IN COMPETITION WITH GOVERNMENTS, AND BILLY’S ZIPPER IS HIS PROBLEM AND THE PROBLEM OF THOSE WHO
NEITHER SEE NOR HEAR ANYTHING ELSE. THOSE PROBLEMS WILL SOON NOT BE
ANYONE’S PROBLEMS AND MORE ESPECIALLY NOT OURS. NARROW? YES. VERY,
VERY NARROW. WE WILL NOT INTERFERE NOR INTERRUPT THE POLITICAL AGENDAS.
WE HAVE A MISSION AND IT IS NOT RELIGIOUS NOR IS IT POLITICAL. IF THIS DISPLEASES YOU WHO MIGHT HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR GRAND ACCOLADES FROM THE
CITIZENS OF A WORLD—SORRY. WE SIMPLY WANT YOU TO STAY ALIVE AND THE CITIZENS TO GO THEIR GREEDY WAY. I WANT CITIZENS OF GOD—NOT CITIZENS OF THE
WORLD. And, oh yes, there are a LOT of those nice people scattered all over your globe.
By the way, we are not here to know who killed Kennedy or which rendition of video tapes are correct.
We learn the past to prevent the repetition of the acts in the future for we can only build in KNOWING—
not in fighting or tattling or even in practicing a governmental process done before. We must know how to
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build and grow in the direction of God’s way and that means all we have to know of the old is what was—
so we can recognize, in truth, what IS. Then we take the knowledge and USE IT WISELY.
The sequence of events MUST BE PERFECT, chelas, and not according to your desired (you think) timetable. If you act too quickly, you will be stopped—and every one of you are so impatient as to act TOO
QUICKLY. But if you act too slowly—you miss, entirely, the possibility presented, forever! If we truly
serve GOD, we will have the right WAY matched to right TIME-TABLE. This does not mean that my
team can drift about in the breeze lest they never get their part of the “way” provided so that we can get on
with the rest. I have about, give or take, “one” who is not allowed to get very far distracted from myself.
The rest try for about every distraction they can find—to avoid the input which is mandatory but is so
fearsome in responsibility. When they get on with focus on that which is mandatory, we will get INSTANT
AND IMMEDIATE RESULTS. They all, E.J., just like you—cop out at every opportunity—even if it
means going to sleep in the middle of a sentence. YOU HAVE ONE PURPOSE—AND THAT IS TO
DO THIS NECESSARY WORK AND EVERYTHING ELSE IS OF NO IMPORTANCE WHATSOEVER. DO YOU BETTER UNDERSTAND ME NOW?
We have waited and nagged and pleaded with others to take up this awesome responsibility FOR US, and
we FIND NO ONE. Some have taken up THEIR responsibility and have seen to it that we make it THIS
FAR. They support in ways that are unmeasured in simple love and, yes, foundation upon which we can
continue our own production. And they do this from great distance and solid realization of the need to
keep us from folding our own tents just short of the city of stability.
Yes, Dharma is given to see and know—but usually not in consciousness for the conscious visions are
devastating and loom large to the human senses. It is painful for Scallion, as a for instance, or your other
“Knowers” to see and realize the components of things to come, which are but the remembering of how it
WAS. This allows you, however, to not duplicate errors, but rather, change, grow, balance and harmonize
with all that comes hereafter. BUT, gang, the time is now for action with the LARGE possibilities.
Dharma, for instance, just this week was given to see a vision of a man in robes with blood on almost all of
his being—turning to help others who were injured and dying. It was not a large group and the faces were
unclear—but she has seen something which will happen within the week or next, as notable people begin
to be targets of assassins and governments making a play for final domination. Yes, she knows who it is—
but the final placing of a face on one of the departing GREAT people, is much to bear and the brain will
cover the features so that you can deal with possibilities but not focus on the grief of “one”. It is like Ellen
in that she can grieve over a friend called Del in his departure at 80-plus wherein others who know not Del
can only note that an 80-plus man “passed” on. We must honor BOTH, but one stops the motivation for
a bit while the other allows continued focus instead of distraction.
So, was it HERSELF she witnessed? Is it symbology? It is warning and reference, and don’t read more
into it than is there. IF it be her in her vision, she must realize that she was still living, even if bloodied, and
things would go on. If it is not her, it is important, that person there, even the dead ones, of note. If you see
the face and realize the missing person you planned from which you would receive help—does it slow or
speed your assumptions and necessary actions? YOU MUST GO ON FOR NO MAN IS INDISPENSABLE TO GOD’S CAUSE. YOU MAY EACH BE “VITAL” BUT NOT INDISPENSABLE
ENOUGH TO ALLOW CLOSING OF THE MISSION AT HAND.
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She says to me, “But Sir, I believe it to be Kofi Annan in my picture.” I say, “So what? Is it the one living
or the one dead?” Is there a difference? Not to us there isn’t—except to realize that things happen and
more and more will be happening which will literally break your hearts as you see man destroying man. Do
not the living spill the most blood? The dead stop bleeding in the human form. If a man is bleeding—he is
still alive and isn’t that a wonderful realization? The dead may well precipitate the actions of the living
toward positive and good actions—and isn’t that an even more marvelous realization?
May you NEVER stop seeing the flowers—but may you always continue your vision to that which is to
come IF YOU DO YOUR WORK. And, WORK is a silly word—for your work is your very lifesustaining joy. BOREDOM has killed your world and left it to the dregs of humanity.
Think carefully upon these things for the time is upon you in the choosing and in the sorting. CHOOSE
GOD AND ALL ELSE WILL BE ADDED UNTO YOU—BUT YOU CANNOT CHOOSE FOR
ANOTHER. HOWEVER, THAT OTHER MAY WELL TRY TO DO “YOUR” CHOOSING. BE
CAREFUL AND GO WITH THAT WHICH YOU KNOW TO BE RIGHT.
Salu and good morning. May the day you create be wondrous.
People nag about knowing where is it safe? You will know where you are to be in God’s placement—for
you will be where you are to be! If you pile in upon those who you think to be in security for any reason
at all—you will make gross errors for those in my location, for instance, may be destined to physically not
make it. Stop moving about and working in FEAR, and start trusting GOD and SELF—AS ATTACHED
TO GOD.
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CHAPTER 12

REC #1 HATONN
MON., JUNE 15, 1998 7:57 A.M. YR. 11, DAY 303
MON., JUNE 15, 1998
SEERS, PROPHETS AND PUPPY DOG TALES
I am not being sarcastic, readers, there are real things coming down and when you spend your time trying
to Pick-a-Prophet in the game of living, you do waste a majority of your time allowed for attending your
needs of today while never minding the things to come.
We met yesterday and discussed these things and I ask, did anyone hear anything that I had not told you
years ago? Is it confirmation you need? Is it reality you need? Are you hoping to find someone—
anyone—who will tell you all this chaos is just going to fall away if you just hug your rose-bush and pray
real hard—FOR WHAT?
Today you have trouble in India and Pakistan, new troubles in Kosovo and then the OLD troubles are
simmering on the stove which has NEVER BEEN TURNED OFF. Now you again have to face the y2k
computer stuff. Come now, these are all guerrilla terrorist encounters to one extent or another.
If you think the Banksters are stupid enough to let the banks fail because of a “run”, you are mistaken. You
can’t get more cash from any bank than just a few small dollars at any one time. If you use much cash—
you have to order it in advance and then a report is made. Banks DO NOT KEEP CASH on which to
have a run! The Big banks are still merging and exchanging and vying for position in the new cashless
society, AFTER the changes come down and you-the-people don’t have any way to fight back. Killing the
local teller will not hurt the banks—just your chances of surviving.
The old useless fragments of any Constitutional government will fail and that is still set to happen by year
two thousand. Further, world corporations are going to do just fine in such a changeover for they are
owned by the same Banksters as control the rest of society’s apparent holdings. Do you really think the
Banksters are going to allow all that interest on the trillions of dollars of debt to just go away?
I suggest you use your heads for THINKING and not for talking until you sort this mess of possibilities.
Opinions by intelligent people have everything from total disaster and collapse to “nothing” is going to
happen. Some just take an average of opinions and come in the middle with “something may happen but
only to the OLD systems”—and they are the ones to hear.
The big story goes that in Year Two Thousand the whole world financial system and the connected economies will go down. It is said that everything is so connected that when the first little fragment goes down
everything will topple and go down. That is a remarkably naive assumption. The big pitch is “use my
product” and perhaps you won’t go flat like the pancake dough when the entire world financial and
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political government systems collapse and all starve.
Readers, these systems have check-points wherein if there is a failure in the grid system, only the portion
with the problem is shut down—and that is usually only until the connections are cleared and the circuits
reopened. And, since the “home offices” are now on satellites, there is not any particular reason to
concern over little banks in Podunk having glitches while the major resources continue to function. Therefore, KNOW that whatever is coming down, it is because of PLANNED ACTION.
BIGGER PROBLEM
The bigger consideration is this Photon Belt you are IN. There are now solar flares which are bombarding
the Earth—along with the planned bombardment of planned activities easily loosed upon you.
When the “remote viewers” do their viewing—they don’t have to look further than this paper for what is
going to happen and neither do you. The Photon Belt is a naturally occurring phenomenon, and if you add
to that the HAARP pulses, the nuclear bombardment, and the incredible pulses of electricity—the electronics systems of your little network of toys will go down, if not burn out forever.
What is going to hit your world, planned prior to the close of 1999, is going to be magnificently large in
electric-particle games. Photons are going to be the most easily utilized weapons.
You are being told that you need to be some thirty feet underground to protect yourselves from heat and
radiation. That’s a good number. I wonder if you will ever wake up, however, and realize that God and
Nature are not the culprits in these organized and orchestrated events.
And, oh yes, the “remote viewers” know all about this because they started out in the military security
forces. They KNOW what is available with which to play out there somewhere.
Richard Maybury puts it very well indeed:
“A bug-infested bank could bring the whole world to its knees only if it stayed connected to the world
net and no one did anything about it.”
How much do you think it takes to shut down sections of a system? One switch? Two? Sometimes it only
takes a local surge of power. The local section is down and without power, but the rest functions just fine
until all come back “on-line”. Why do you think you are having massive weather testing? This allows the
Big Boys to learn what happens with you-the-people under disaster circumstances and how long it takes
to get towns and cities back into operation and how many people are prepared to attend themselves. The
findings? Almost NO ONE IS PREPARED FOR ANYTHING—EVEN SUPPER. That is the concern—THAT YOU WILL BE PREPARED!
I hope you realize that the people will be pretty cautious about the possibilities of y2k and will keep pretty
good hard records. But more to the point, what happens when the Brokers and Banks close in the
market? Does your Social Security system go off-line? Come now.
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There is a planned control being run NOW to shut down various systems, and any left remaining untested
and updated may well go off-line for a short period of time on December 31, 1999. Then the most
important parts of the networks will be started first, and others in order of priorities.
What the mouths are saying is that every system will go down and the end is come. Do you actually think
the major communications networks are going to go dead? How fortunate that would be for you mesmerized watchers. THE ILLUSION OF SHUT-DOWN IS PLANNED TO HAPPEN. THIS IS CALLED
“PLANNED CHAOS” and gives the Big Honchos the chance to grab it all and there will not be one shred
of ability for you to recover anything. Even if you have HARD data, there will be the tale that there is
nothing—for there will be nothing. Banks hold nothing now; why expect to lose anything then? Federal
reserve notes and wire/computer data have nothing to back the notes—what is different, other than everything is then in acknowledged total loss?
Will your government then just be forgiven for debts into the multi-trillions of dollars? No, the banks will
simply continue in their already begun foreclosure and take everything hocked to the World Order—
INCLUDING YOU.
You can expect that overpriced market to also do what is planned—CRASH. I would suggest that you
not be IN THAT MARKET and the Market may well not wait until Dec. 1999. They can pull off a crash
any day now and never blink twice and not have to concern over cover-ups.
Engineers are not stupid lunks, people; every seriously designed critical system has built in back-up so that
manual operations can be pulled into play should there be failures in the major computerized systems.
These systems get major things running again almost instantly and some things within only a few hours.
Example: The valves in your local water treatment plant are computer operated almost everywhere around
the country now, but there are hand valves available if problems happen and power shuts off to the
computer systems. In crucial systems there are alternatively powered generators which are stop-gap
measures which allow for repairs and bigger on-line generators.
And remember something very crucial: THE NEWSLETTER INVESTOR-WRITERS are going to sell
you a bill of goods and tell you to do this or do that to protect yourselves. There is a goody going around
to get into T-bills. T-bills? Aren’t those TREASURY bills? If the government is down—won’t the
Treasury be a bit disabled?
There is more planned chaos come November of this year. Haven’t you heard about the meteor storm
expected? “Small particles” it reads, but able to disable satellites. “Military satellites will be undamaged
because of their protective covers, but communications-use satellites will be greatly damaged.”
Then what do I suggest? Well, what would be a good thing is to get transferred to independent banks—
and “independent” means with NO CONNECTIONS TO THE FEDERAL OR WORLD NETWORK
SYSTEM OF BANKS.
But there aren’t any? Well, there should be and perhaps it is up to you to make sure there ARE! If you
have money to support a bank—start one—on sovereign Native lands. Back them with gold and set your
own standards. If the computer systems to your Federal Reserve moochers go down—you are happily
secure in your little space pod. It would also help the Native economy greatly. WHY DO YOU THINK
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THE GOVERNMENT IS TRYING SO HARD TO GRAB OFF THOSE “INDIAN” LANDS? The
Natives, in addition, are smart enough not to put all their eggs into one bank and wait for the robbers to
show up—they are far more dependable than that sort of silly exchange.
Natives are good trackers and guerrillas to boot. The U.S. city-boy soft military gun-fodder troops can’t
handle guerrilla warfare. How long do you think a troop of foot soldiers would survive out there in Death
Valley or anywhere a Native Reservation LAND-SITE was considered bad enough to be set aside as a
RESERVATION?
But you might end up having to share something with these Native Brothers? Good for you! How
fortunate if the Lakotas and Dakotas and Hopi just took over the world. Oh yes indeed, GREAT SPIRIT
GRANDFATHER will certainly give them a very large hand to boost them along. GOD PLANNED IT
THAT WAY! The Elite’s Plan 2000 is piddling to the side of God’s Plan 2000.
Will it be survival of the “fittest”? Oh, I don’t know—but I plan to be among the fit. How about you? And
by the way—those nice UN Peacekeepers will have their hands full in the cities, rather than running about
the deserts and hills of rocks on some Native Reservation where the Federal Troops are SWORN TO
PROTECT THESE CITIZENS IN THEIR “CARE”. If Mr. Wilson sends in the National Guard of
California into the Morongo reservation at Palm Springs—the Federal Troops (Your military) are SUPPOSED TO BE RIGHT THERE TO STOP THEM.
Will they be? Who knows—the computer tracking system will be down——won’t it?
Am I sending cryptic messages? Oh indeed! How cryptic do you need, readers? I am suggesting you use
your minds for something other than ear spacers. And yes, it IS cryptic but it is not SECRET! Oh my.
Well, the only code the enemy couldn’t break in WW II was Native American language. Wow, and you
have so many Native places to use if you plead for mercy. Would this be a big problem to the Elite? Do
you really think the Muckys of Palm Springs are going to go en-masse to the Morongo Reservation? Only
the brighter ones, and those are indeed few.
Overseas in enemy territory—you know, Iraq, Libya, et al.—don’t even have that limitation of placement
problem. Moreover, there are a lot of dollars in those areas because the OIL BUSINESS CAN ONLY
BE PAID OFF IN US DOLLARS. Would those people help you in bondage in the US? I don’t know—
have any of you asked them? No, you are too busy calling them “Hitlers” and “Madmen” and they call you
“Evil Empire” and “Madmen”. It is hard not to agree that both are quite INSANE. Where would anyone
logically go for help? To the ENEMY of your Enemy! Well, the New World Order is NOT YOUR
FRIEND and so what does that leave you holding in your “Snipe sack”? Does this mean that I advocate
fighting this “New World Order” thing? No—I don’t “fight” anything—it never works toward a solution to
the problem at hand.
THE NEW AXIS
Just who are the New Axis enemies that keep popping up in the news? Is this some sort of new order or
is it something just conjured to use today?
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Oh readers, this is a take-off of the Axis powers vs. the Allied powers in the prior line-up of offenderss and
defenders in your other silly ONE-SIDED WARS. It is easier to think in terms of “Washington’s (D.C.)
enemies”. Those are comprised of just about every “thinking” nation on the globe. The major ones in the
running today as to the areas in point are Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya, North Korea, China, Pakistan, Chechnya,
Serbia, Sudan and the Taliban in Afghanistan. But dozens are joining forces as we write—all among the
Persian Gulf area countries, and others scattered around the globe with enough strength to take a position
without being blown off the map itself. Washington has NO FRIENDS, ONLY ENEMIES WITH VARYING DEGREES OF DESIRE TO SELL YOU OUT TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER. And which is the
most IMPORTANT? China of course. China can eat your lunch in one mouthful.
WHAT ACTUALLY, ARE GUERRILLAS?
They are the ones who win wars effectively—against incredible odds of trained military troops.
I would note that you can go back and read about such as Vietnam and find that, no matter how many
trained and disciplined troops were sent in, the guerrillas with one or two snipers could gain control. The
response was, of course, to literally kill off whole townships of people in the frustration of being unable to
actually fight a “regular” war.
Using air power over Vietnam, it took three B-52 bombers and 80 tons of bombs in one stage, to kill ONE
enemy. This one enemy needed and had nothing more than a sniper rifle worth around $300 to keep a
whole battalion of Marines tied up for days.
And just how do you think these same Marines would do on the Indian Reservation at Eagle Mountain?
Across the world in Turkey you will find that it is requiring a minimum of 200,000 regular troops to fight
only about 1,200 Kurdish guerrillas.
I speak of these things because it is so important that you not feel that just because you are outnumbered
in trained Elite participants—you are NOT outnumbered in brothers in the same cause—freedom and
security.
As you are hearing more and more about those expected disasters—can you not think and join with those
who wish to be prepared? I don’t mean in arms and battlefield tactics—I mean in REASONED-OUT
POSSIBILITIES. If you know the stores are going to be closed for some reason for a week or so, don’t
you go and get milk and eggs, some bread and other things for that week? If you don’t know but only
suspect you COULD have a closure, you can freeze things, or get canned things, even milk, to fill in IF, and
do very well. It is the lack of thought and preparation, while the very wolves do the training and thinking,
that keeps you helpless. Empower yourselves—and this does not mean get a bunch of guns—empower
YOURSELF by accepting responsibility. If you feel you cannot do this for self—then join with those who
have the control of selves to lead. But you have to support them for they cannot be all things to all beings.
Neither does this mean to go forth and defy the laws of the land, and never does it mean to break the laws
of God.
The Elite controllers are cowards. Yes, I said COWARDS. They have to have force to support them, and
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let us realize that the soldiers they use—end up being children or co-Elite. The mature and “thinking” adult
soldier is not going to serve them when the chips are down and choices can be made. Remember, we are
talking about the Elite of some 13 families and less than 3 percent of the population of the world. That
leaves a lot of citizens to be on YOUR SIDE.
I would leave this now for I don’t wish to linger today in view of yesterday’s heavy load. Begin, however,
to risk a bit and step out there and consider your possibilities and take a bit of time and effort to see where
you can make your place a bit more safe and your assets a bit more secure. I urge you not to wait until the
fat catches fire to consider the possibilities—after the curtains are alight. You don’t need to wait for me to
speak or someone to drag you in—you set up some meetings and begin to see what you might, as a unified
group, accomplish. You don’t need to be an official club or group—just a community setting of people you
already know. Others will come and share when they see that you are reasonable, reliable and good
citizens just hoping to create a better way.
Am “I” concerned about computer shut-downs and banking failures? No, I am not. We plan other
alternatives if we are in need of such services. It requires large and great thinking, and then go create and
get what you need to support the better plans. Planning doesn’t take money—but it takes the “knowing”
that you can get it, doesn’t it? When will you learn to trust that Higher Power within self—that has that
connection with God? You ask for what you need as HE sees your need, and the call compels the answer.
However if you do not expect to receive for your needs—count on it; it won’t show up.
I just wanted to leave you with these thoughts as a parting offer for this week—let us see if we can think
outside the ordinary lines of the trained seals and sheep flock.
Salu, and know that God blesses your thoughts as shared in goodness—and will see to it that those
thoughts are made manifest. But you must put aside your “trained” mental traps and open your mind to
God’s input. See and Hear and then, KNOW.
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TUE., JUNE 16, 1998
DUCKS: SCATTERED OR IN A ROW?
There is a rather wise quip which goes: “If it waddles like a duck, quacks like a duck, looks like a duck,
and acts like a duck—what is it?”
Well, readers, it is NOT ALWAYS a duck. But circumstantial evidence unfolding will usually disclose said
imitation or copy as to being a duck.
Example? George Green had the makings of being a “duck”. Then his decoy “so-called friends” made
sure his “duckness” was projected and their false inputs to make their own points did, in fact, cause him to
be considered a duck. But is he a duck? No, and left alone he could have been guided back to the
security of the duck sanctuary. In an effort TO BRING OTHER NON-GUILTY PARTIES TO DEATH
he was sucked away and into a world of counterfeit activities. It remains the same yesterday, today and for
always—when first you begin the game of deceiving—you are entangled in webs of shackling lies.
When those “others” learn of the tricks being played and the deceit being foisted off onto all who come
within the circle of information, the stuff hits the fan and scatters all over the poop-deck like duck goo.
Ducks and geese are wondrously beautiful and fun in a park but they make walking through the grass
nearby a feat of tippy-toe at best.
The results of actions ill-thought bring chaos and confirmation of seeing ducks when there are no ducks in
the compound at all.
Attorneys are the Elite of the liar’s club. It is usually that TRUTH will not suffice for anything in their
training manuals for “doing” a case. The point is to fabricate a tale which a jury will buy, whether true or
false—but emotionally pleaded by a better actor as lawyer than the opposition’s actor. When you have a
fabricated story and a lawyer embellishes with the blessings of the court—you have idiocy. When revenge
and desperation enter the picture the entire play gets distorted, blighted, and you can’t even find the
original plot of the scenario.
It happened with Henry Ford as well, in his research projects on the topic of “The Jewish Question”. He
tried to find the reasons things worked as they did and, frankly, he found a lot of “ducks”—but were they
ducks? No, and neither are the Jewish people responsible for the mess created aboard space-ship Earth.
But nobody hears that conclusion, do they? He was labeled an Anti-Semite Bigot and that’s that! But it
isn’t “THAT”. It is a very long way from being “THAT”.
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What George Green feels or thinks is only relative to the importance people place on him. The same with
Henry Ford. Henry Ford never said he didn’t like the Jews; he said there was a “Jewish question” and
invested a fortune in trying to establish the problem and find a solution. Green just had a problem and
proceeded to get “assistance” which has wiped out all credibility in even pronouncing his own name. Ford
tried to tell the truth of the matter in point; Green tries to cover EVERYTHING in more and more unmatching
lies.
I can’t speak much about Green because the confrontation yet rages on about four or five “fronts”. However, we can look back and see what about Henry Ford.
By 1927, less than five years after the major “Jewish” research, Henry had found that the “Question”
actually had almost NOTHING to do with JEWISH people, race, creed or color. He found the responsible parties were Elite and very shrewd JEUS. (Meaning of JEU, remember: Shrewd gamesmen.) However, it is noted that the shrewd gamesmen don’t play fair, they lie, cheat and steal all along their journey to
keep ahead of the mass-pack in the garnering of THINGS, wealth, status, power and control over others.
These shrewd players USE ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING to gain, take and maintain their status at
all costs—especially to the very people from whom they cheat, lie, and steal. And, the last thing these
shrewd players can do—is LIVE AND BE IN TRUTH.
Truth will always ultimately OUT in the ordinary world of evolvement—but sometimes it takes lifetimes for
Truth to be realized. Honor will always prevail—but who can wait 2,000 years for Truth and Honor to be
played out on the stage of the living cycle?
“Jew” is not a Biblical word although it now shows up as being a “beginning” word to be translated. There
is no “rapture” as in “RAPTURE” TODAY DEFINED by the fundamentalist teachers and preachers.
These terms were NOT—period.
Jew became a Talmudic term because when the “13th Tribe” of mixed race/nationality people called
Khazars were required to take up a current, for the day, religion—they chose Judaic religious doctrines for
they found that the religious doctrines of that sect/cult, and the actions of the people in that religion, more
nearly matched their own desire for commercial wishes of status, and attitudes about status itself, along
with the acceptance of outstanding and higher “power”, to be quite like their own. Besides, they had
Judaic rabbis living among them and acting as advisors to the leaders. They were shrewd businessmen,
commercially focused and needed to control everything in order to maintain status and power. In the
process they literally STOLE the heritage and plundered the very beliefs of a whole established group of
people.
These very “Jews” then went forth leaving the label onto the backs of the Judaic people while they marched
on to call themselves Socialists, then Communists, then Zionists, and now Elite One Worlders of the
Democratic AND Republican controlling leadership. These “ducks” are simply a compilation of the shrewd
manipulators of all and any RELIGION, RACE, CREED, OR COLOR. HOWEVER, they chose to
first call themselves JEWS and didn’t even misspell the word in original documents. The term
spelled “Jew” came ever so much later in evolvement through the generations and at the hands
of the manipulators and tampering Scribes and Pharisees. They have NEVER been other than
Pharisees to this day—the commercial-controlling PARTY of the ELITE.
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It is not in the misunderstanding that comes the problem—it is in the refusal to understand and find THE
TRUTH. Why would George Green take the gold intended for the Institute? BECAUSE HE COULD.
Why do the Elite continue the lies and controlling destruction of freedom? BECAUSE THEY CAN.
GOOD AND BAD are merely concepts. Do the Elite think themselves to be BAD? Of course not. Does
Green think himself to be “BAD”? Of course not. They think themselves to be “good” and/or persecuted.
Why? Because they have no GODLY set of rules and regulations to cause them to move in the goodly
direction beyond their own opportunistic moment of choosing directions. THEN, comes the Evil
CATCHMASTER—who catches you up in blackmail wherefrom the “caughtee” cannot extricate self, so
the lies and dark actions continue until they have absorbed the very being and the result is that the “caughtee”
can’t tell the truth lest he be hanged or lynched—not for the first deed but for the resulting lies, cheating,
stealing and ongoing thievery and damage committed upon innocent “victims”. GOOD or BAD is only a
perception. RIGHT and WRONG are the terms in point. In other words: you can have an action which
may be considered EITHER good or bad OR good NOR bad—but it very definitely bears defining as
RIGHT or WRONG. It may well be within the laws of man, your action—but is it within the LAWS OF
GOD? Is a thing morally RIGHT or WRONG—or in some dingy gray area in between? But to further the
example: To steal something from another FOR GOD, is WRONG. Why? Because YOU have decided
what you stole was “for” God when in actuality it was for your own recognition, whatever you choose to
do with the “thing” or “item”. Now, if you are RIGHT in thought—you would not secretly STEAL anything. In the example of Green, you would come right out AT THE VERY BEGINNING and say, “I have
some gold sent to the Institute but I am going to keep it to repay my expenses.” This would be open, in the
Light of all present and affected by the taking or leaving and the whole thing would be worked out feasibly
and openly. But to secret away and bury the item while slyly conjuring excuses for doing so is deadly in
concept and circumstantial “duckery”.
Henry Ford worked for years to undo whatever perceived damage his research had done to the “innocent” race/religion of Jewish groups and persons but the MEDIA didn’t focus on those interesting revelations—for it was the very media that was among the most Elite of the shrewd manipulators of what the
public would THINK and BELIEVE.
Was Esu Emmanuel (JESUS) of the House of Joseph a “christ”, a “teacher”, a “messenger”, or a “fraud”?
He was none of these things. At best he was a GOOD MAN AND A MESSENGER OF TRUTH
FROM GOD TRUTH. The man in point simply KNEW truth and tried to TEACH IT. He went about
practicing what he preached and would today be labeled a far-out hippy New Ager. His intentions and
teachings were “christ” in concept of exactly what the word MEANS: “good actions and intentions”.
“Christ” is NOT A NAME—it is a word defining “actions and belief”—or, an emotional state of being. It
is NOT synonymous or a substitute word for LORD. But “both” are “titles”, as is “master”. GOD has a
very definite meaning as well—but is scattered about among anything or anyone the masses or a singular
being wishes to call a thing or being. “God” too is an “idea”.
From Webster’s Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language:
“GOD (godded, godding) l. the one Supreme Being, the creator and ruler of the universe. 2. the Supreme Being considered with reference to a particular attribute: the God of battles. 3. one of the several
deities, esp. a male deity, presiding over some portion of worldly affairs. 4. a Supreme Being according to
some particular conception: the god of pantheism. 5. Christian Science, the Supreme Being consid112

ered with reference to the sum of His attributes. 6. an image of a deity; an idol. 7. any deified person or
object.” Etc.
In this particular dictionary the word falls between Goclenius and Goddard. But, can you define either
Goclenius or specifically, this Goddard? Well, Goclenius “a crater in the fourth quadrant of the face of the
Moon: about 32 miles in diameter”.
“GODDARD: Benjamin Louis Paul, 1849-95, French violinist And composer.”
When, readers, you take time to place things in PERSPECTIVE you can only realize what you either
“think” or “know”—OR LEARN. Are Goclenius or Goddard important? To someone they are more
important than God, so don’t fool yourselves, chelas. To the music student of the violin—Goddard is very
important and to the astronomer who studies the Moon there is little else as important as Goclenius. Point?
YOU CAN ONLY DEAL WITH YOUR OWN PERCEPTION OF A THING OR A BEING.
And, in the focus on the “Jew”, “Jeu”, Judean, or Zionist, you can only judge or discern on the basis of
what you know and if you don’t bother to know ALL of the story then how can you make judgement or
discernment? However, on circumstantial evidence evolving—you may well find that the duck is still a
duck but the Jew is NOT. Neither is Green a duck—but he has proven himself to be a liar, cheat and thief,
having broken honor and the law while still trying to make the law fit his needs through coercion, threats,
and further lying and cheating, and with plenty of helpers, to add to the conspiracy of unlawful actions.
Is either topic or focus important? Which is the most important? Well, in actual “importance” the
misperceptions of the JEWS are the MOST IMPORTANT BECAUSE THAT AFFECTS THE MOST
“OTHERS”. BOTH ARE IMPORTANT FOR OFTEN TIMES THE SAME METHODS OF ACCOMPLISHING A GOAL ARE EMPLOYED AS TOOLS, I.E., LYING, CHEATING AND STEALING.
This negative WRONG behavior is what labels BOTH. Is it fair? FAIR? Yes, if the shoes fit the feet. Is
it RIGHT? Right? That depends on evidence. It is not fair or right to label people as in a group—on the
other hand if so many of a group believe in the Supreme Being as god of some kind—the whole will be
labeled or in other words, painted with the same brush and color of paint. Make sure you have the RIGHT
GOD in sight as your GOAL. You can only be as GOOD as the GOAL you claim and work to achieve.
Further, you CANNOT be GOOD if you are always BAD. A GOODLY GOAL CAN ONLY BE
ACHIEVED THROUGH HONOR, INTEGRITY, GOODNESS, TRUTH AND DESIRE FOR GOODNESS TO PREVAIL.
You cannot arrive at “GOD” by following a MAN—any MAN, not even a “Jesus”. Jesus is a name of a
man. You find GOD by following the CHRIST “way” toward all things and actions chosen, intended and
honored. God of Light and Creation—offers the ability to CREATE from that which IS—the opposition
requires that you be restricted to the human aspect of functioning as a physical “USER” of that which is
already created. Is there a difference? If you don’t know, you are in trouble already. GOD IS GOOD
WITHOUT EXCEPTION. Man places his own interpretation on his perception of what is good and
what is evil. Does good or bad, back to the above question, have great meaning? No—but right and
wrong both have explicit meaning as does “christ” and “anti-christ”, “good” and “evil”—and BOTH are
measured through relative positioning to GOD, the Supreme Being of positive creation. Satan can be a
totally accepted god—but is he positive or negative in “right” and “wrong” behavior? This too is percep113

tion but all beings are created with the KNOWLEDGE of “right” and “wrong”. Only insanity, brain
damage and physical brain retardation offer up “unknowing”.
Now, let us consider living itself, in a human arena. You have to confront and function alongside both the
perceived righteous and unrighteous. You do not become one or the other through this side-by-side
experience although you may well choose one or the other as an intent or activity. You wear the “mark of
the beast (or evil)” in the soul, not on the face or hand. The “activities” you choose indicate your choice of
“which” direction you move and with whom as a segment or a “mass” of societal interchange. Either way
YOU ARE THE THOUGHT OF GOD EXPRESSED (MANIFEST) IN A FREE-WILL ALLOWANCE
BEING OF HUMAN STRUCTURE. I might note, however, that the choice is most often REFLECTED
on the face and within the eyes of the individual having made a choice. Can this be “faked”? Of course—
BUT NOT TO GOD. You may well fool all the people all the time—BUT YOU DO NOT FOOL GOD
AND YOU DO NOT FOOL THE COUNTER-PART OF GOD.
When Evil intent snags your soul you are caught in a trap of intrigue where good intentions are put down to
protect the property of the demons within. God COULD snatch you back but it would deprive you of
your experience in the schoolroom of experience and you would simply think you put one over on “God”
and revel in the recognition of thinking you have somehow fooled “goody two shoes”. You can even come
to believe in your own lies and excuses—BUT THE “YOU OF SOUL” knows better and keeps you
getting into the trap deeper and deeper by the weight of every new lie you tell. LIE TO SELF-SOUL
AND YOU HAVE LIED TO GOD! REMEMBER IT FOR IT IS VERY IMPORTANT—TO YOU.
How often do YOU go beyond the point of easy return in the wrong direction? Forgiveness of actions is
not the same thing as condoning lack of responsibility! Forgiveness of you BY ME only releases ME
FROM THE BONDAGE OF THE NON-FORGIVING FOCUS. Therefore, “forgiveness” is a misused and abused understanding as well. The inability to “forgive” another is simply insuring the bondage to
that other. Revenge, hatred and other negative attitudes keep the focus on the negative aspect—so why
do this to yourself by allowing such bondage of self-being?
I can example what I mean by asking you to look at the Brown saga as relative to O.J. Simpson. O.J. was
found “not guilty” by a JURY. But the groupies proclaim him guilty. Ok so far? Well, what is this PUBLIC
DISPLAY INTERNATIONALLY WITH THE CANDLE BURN-IN TO CELEBRATE THE MURDER OF NICOLE? Would it not be more sincere in appearance if Denise just went silently to her corner
and prayed for Nicole? So, you KNOW that the burn-in is not for the relief of soul to God connection but
to make a totally political statement to keep the LIE ALIVE. TRUTH NEEDS NO CANDLES OR
BURN-INS OR UPS TO KEEP THE TRUTH ALIVE.
Do the activities of this sort or the grabbings of one Fred Goldman further hurt O.J. Simpson? Not other
than in the pocket—and not even there any more. It makes the grubbers look greedy and false, and gains
more and more empathy and sympathy for O.J. Simpson and his babies.
As for Freddie, becoming a leader in a JEWISH (JEUISH) organization to “GET SOMEONE” ONLY
FURTHER DAMAGES THE VERY PEOPLE OF WHICH HE IS A RACIAL-RELIGIOUS PART—
the Jewish concept and presentation. To connect with Ron, Nicole AND GOD only requires THOUGHT
between and among you and them, she and them, he and them. And candles? Well, candles in the wind
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quite often ignite something quite physical which simply burns up the party holding the candle while doing
absolutely NOTHING for or to the departed souls, good or bad. When will you learn the difference in
physical ritual and GOD IDEA? “Candles in the Wind” simply give the troubadours such as Elton John
something to sing about to people like departed roses of England or something which is then related to
individuals, i.e., Diana (as an “idea”, by the way). This COVERS the knowledge that such as Diana was
MURDERED and not somehow martyred by her circumstances. So, crime pays in the physical experience—for a while, doesn’t it? Then when truth is brought forth—the mass-mind thought-forms wash back
across the very people who just “took opportunity” in the first set of circumstances. And, Pollyanna, these
people WERE MURDERED—INTENTIONALLY. THAT is what murder is: intentional killing.
Do you think it ok to kill the pesky flies in your kitchen? Well, the Elite think it appropriate and desirable
to kill you pesky dissenters against them. See, it’s all in perspective, isn’t it? You of the masses have
become something on the lower level of flies. You represent problems and are “useless eaters”, further
depriving them of having EVERYTHING. “They” don’t hate or have revenge to bring upon you; they
simply loathe and despise you for the confrontation and will do that which is expedient to remove you from
being in their faces.
If they see you doing or having something that they can now or later turn into their own use and value—they
will help you accomplish your “human” goals. If it makes them “look good” they will help you even more
diligently but usually totally in secret so that they are not discovered by the other parties involved in their
own supremacy. Always, actions are geared to the “advantage” gained against the “disadvantage” of noncooperation or help.
Green always liked the example to protect himself from truth that points to himself by the concept that if
you point your finger at someone—there are three fingers pointing back at self. SIR, ONLY IF YOU
MAKE A FIST! ONLY if you make a fist!
Truth always points to the false—but doesn’t need a fist to do so. Truth enjoys, most of all, the LIGHT
shown upon it. Falseness must have cover of darkness to endure at all. It cannot stand in the Light of
Truth. EGO does the rest! Exposure of the falsifier will usually come from the falsifier him/her-self, or the
ACTIONS will speak for themselves as the tales get larger and more outrageous the longer the culprit is
loose and the more people who come within the knowing and want their cut of the “prize”.
Does conscience generally rule the outcome? No. FEAR of being caught is what ultimately is reflected in
the claim of “conscience” and pleas for forgiveness of the perpetrator of ill-conceived activities and ideas.
Would George have turned over the gold back to rightful holders? NO, not ever. He was CAUGHT and
required to turn the assets over to the court. He was ORDERED by the law to bring forth the loot. All the
other assets “not caught” are still missing and in his larder which he continues unceasingly to hide AS BEST
HE CAN THROUGH FURTHER UNLAWFUL ACTIVITIES. But others KNOW and therein is the
weakness of the game—for just as he betrayed others—THEY WILL BETRAY HIM AND ALREADY
HAVE DONE SO!
When the Jewish people realize the extent of their own abuse and use, they and only they can clean up their
own acts to present a different picture to the world—then the WORLD looking in must be made of people
who KNOW TRUTH and accept it as what it is, and move on together to confront the real culprits riding
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on the very lives and backs, as parasites, of the people themselves.
If you are infected and infested with parasites, which all things ARE, you must find the ONES that are
killing you and get rid of those lest you not live to consider the others who may well damage but allow life
to proceed. Recognize the ones eating your being or you will lash out at the wrong one every time. When
you kill off the very parasites keeping you alive—you have really done a most stupid thing for the next turn
of events will be your demise. When you live and become the LIE you are destined to perish in the lie.
Truth can give you freedom—but not until you are ready to part with the lie.
Are these presented thoughts wisdom or foolishness? Well, that is, again, just your own perception, isn’t
it? ALWAYS, readers, it comes right back to the beginning: YOU IN RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF.
YOU EITHER ACCEPT IT OR YOU DO NOT AND THAT IS YOUR RIGHTFUL CHOICE. IGNORANCE OF THE LAW, HOWEVER, IS NOT A LEGAL EXCUSE UNDER THE LAW. MORALITY, HOWEVER, CANNOT BE LEGISLATED FOR MORALITY IS NOT SIMPLY “ACTION”—IT IS INDWELLING BELIEF IN HONORABLE THINGS, ACTIONS AND THOUGHTS.
IMMORAL ACTS DO NOT REFLECT MORAL IDEAS OR IDEALS. As example, a President
who will betray a wife and act immorally, is going to betray a nation while acting immorally. If the wife is
also immoral—so too will be the offspring and thus the nation will become made up of immoral people with
immoral attitudes. There is no chicken or egg here—the immoral thought births all the rest.
Who should you believe in such instances, the person who says “affairs” are fine (and are probably participants in or have been, or plan to be, in affairs) or the right guidelines of society which says “affairs” are
actual immoral acts of betrayal of one you swore to love, honor and care for with integrity? If Clinton will
betray Hilly won’t he betray the nation to, say, CHINA? In this example the man has ALREADY DONE
BOTH! Can your nation recover from the ongoing betrayals by the leaders upon your nation? NO! Not
the way it is going. You will either build a new and moral nation and leadership or you will fall—the concept
is simple and pointed. All the flag-waving on the continent will not make you a moral nation—it simply
makes you a bunch of flag-waving fools for the buffoons of the globe. You become the thing of jokes and
tid-bits for the jesters.
When the religious parasites of the world are put aside by the people upon which they feed and citizens join
in TRUTH instead of bias and bigotry—morality can again flourish for you will not longer tolerate the
feasting on your carcasses.
Why doesn’t my teaching get out to the masses of thinking people? IT DOES! It is simply lost on the nonthinking masses of unintelligent eaters and breathers.
To disclaim what I have offered here is to prove your own unintelligent and non-thinking foolishness to the
whole world. No matter how you or anyone else twists and bends this truth offered here—it will not hide
the FACT OF TRUTH in the messenger and that, therefore, makes me a MESSENGER bringing the
word of God—an angel if you will, in the service of the MOST HIGH PRINCIPAL-PRINCIPLE. WHO
ARE “YOU” TO DEFINE “ME”? George Green has called me, LOUDLY, “a liar”. Does that make me
a liar? Does THAT make you believe MORE that I might be a liar—or do you see somehow as things
become openly KNOWN—that perhaps I AM NOT A LIAR?
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Does Leon, who totally believes in “unconditional love”, have to believe me when I say God has CONDITIONS but is ABSOLUTE LOVE. No, for his perception may well be correct as he defines unconditional and I define absolute. But to call me a liar and a dark energy because I KNOW that absolute and
unconditional are NOT the same thing is simply uninformed attitude—not intentional denouncement—
UNTIL HE INTENTIONALLY DENOUNCES ME OR MY CONCEPTS. And, if he would rather
move about in the camp of thieves and liars and be used as to both getting his money and his soul presentation, so be it—it is not my business or the business of anyone who claims association WITH me. Is the
individual in this point important? Of course he is extremely important—but NO MORE IMPORTANT
THAN THE OTHER HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE INVOLVED AS WELL AND IN THE SAME MANNER. If, however, he chooses to NOT LISTEN OR HEAR, HE CAN DEPEND ON BEING ROYALLY TAKEN BY HIS COMRADES while he DOESN’T even KNOW IT. His attorney acts with an
“absolute” “power of attorney” and he never even has to notify Leon of his legal actions and activities—
AND DOESN’T. Leon can go about in misery blaming his assumed enemies—WHILE THE PARASITES ON HIS BODY, MIND AND SOUL EAT HIM ALIVE. When you aid and abet the lie, even in
ignorance, you BECOME THE LIE. It simply IS the way it IS.
Can’t “I” approach this man? Yes, but by his own teachings of the fact that he believes the moving toward
the LIGHT is moving toward evil and destruction (his presentation) I think you can see that I, being Light,
only turn him about and cause him to shrink away from Truth and corner himself with the dark energies
working, actually, against him deliberately and directly.
Has the Institute, or people involved with it—hurt this man? No—not one centavo has been taken from
this man. But the alternative opposing parties have used hundreds of thousands of his dollars and now sink
him into the muck more deeply to try and gain payment through further theft from the lawful owners of
property. Is this lack of ability to think? No, it is deliberate REFUSAL to think correctly about a very
important point—to both the Institute and the person involved. This particular example is just that, an
example. However, to damage many for the one when obligation and fiduciary responsibility to other
parties is involved, is not only unacceptable BUT UNLAWFUL. If you don’t understand the example—
then consider same a PARABLE for the principle is the same whether or not you know a name to affix to
the examples. When TRUTH is available, however, why do you disdain using truth and/or labels? You
cannot get attention of a man in a crowd moving away from you unless you CALL HIS NAME. A hurt
baby crying out for his Mama will cause every MOTHER IN EARSHOT TO TURN ABOUT INSTANTLY. But a man moving in a narrow tunnel of focus—will only respond to his name and, secondly,
to a voice he WANTS TO HEAR. When you are moving in the pits of misery, despair and self-indictment—you don’t, surely, wish to hear the word of GOD, or reason, or Truth—UNTIL you are ready to
confront REALITY.
Even stranger in reality: Leon not only still has his “notes” but the adversary (attorneys) have placed a lien
(encumbrance) against the payoff on them. How is THAT for honorable friendship in this game of legal
exchange? The first payments on Leon’s notes were paid and then skived off directly and intentionally by
his attorney on his way to vacation in Italy—now the entire note value is attached by the same parasite.
Legal? Of course. Immoral? Even more “of course”. Who can fix this? Leon. We have no need to serve
our proclaimed enemies who have made life miserable for so many. Should an elderly parent suffer for the
unseeing of the child? No, but who can rectify that circumstance?
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I would close this now but I ask that you think on these things for things are getting pretty hot on your place
right now and that means that “time as you recognize it” is not so abundant in perception as even a month
ago.
Salu, and may the soul you save be your OWN!
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